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Summary

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between the quantized enveloping

algebra U(gln) (corresponding to the Lie algebra gin) and the q-Schur algebra, Sq(n, r). It was

shown in [BLM] that there is a surjective algebra homomorphism

where q = v2.

§1 is devoted to background material.

In §2, we show explicitly how to embed the q-Schur algebra into the r-th tensor power of a

suitable n x n matrix ring. This gives a product rule for the q-Schur algebra with similar properties

to Schur's product rule for the unquantized Schur algebra. A corollary of this is that we can describe,

in §2.3, a certain family of subalgebras of the q-Schur algebra.

In §3, we use the product rule of §2 to prove a q-analogue of Woodcock's straightening formula

for codeterminants. This gives a basis of "standard quantized codeterminants" for Sq(n, r) which is

heavily used in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

In §4, we use the theory of quantized codeterminants developed in §3 to describe preimages

under the homomorphism Or and the kernel of Or.

In §5, we use the results of §3 and §4 to link the representation theories of U(gln} and Sq(n, r).

We also obtain a simplified proof of Dipper and James' "semistandard basis theorem" for q-Weyl

modules of q-Schur algebras.

In §6, we show how to make the set of q-Schur algebras Sq(n, r) (for a fixed n) into an inverse

system. We prove that the resulting inverse limit, Sv(n), is a cellular algebra which is closely related

to the quantized enveloping algebra U(sln) and Lusztig's algebra U.
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1. Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce the necessary background material for the rest of this thesis. Most

of this material is expository. In §1.1, we introduce the quantized enveloping algebra, and in §1.2,

we introduce the Schur algebras and q-Schur algebras. In §1.3, we state some well known properties

of Coxeter systems, which we use to analyse symmetric groups and their associated Heeke algebras.

Finally, § 1.4 is devoted to combinatoric definitions.

The symbols q and v always represent indeterminates unless stated otherwise, and are related

via v2 = q. Throughout the thesis, we denote Z[v, v-1], the ring of Laurent polynomials over Z, by

A.

§1.l The Quantized Enveloping Algebra

1.1.1 Definition of the Quantized Enveloping Algebra

We now define the algebra U (gin) over Q( v) as in [D4]. It is generated by elements

(where 1 ~ i ~n - 1 and 1 ~ j ~n) subject to the following relations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

K,K,-l = 1,

KO·E· - v·+(i,i)E·K·
I } - } I,

E,Ej = EjE; if Ii- jl > 1,

r.r, = FjFi if Ii- il> 1,

E; Ej - (v + v-1)EiEjEi + EjE; = 0 if Ii- jl = 1,

Fl F; - (v + v-1)FjFiFj + FiFl = 0 if Ii- jl = 1.

Here,
if j = i;
if i = i-I;
otherwise;
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and

{
I if j = i-I;

(-(i,j):= -1 if j = i;
o otherwise.

The algebra is also equipped with two coassociative comultiplications. One, 6" : U --+ U @ U,

has the following effect on the generators:

6,,(E;) = 10 E; + E; 0 K;K;+\,

6,,(F;) = K;-1 Ki+l @ F; + Fi 01,

6,,(Ki) = K; 0 tc.,

The other map, 6,,' : U --+ U 0 U, is defined by

6,,'(E;) = K;K;+\ 0 E; + E; 0 1,

6,,'(F;) = 10 F; + Fi 0 Ki-
1 Ki+l,

6,,'(K;) = K; 0 K;,

We will not be using 6,,' in this thesis, but we include it for completeness because many authors

prefer it to ,.:l.

The maps ,.:l and ,.:l' are also algebra homomorphisms. This means that if M is a V-module,

we can make M0r into a V-module via

This is well-defined because 6" is coassociative. Note that ,.:lr-l is an algebra homomorphism V --+

V0r. It may be checked by a simple inductive argument that the effect of ,.:lr-l on the generators

e; Fi, tc; Ki-
l is as follows:

,.:lr-l(Ei) =(10 .. ·010 Ei) + (10'" 0 10 E, 0 K;K;+\) + ...

... + (Ej 0 KjK;+\ 0 '" 0 KjKj+\),

,.:lr-l(Fi) =(Kj-I K;+1 0···0 Kj-I Kj+l 0 F;) + (Kj-1 K;+I 0···0 Kj-1 Kj+1 0 F; (1) + ...

... + (F; 0 10 .. ·01),

,.:lr-l(K;) =Kj 0···0 «;

,.:lr-l(Ki-l) =Ki-
I 0··' 0 «;'.

We introduce certain elements of Q( v), as follows.
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We will define the quantum integer [a], where a is a nonnegative integer, to be

Va _ V-a

V - V-1 .

We also define quantized factorials by
a

[a]! := IT[k],
.1:=1

and quantized binomial coefficients by

[a] [aJ!
b .- [b]![a-bJ!"

Note that when v is specialised to 1, these become ordinary integers, factorials and binomial

coefficients, respectively.

If X is an element of U and c is a nonnegative integer, then the divided power X(c) is defined

to be

Sometimes, it is convenient to work with an integral form of U (gin), which is denoted by UA (gin),

or (when the context is clear) by U. This is an A-algebra which is generated by the elements of

U(gln) given by

E}C) (1::; i < n, c EN)

F;(c) (1::; i < n, cE N)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Kj (1::; j s n)

[K1t·;0] (1 ::; j ::;n, tEN).

Here,

[K' .. ] t K'. c-.+1 _ K-1 -c+.-1
I, C := IT IV ; V
t v' - V-I

.=1

The A-algebra UA is generated by the elements in (11) subject to relations ofform (7) and (9).

The A-algebra u1 is generated by the elements in (12) and (13), subject to relations of form

(1) and (2).

The A-algebra u.1 is generated by the elements in (10), subject to relations ofform (6) and (8).

It is known (see [L3, §3.2]) that U ~ U- @ UO @ U+ as A-modules.

A good reference for the general theory of quantized enveloping algebras is [L3].
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1.1.2 Root systems and root vectors

We now state without proof some properties of root systems. The general theory of these can

be found in any good text on Lie algebras.

Associated with the Lie algebra sin, or (in our case) gin, is a certain collection of vectors in

(n - lj-dimensional Euclidean space known as a root system of type An-l. It is well-known that

this root system contains an independent subset (the fundamental roots) {al, ... ,an-d such that

any other root is of form

0: = O:j + aj+1 + ... + aj (1 $ i $ j < n)

or of form

a = -O:j - O:j+1 - •.. - aj (1 ~ i~j < n).

In the first case, the root a is called positive, and in the second case, the root a is called negative.

Denote these two sets of roots by ~+ and <1>- , respectively.

We will also write a( i, j + 1) to denote the positive root aj + aj+1 + ... + «s

We define the height, h(a), of a = a(i,j) to be j - i.

Following [L2, §2.2]' we define the function g(a(i,j» = j - 1. (The function g finds the index

of the highest fundamental root occurring with nonzero coefficient in its argument.)

The bilinear map ( , ) : 4>+ x 4>+ -+ Z is defined to satisfy

if i = i:
if Ii- jl = 1;
otherwise.

Associated to each positive root a in gin, we define an element Ea in U+ and an element Fa

in U-.

Let 0: = aj + ai+l + ... + aj be a (typical) positive root in type An-I, where the aj are, as

usual, the fundamental roots. If i= i. we define Ea := E, and Fa := Fj. If if:. i. we let 'Y = a - aj

and /3 = a - aj and define, by induction on j - i,

and

We also order the elements Ea and the elements Fa as follows.

The element Ea( j ,j) precedes (or appears to the left of) the element Ea( k ,I) if i > k or (i = k and

[ > I). We denote by /3N, ... , /32, /31 the sequence of positive roots corresponding to this sequence of

root vectors.
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The element Fa(i,j) precedes (or appears to the left of) the element Fa(k,l) if j < lor (j = I and

i < k). We denote by -YN, ... , -Y2, -Yl the sequence of positive roots corresponding to this sequence of

root vectors.

Example

Let n = 4. In this case, the positive roots are

The ordering on the elements Ea corresponds to the ordering

a(3,4) < a(2,4) < 0:(2,3) < 0:(1,4) < a(I,3) < 0:(1,2)

on the positive roots, and the ordering on the elements Fa corresponds to the ordering

a(1,2) < a(1,3) < 0:(2,3) < 0:(1,4) < a(2,4) < a(3,4)

on the positive roots.

1.1.3 Basis theorems for Quantized Enveloping Algebras

In this section, we work with the integral form U = U,A. The aim is to define a Poincare-

Birkhoff-Witt type basis for U by using the elements Ea and Fa which were introduced in §1.1.2.

Lemma 1.1

Define 'IjJ+ : U+ _. U+ by 'IjJ+(Ei) .- En-i. Then 'IjJ+ extends naturally to an A-algebra

isomorphism 1/)+ : U+ -- U+ .

Define 'IjJ- : U- -- U- by 'IjJ-(Fi) .- Fn-i. Then 'IjJ- extends naturally to an A-algebra

isomorphism 'IjJ- : U- ----U-.

Proof

The map 1/}+ is self-inverse, and preserves the relations (6) and (8).

The map 'IjJ- is self-inverse, and preserves the relations (7) and (9). •
Lemma 1.2

There is an A-algebra isomorphism w- :U- -- U+ given by w- (Fi) = E;.

There is an A-algebra isomorphism w+ : U+ -- U- given by w+(E;) = Fi.

Proof Since w- and w+ are mutual inverses, and they are clearly surjective, it suffices to check

that each one preserves the relations. This is immediate from the nature of the relations (6), (7),

(8) and (9). •
9



Lemma 1.3

(ii) Fa precedes F{3 in the ordering on the elements F-y if and only if .,p+(w-(Fa)) precedes

t/)+(w-(F{3)) in the ordering on the E'Y.

Proof

We first prove (i), using induction on h = h(a). The case h = 1 follows from the definition of

w

For the general case, Fa(i,j)

induction, we have

Fa(i+l,j)Fa(i,i+l) - V-I Fa(i,i+I)Fa(i+I,j), by definition. By

because tj;+w- is an algebra isomorphism. The result now follows from the defintion of

Ea(n-j+l,n-i+I).

The proof of (ii) is immediate from the claim of (i) and the definitions of the two orders. I

Definition

Define V- to be the A-algebra given by generators {_F~e) : a E e+, c E Z~o} (where F~O) = 1)

and relations

_F(e) _F(b) _ [c + b] F(e+b)
a a - ca'

_F~~)F~b) = F~b) F~~) if (a, ai) = 0 and i < g(a),

F~(b)F~(C) -Cl' (X'-
'"' -j-(c-j)(b-j)F~(c-j)F~(j) F~(b-j)
L...J v a' a+a' a ,

(14)

(15)

(16)
j~OJ~c;j~b

ebF~(c)F~Cb) _ FCb) F(e)
V a' a+a' - a+a' a" (17)

(18)vcb _F(b) _F(e) - _F(e)F(b)
a+a' a - a 01'+01',.

The relations (16), (17) and (18) are each subject to the restrictions that (a,a') = -1 and

either (a' = ai and i < g(a)) or (h(a') = h(a) + 1 and g(a') = g(a)).
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Proposition 1.4 (Lusztig)

There is an A-algebra isomorphism </J : V- -+ U- satisfying </J(FaJ = Fi, and the set

{II F£co): Ca EZ~o}
aE4>+

is an A-basis for V- ,where the order taken for the product is the same as the order on our elements

Proof

The required isomorphism is exhibited in [L2, Theorem 4.5]. This theorem also shows that with

a certain fixed order, the products as shown above form an A-basis for V-. Fortunately, this fixed

order (which is the reverse of the order shown in [L2, 2.9 (a))) is exactly the same as the order we

imposed on the elements Fa!

From [L2, Corollary 4.3] and [L2, Proposition 1.8 (d)], we see that </J(FaJ = Fi. This completes

the proof. •
Proposition 1.5

(i) The set

B- := { II F£co): Col EZ~o} ,
aE4>+

where the product is taken in the order corresponding to that on the elements Fa, is an A-basis

for u-.
(ii) The set

B+ := { II E~c",): Col E z~o},
aE4>+

where the product is taken in the order corresponding to that on the elements Ea, is an A-basis

for U+.

Proof

The result (ii) will follow from Lemma 1.3 and (i), so it is enough to prove (i).

To prove (i), notice that the relation (16) shows that

Since we know that Fa(i,i+l) = Fa(i,i+1), we now see by an induction on h( Cl!) that Fa =
v-h(a)+l Fa. Since the claim of (i) is true if we replace F by F whenever it appears in the statement,

and the element Fa differs from Fa by a unit in A, we see that (i) holds. •
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§1.2 Schur Algebras and q-Schur Algebras

1.2.1 The Classical Schur Algebra

Denote by er the set of n x n matrices with nonnegative integer coefficientswhose entries sum

to r .

The classical Schur algebra, Sen, r) has a basis consisting of certain elements ~i,i which are

defined (as in [GI, §2.3])as follows.

Let [(n,r) be the set of all ordered r-tuples of elements from the set n:= {l, ... ,n}. The

symmetric group S; acts on the set [ = [en, r) on the right by place permutation via

It also acts on the set [ x [ as (i, j)7I" = (i7l",j 71"). We write i ......j if i and j are in the same Sr-orbit

of I , and (i, j) "" (i', j') if (i, j) and (i', j') are in the same Sr-orbit of [ x I, The subscripts i and j

of the element ~i,i lie in l(n,r), and we identify ~i,i and {i',i' if and only if (i,j) "" (i',j'). The set

of all ei,i' as (i, j) ranges over a transversal n of all Sr-orbits of I x I can be shown (see e.g. [G1))

to be a basis for Sen, r). We will usually write {I as shorthand for {I,I.

Schur's product rule for the basis {{i,i} is given by

{i,i{k,1 = E Z(i,j,k,l,p,q)ep,9'
p,qEO

where Z(i,j,k,l,p,q):= I{s El: (i,j) "" (p,s) and (k,l) ......(s,q)}l·

In this thesis, we will often work with another form of the above basis for Sen, r), this time

indexed by er. A typical basis element will be denoted by eA, where A is the matrix in question.

Let i = (il, ... ,ir) and j = (h, ... ,jr) be elements of I. The identification between the two

forms of the basis is given by

where the (x, y)-entry of the matrix A is given by the number of pairs (i., j.) such that i, = x and

i,= y. It is easily seen that this is well-defined and that the matrix A lies in er.
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1.2.2 The q-Schur Algebra

Let V be a vector space of dimension r over a field F, and let F be the set of all n-step flags

The group G = GL(V) acts naturally on :F, hence on X = F x F. Choose (I, /') EX. Then

/ = (VI C V2 C ... C Vn), and t' = (V{ C V~ C ... C V~).

Set Vo = V~ = {O}and define

aij = dim(Vi_I + (Vi nVj')) - dim(Vi_1 + (Vi nVj'-l))'

The map from (I, I') to (aij) induces a bijection between the set of G orbits on X and the set er
(see [D4]). Define 0 A to be the G-orbit corresponding to A E er.

Now suppose F as above is a finite field with q elements. It is shown in [BLM] that for

A, A', A" E er, there exists a function gA,A',A",q given by

where the c, are integers that do not depend on the prime power q, and (It, h) E 0A". The

Z[v2]-polynomial gA,A',A" is defined by

gA A' A" := Co + CIV
2 + ... + cmv2m., ,

We now define (following [D4] or [BLM, Proposition 1.2]) the q-Schur algebra, Sq(n, r), to be

the Q(v )-vector space with basis {eA: A E er} with associative multiplication given by

eAeA' = L gA,A',AleA"·
A"Ea.

Du [D4] remarks that this algebra is canonically isomorphic to the q-Schur algebra defined by

Dipper and James, by exhibiting the following correspondence between basis elements eA and basis

elements ¢J~/Jas defined by Dipper and James in [DJ3]. Here, the elements A and Jl lie in A(n, r),

which is the set of compositions of r into n parts, and d E V>'/J, which is the set of distinguished

W),-W/J double coset representatives for the Young subgroups W), and W/J of Sr, the symmetric

group on r letters. Suppose A = (AI, ... , An) and Jl = (JlI, ... , Jln). For each 0' E n, we define la to

be the subset of n given by

la := {AI + ... + Aa-l + 1,Al + ... + Aa-l + 2, ... ,Al + ... + Aa}.

13



Similarly, we define Ja to be the analogous subset of n corresponding to J.I. and a. Given a Dipper-

James basis element, <p~JJ' we define a corresponding matrix A via

AaP := Id(Jp) n lal.

This procedure sets up the required isomorphism by sending ¢~JJ to eA. It should be noted that A

corresponds to the sums of the rows of A, and J.I. to the sums of the columns of A.

We will also be using certain elements [A] in Sv(n, r). These are closely related to the basis

elements eA via

Here, the map pr! is the first projection from X to F. Beilinson et al. [BLM, 2.3] prove that

dimOA - dimprl(OA) = L AijAk/,
i,j,k,l

where the indices are required to satisfy i ~k and j < I.

For i,j E I(n,r), we saw in §1.2.1 that ei,j = eA, where ei,j E S(n,r). We now define the

corresponding element ei,j E Sq(n, r) as the element eA E Sq(n, r), where A is as above. Thus the

set {ei,j}, as (i, j) ranges over a transversal n of orbits of I x I, is a basis for Sq(n, r). (We are using

the notation ei,j for an element of Sq(n, r) and for an element of S(n, r), but it will be clear which

is meant from context.)

The following well-known facts about the multiplication in Sq(n, r) are important. (Proofs can

be found in [DJ3, §2].)

(i) {;,j<k,l = 0 unless j '"k, in which case it is nonzero.

(ii) <iei,j = ei,j'

1.2.3 The connection between q-Schur Algebras and Quantized Enveloping Algebras

One of the main aims of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between q-Schur algebras

and quantized enveloping algebras.

Beilinson et al. [BLM, §5.7] define a surjective algebra homomorphism (J : U - Sv(n, r). This

makes Sv(n, r) into a U-module, and shows that it is a quotient of U. This is given, following [04]'
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as follows:
O(Ed = L [Ei,i+1 + DJ,

DED,E.,.+t +DE9r

O(Fd = L [EH1,i + DJ,
DED,E.+1 ••+DE9r

DEDr

O(K;-1) = L v-d'[Dj.
DEDr

Here, 0 is the set of diagonal matrices, and Or means 0 ner. The matrix Ea,b has 1 in the (a, b)

position and zeros elsewhere, and the matrix D is of the form diag(d1, ... , dn).

§1.3Coxeter Systems and their Properties

In the course of this thesis we will be working with symmetric groups and their associated Heeke

algebras. These objects arise from Coxeter systems of type A. We therefore introduce in this section

the properties of general Coxeter systems.

1.3.1 Coxeter Groups and Heeke Algebras

Following [H, p. 105], we define a Cozeier system to be a pair (W, S) consisting of a group W

and a set of generators Sew, subject only to relations of the form

(SSl)m(8,8') = 1,

where m(s, s) = 1 and m(s, s') = m(s', s) ~ 2 for s ::f s' in S. When the presentation is understood,

we shall refer to W as a Cozeter group.

We shall be particularly concerned with the Coxeter group of type Ar-1. This can be thought

of as the symmetric group on r letters, Sr. As a Coxeter group, it is given by generators S1, ... , Sr_1,

where m( Si, Sj) = 2 if Ii - jl > 1 and m( Si, Sj) = 3 if Ii - il = 1. The element Si is identified with

the simple transposition (i, i+ 1).

Define the length of w E W, denoted by l(w), to be the smallest r for which an expression

w = Sil ... Sir exists. Such a minimal expression for w is called a reduced expression.

From any Coxeter system with a finite Coxeter group, we construct the so called Heeke alge-

bra, denoted by 1t(W). This has basis elements Tw parametrised by w E W, and the following

multiplication rules:

TT. - {T8W
• W - qT8W + (q - l)Tw

if l(sw) > l(w);
ifl(sw) < f(w).
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(The symbol q appearing in this definition is an indeterminate, as explained earlier.)

The existence of this algebra structure is proved in [H, §7].

It follows from the relations that if w = Sil ••• Si. is reduced, then Tw = T'l· .. T,•. It also

follows that if i( uw) = £( u) + i( w) then Tuw = TuT«.

When q is replaced by 1, it is known that the algebra H = 1i{W) is canonically isomorphic to

the group algebra of W.

We will require the following property of Heeke algebras:

Lemma 1.6 Let dEW. Then

Proof This is well-known (see [DJI, §3.2]) and follows by induction on i(d). •
1.3.2 Parabolic Subgroups and Young Subgroups

Consider a Coxeter system (W, S). For any subset I C S, we can define a subgroup WI of

W, generated by the set I. This is called a parabolic subgroup of W. The following properties of

parabolic subgroups are proved in [H, Theorem 5.5].

(i) For each subset I of S, the pair (WI, I) with the given values m(s, s') is a Coxeter system. Let

iI denote the length function for this Coxeter system.

(ii) Let t c: S. If w = Sil .. ·Si. (Si E S) is a reduced expression, and wE WI, then all Si E I. In

particular, the function i agrees with il on WI, and WI n S = I.

(iii) The assignment I .......WI defines a lattice isomorphism between the collection of subsets of S

and the collection of subgroups WI of W.

(iv) .'3 is a minimal generating set for W.

Let A E A(n, r). We can associate to A a certain parabolic subgroup known as the Young

subgroup. This is defined to be the subgroup SA of S; which is generated by all simple transpositions

(p, p + 1) such that p and p + 1 are in the same segment of the composition of r given by A.

1.3.3 The Length Function for Symmetric Groups

The length function for a general Coxeter system was defined in §1.3.1. Dipper and James [OJ 1,

§1] recall an alternate definition of the length function, applicable to symmetric groups, which is

formulated rather differently. Suppose w E Sr. They define

i{w) := {(i,j) : i < j and w(i) > w(j)}.
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They also state the following useful identities:

{
£(w) + 1

£(s;w) = £(w) _ 1

{
£(w) + 1

£(ws;) = £(w) - 1

if w(i) < w(i + 1);
if w(i) > w(i + 1);
if w-1(i) < w-1(i + 1);
if w-1(i) > w-1(i + 1).

1.3.4 Distinguished Coset Representatives

Let WI be a parabolic subgroup of the Coxeter group W, corresponding to the subset I C S.

We now define

VI := {w E W : l(sw) > £(w) for all s E I}.

By using a reversed version of [H, Proposition 1.10], we find that for any w E W, there exists a

unique a E WI and bE VI such that w = ab and l(w) = £(a) + l(b). The element b is the unique

right coset representative of WI of shortest length in W, and is called the distinguished right coset

representative of w (relative to WI).

1.3.5 Poincare Polynomials

Associated with each finite Coxeter system (W, S) is a polynomial W(t) known as the Poincare

polynomial. This is defined as follows.

Set an := I{w E W: l(w) = n}l. Then

W(t) :=L antn = L tl(w).
n~O wEW

It is convenient to introduce at this point two vector spaces (known as tensor space and tensor

matrix space) which play key roles in this thesis. They will both turn out to be right modules for

the Heeke algebra of Sr, although we will not show this for tensor matrix space until later .
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1.3.6 Tensor Space

Let V be the Q(v)-vector space with basis (et. ... ,en). Then T'"(V) = v®r can be made into

a U-1i bimodule as follows. Firstly we can make V into a left U-module via

Kjej = ej (j:j; i).

We now make T'"(V) into a left U-module via the homomorphism ~r-l. Following [D4J, we now

make T'"(V) into a right 1l-module via

if ip < ip+1;

if ip = ip+1 ;

if ip > tp+l.

Jimbo [J] proved that there exists a quotient Pr(U) of U such that Pr(U) = End?i(T'"(V)) and

'H = Endu(Tr(V)) when n ~ r. It is shown in [DJ3, Theorem 6.6] that the q-Schur algebra Sq(n, r)

is the centralising algebra of1l with respect to "q-tensor space". It is shown in [D4] that Dipper and

James' so-called q-tensor space is essentially the same as the classical tensor space defined above,

but with certain powers of v introduced. Since the rings of 1i-endomorphisms of the two spaces are

isomorphic, we may work with either, and in this thesis, we will mainly be using classical tensor

space. Thus, the v-Schur algebra can be identified with the quotient of U which acts faithfully on

Sometimes it will be more convenient to write Uj for eil @ ... @ eir, where i is the element of

J(n,r) given by (il, ... ,ir).

We define the function m: J(n, r) -+ Z by

m(i):= I{(a,b}: 1:S a < b:S r: ia > ib}l.

We will write [uil for v-m(i)Uj.

The action of 'H can now be re-expressed as follows. Let s = (p, p + 1). Then

[ ] T. { q[Ui.,]
Uj . s = [Uj.,] + (q - l)[ud

if ip :S iP+l j
if ip > ip+l'

The action of T,-l is also easy to describe:
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1.3.7 Tensor Matrix Space

Note that Mn = Mn{R), the n x n matrix algebra over R (where R = Q for the classical case

and R = Q(v) for the quantized case), has a natural U-module structure as follows. Denote by eij

or ei,j the matrix unit with 1 in the {i,j)-position and zeros elsewhere. A quick check shows that

there is an algebra homomorphism 01 from U to Mn satisfying:

n

01 (Kd =L vO(i,j)ej,j,

j=1

n

01(Kj-1) =L v-6(j,j)ej,j'
j=1

We will regard Mn as a left U-module via the action

u.m := 81{u) x m.

We define tensor matrix space to be ?(Mn), the r-th tensor power of Mn. This vector space

has an associative multiplication defined on it given by

if bi = Ci for all i;
otherwise.

We regard ?(Mn) as a U-module via the comultiplication a.
Sometimes it will be more convenient to write Uj,j for

where i,j E J{n,r) are given by (il, ... ,i,.) and (il, ... ,j,.) respectively.

The symmetric group S,. acts on ?(Mn) on the right by place permutation of the tensors,

which corresponds, in the Uj,j notation, to the action

where the action of S,. on J(n, r) is as in §1.2.1.

We say that a typical basis element Ui,j of ?(Mn) is is of parabolic form if the stabilizer of

j under the action of S,. on J{n, r) is a parabolic subgroup. We will also say in this case that the

element j is of parabolic form. An equivalent way of looking at this is that if 1 ::; a < b < c ::; rand
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§1.4 Combinatorics

In this section we introduce some combinatoric definitions which will be important for later

purposes.

1.4.1 Two Orders

Let A and B be ordered sets. Then the Hebrew lexicographic order on A x B is given by

(a, b) < (c, d) if and only if b < d or (b = d and a < c); The elements of a sequence (il, ... ,im) in

A x B are said to appear in Hebrew lexicographic order if il $ ... $ i; with respect to this order.

A basis element ui,i of rr(Mn) is said to be H-relaxed if the elements of the sequence

appear in Hebrew-lexicographic order.

Let A and B be ordered sets. Then the relaxed order on A x B is given by (a, b) < (c, d) if and

only if b < d or (b = d and a > c). The elements of a sequence (il, ... ,im) in A x B are said to

appear in relaxed order if il $ ... $ i,. with respect to this order.

A basis element Ui,i of T" (Mn) is said to be relaxed if the elements of the sequence

appear in the relaxed order.

Examples

Let j = (1,1,1,1,3,3,3,7,7,7).

Ifi= (1,4,6,7,2,4,5,3,3,4)then ui,i is H-relaxed.

Ifi' = (7,6,4,1,5,4,2,4,3,3) then Uj',i is relaxed.

1.4.2 Tableaux and Codeterminants

We now make some combinatorial definitions, most of which appear in [G2J.

We define a codeterminant to be a nonzero product of two basis elements ea,bee,d of S(n, r).

(The codeterminant is determined by the given factorisation, and not by the element of S( n, r)

which is equal to it.)

We identify A(n, r), the set of compositions of r into at most n pieces, with the set

n

A = P = (A 1 , ... , An) : Av E No for all 1/ E nand LAv = r}.
v=l
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We also define

(Here, No is the set of natural numbers, including 0.)

An element of A is called a weight, and is dominant if AE A+. There is an obvious correspon-

dence between elements of A+ and partitions of r into not more than n parts.

The lexicographic order on A is defined as follows. J-l >- A if for some c, J-la = Aa for all a < c,

and J-lc > Ac.

The weight wt( i) of an element i E I( n, r) is the element Q E A given by Qv = I{p Er: ip = v} I
for all v E n. If i, j E I, it is clear that i ""'j if and only if wt( i) = wt(j).

For each A E A+ we define a basic A-tableau T>' by writing the integers 1, ... , r into a Young

diagram in some arbitrary (but henceforth fixed) order. (In practice, the order we pick will always

be row by row, starting with the top row, and filling each row from left to right.) To each i E I we

now associate the A-tableau T/, = n». For example, let n = 4, r = 7, A= (4, 2, 1,0). Using our

choice of basic A-tableau, then

and
i1 i2

rA- is iei-

i7
If AE A+ and i El, the A-tableau T/, is said to be standard if the elements in each row increase

weakly from left to right, and the elements in each column increase strictly from top to bottom. We

define

h := h(n, r) = {i El: T/ is standard}.

We say a A-tableau T/, is row-semistandard if the elements in each row increase weakly from left to

right, and define the set

I~ := I~(n, r) = {i El: T/ is row - semistandard}.

It is clear that in a standard tableau, all the entries equal to s must appear in the first s rows,

by an easy induction on s. There is exactly one element of I, denoted by l = l(A), for which Tl is

standard and wt(l) = A. (The entries in the s-th row of the tableau Tl are all equal to s.)

The elements of I can be lexicographically ordered as follows: i t j if and only if i= j or, if p

is minimal subject to the condition that ip ;/; jp, then ip < jp.
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If A E A+, we define the element A' E A+ by the rule that Ah is the number of elements in

column number h of the tableau of shape >..

Example

Suppose n = 4, r = 9 and A= (4,3,2,0). Then a tableau of shape A is of the form

§=tP.
In this case, the dual tableau A' is given by (3,3,2,1) and corresponds to the array given by

It is clear for any pEl that p "" £(wt(p». Thus, any basis element €a,b of S(n, r) can be written

as €i,l(p) where fl = wt(b), or as €l(v),j where v = wt(a). The product ea,bec,d will be zero unless

b"" c, and hence wt(b) = wt(c), so it is easy to see that a general codeterminant can be written as

where i, j E I and>' E A. We say that yt~ is a codeterminant of shape >., If, in addition, >. E A+

and i and j lie in lA, we call the codeterminant y;~ a standard codeterminant. It should be noted

that if b "" c then ea,bec,d is nonzero. This is a corollary of Schur's product rule.

We define a q-codeterminant to be a product eAeA' E Sq(n, r) such that the corresponding

product eAeA' of S(n, r) is a codeterminant. (The q-codeterminant is determined by the matrices

A and A', and not solely by the element of Sq(n, r) which is equal to it.) We also define a v-

codeterminant to be an element [A][A'] of Sv(n, r), where A and A' are as above. Standard q-

codeterminants and standard v-codeterminants are defined in the obvious way. It is not hard to see

that when q and v are replaced by 1, the q-codeterminants and v-codeterminants specialise to the

classical codeterminants introduced above.

It is convenient to introduce the following elements of l[q], as in [OJ I].

a) For an nonnegative integer n, [n]q := 1+ q + ... + qn-l.

b) Define [n]q! := [1]q[2]q'" [n]q.

Let a, bE I(n, r). Then the element Pa,b E l[q] is defined to be

n

II[cii]q!,
i,i=l
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where Cij is the multiplicity of (i, j) in the family {(aI, b1), .•. , (ar, br) }. If t = Uo,b then P; := Po,b.

In [DJ3, §3], the element w), E S; is introduced. It is defined as the distinguished S)'-S)" double

coset representative with the property that

The important point to notice is that when the element of J(n, r) corresponding to T), .W)., is written

into a tableau of shape A' in the usual way, then it is the transpose of T).,. For example, if T)., is

given by
1 2 3141
5 6 71
8 9

then, as a tableau of shape >/, the element (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 9).w), is given by

1 5 81
2 6 91
3 7
4...__

1.4.3 Dominance Order

We define the partial order of dominance, ~, on A+(n, r) by stipulating that A <JJ1. (J1. dominates

A) if

Al + ... + A, $ J1.1 + ... + J1.,

for all 1$ s s n.

Following [M, §3.1]' we call s ~ A+(n,r) an increasing saturation if for any A E 71' and J1.t>A we

have J1. E 71'.

We define the total order >- on A(n, r) by J1. ~ A if J1. = A or the smallest i such that J1.i I- >'i

satisfies J1.i > >'i. It is not hard to see that ~ refines ~, i.e. that J1. ~ A implies J1. ~ >..

We label the elements of A+ >.1, ... , At where the order is chosen to satisfy the condition
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2. A New Setting for the q-Schur Algebra

The main aim of this chapter is to describe an embedding (of rings and of U-modules) of the q-

Schur algebra into the r-th tensor power T'(Mn) of the nxn matrix ring. We achieve this in Theorem

2.2.7. This embedding allows products in the q-Schur algebra to be computed in a straightforward

manner, and gives a method for generalising results on S(n, r) to Sq(n, r). In particular we shall

make use ofthis embedding in §3 to prove a straightening formula in Sq(n, r) which generalises the

straightening formula for codeterminants due to Woodcock [W].

The chapter falls into three parts. §2.1 discusses the classical Schur algebra from a new perspec-

tive compatible with the structure with the corresponding universal enveloping algebra, U(gln). §2.2

is devoted to quantum analogues of the results in §2.1. §2.3 uses the techniques of §2.2 to describe

a family of subalgebras of the q-Schur algebra.

2.1. The classical Schur algebra as a subspace of tensor matrix space

We now show how to embed the classical Schur algebra in T'(Mn).

With each matrix A E er, we can (uniquely) associate a standard basis element lA of T'(Mn),

given by

where the ordered pairs (aj, bi) appear in Hebrew lexicographic order, and the multiplicity with

which eab occurs in lA is the entry in the (a, b)-position of A. Recall from §1.3.7 that the symmetric

group S; acts on the set of basis elements of T'(Mn) on the right. Consider the orbit containing

the basis element IA, and let VA be the set of distinguished right coset representatives relative to

the stabilizer of tA (which is a parabolic subgroup of W(Ar-d).

Example Let A be the matrix

Then tA is given by
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Definition We now define a map 1/J : S(n, r) --+ T'"(Mn), given by

and extended by linearity.

It is important to notice that if A ranges over all elements of er, then tP(eA) ranges over a

basis for the subspace of T'"(Mn) consisting of all elements t such that t.x = t for all 7r E Sr. For

example, if n = 2 and r = 3, and A is the matrix

(~~),
then

From this, we see that dim (im 1/J) is equal to the number of monomials of degree r in n2 commuting
. bl . (nl+r_l)varra es, r.e. r .

The following results establish that 1/J is a monomorphism of algebras, and of U-modules, where

U is the universal enveloping algebra of gin.

Proposition 2.1.1 The map 1/J : S(n, r) --+ T'"(Mn) is a monomorphism of U-modules.

Proof The preceding discussion of the properties of 1/J shows that 1/J is injective. It is known that

the dimension of S( n, r) is given by

(n2+;-I),
which is the same as the number of monomials of degree r in n2 commuting variables, and hence

is equal to dim (im 1/J). It suffices to check that the effect of Ei, Fi and Hi is as expected, because

these generate U as an algebra. (Here, Hi denotes the specialisation of

in quantum gin. The element Hi E sin isrelated to it via Hi = Hi - Hi+1') We tackle first the case

of Eh. From the definition of O(Eh) and the specialisation of [BLM, Lemma 3.4 (a2)], we see that

Eh.eA = E (ah,p + 1) e(A+e~ .• -eA+l.')·
p:aA+l •• ?:l

Now consider the case of Eh.1/J(eA). Considering the number of different terms in tP(eA) that give

rise, under the action of Eh, to a particular term of tP(eB) (for various matrices B of the correct

type), we find that the same formula as above still holds.
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The situation for Fh is entirely analogous, but uses [BLM, Lemma 3.4 (b2)].

It follows from the definition of O(KJ) that

thus
n

Hh·eA =LAhi eA·
j=l

It is not hard to see that Hh acts on tP(eA) as exactly the same scalar multiple.

These observations suffice to prove the Proposition. •
Before showing that tP is an isomorphism of algebras, we remark that our "tensor matrix space"

is canonically isomorphic to an algebra with basis elements Ui,i (as in §1.3.7) which appears in the

literature (see [G3, §2)). The multiplication rule for the elements u',i is as follows:

where fJ is the Kronecker delta. The symmetric group on r letters acts on ui,i via ut,i = u'1r,i1r'

There is a linear map from the algebra generated by the ui,i into Tr(Mn) determined by

It is immediate that a is an algebra isomorphism.

Proposition 2.1.2 tP : S(n, r) - rr(Mn) is an algebra monomorphism.

Proof We know tP is injective, so we need to prove it is a ring homomorphism.

Consider a basis element ~i,i of S(n, r), and let A E er be given by ~i,i = eA as in §1.2.1. We

may assume the pair (i, j) is H-relaxed. We claim that

t/J(ei,i) = L Ui·1r,i.r,
rEX

where X denotes any transversal of the cosets of the stabiliser of ui,i in Sr. This follows by definition

of t/J in the case where X is the transversal V A corresponding to tA = ui,i' One can see from the

properties of symmetric group actions that the sum
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is independent of the transversal X.

It now followsfrom elementary combinatoric considerations that 1/J is a homomorphism, because

it respects Schur's product rule. (A similar observation has been made in [G3, equation (2.3)].) •

Remark Note that this expression for the e;,j in terms of the U;,j motivates the definition of

Schur's product rule.

The maps A and 0 have classical counterparts obtained by specialising v and K; (for all i) to be

1. Since no confusion is likely to arise, we use the symbols A and 0 for both classical and quantized

maps.

The preceding results can also be viewed in the context of the map A : U -+ U 0 U. We have

seen that S( n, 1) is isomorphic as a ring and as a U-module to Mn, and the same holds for the

quantized version Sv(n, 1). Denote by (It the map from U to Mn induced by 0 :U -+ S(n, 1). This

leads to the following result.

Proposition 2.1.3 The map 1/J0 agrees with the map

,,. := (01 0 ... 0 od A,.-l----,. times

onU.

Proof Firstly, observe that both maps are from U to T"(Mn). Both maps are algebra homo-

morphisms, because A and 0 are known to be, 01 is a special case of 0, and 1/J has been shown to be.

If we can prove that the images under E;, F;, and Ht are the same under both maps, the Theorem

will follow.

We find that ,.
,,.(E;) =E 10···010 e;;+l 0 10'" 0 1,

i=1

where the e;;+l occurs in the j-th place in the tensor. However, because

n

Leii = 1
;=1

in Mn, we see, by expanding the expression for ,,., that it agrees with that given by 1/J(O(E;».

The case of,,. (F;) is entirely analogous.

In the case of Hi.
r

,,.(Ht) =L10 .. ·010 e;; 010 .. ·01,
j=l
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where the eji occurs at the j-th place. Expanding 1 as before, we find that each tensor occurs

d, times, where d; is the (i, i)-entry of the corresponding matrix in S(n, r). This is exactly as is

required. •
Remark We shall see that the above result quantizes, in the sense that something similar works

when Ll and () as above are replaced by their quantum analogues. This yields a quantized version of

Ir which, again, is an algebra homomorphism. Because tensor space is made into aU-module via a

process equivalent to applying Yr . and because the v-Schur algebra can be described as the faithful

quotient of U corresponding to this action, it can be seen that

Ir(U)::! S.,(n, r),

as an algebra and as aU-module. This isomorphism is not as obvious as in the classical case and it

is harder to work out the images of basis elements under 7,., but, we shall see in §2.2 that it can be

done, by finding a suitable quantum analogue of 1/;. This gives our product rule for elements of the

q-Schur algebra.

2.2. The v-Schur algebra as a subspace of tensor matrix space

We have seen in the above sections that the classical Schur algebra S(n, r) embeds in T"(Mn) in

a natural way compatible with the U-module and algebra structures of both objects. Moreover, the

portion of T" (Mn) identified with the Schur algebra is invariant under the action of the symmetric

group S; acting on the right of r(Mn) by place permutation. Next, we define an action of the

Heeke algebra 1-l(Sr) (corresponding to the symmetric group on r letters) on r(Mn) on the right.

The invariant subspace of r(Mn) corresponding to the "ind" representation of the Heeke algebra

(which corresponds to the trivial representation ofthe symmetric group) will remarkably be seen to

have a U-module structure and algebra structure which agree precisely with those of the v-Schur

algebra. By specialising the parameters to 1, we recover the classical objects of the previous part of

this chapter.

Definition Let

be a standard basis element of r(Mn). We define the corresponding quantized basis element to be
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where

m:= !{(i,j): 1 ~ i < j ~r, ai > ai}! + !{(i,j) : 1 ~ i < j ~r, bi > bill.

If ui,i corresponds to ea1b1 ® ... ® earbr in the way described in §2.1, then we write [ui,i] for

the quantity v·ui,i corresponding to [ea1b1 ® ... ® earbr]. (We use the convention that the symbol *
represents some integer.)

Definition The action of 1i(At} on T2(Mn) is defined as follows. Let [eab ® ecd] be a typical

(quantized) basis element. Then [eab®ecdJ.T, (s being the standard generator of the Coxeter group

of type At) is given by:

if a ~ c, b ~ d;
if a> c, b > d;
if a> c, b ~ d;
if a ~ c, b > d.

As usual, we identify q with v2• It remains to be seen that this action is well-defined.

The action of1i(Ar-d on the quantized basis elements ofr(Mn) is defined entirely analogously,

with a typical generator T(p,p+1) acting as in the r = 2 case, but affecting only the p-th and (p+ 1)-th

positions in the tensor.

Lemma 2.2.1 The above action is a well-defined action of 1i(Ar-d on Tr(Mn).

Proof It is well-known (see for example [H]) that 1i is given by generators Tl, ... ,Tr-l subject

to the following relations:
T,2 = q'T; + (q - l)T"

T,7t = TtT, if Is - tl > 1,

T,7tT, = TtT,7t if Is - tl = l.
Here, Te is the multiplicative identity in H, and sand t are integers between 1 and r - 1 inclusive.

To check the first of these relations, it is enough to consider the case r = 2. The element T.

acts on the space spanned by the ordered basis

where we assume that a < c and b < d. With respect to this basis, the right action of T, is given by

the matrix
q

q-1
q-1
o

o 0)o 0
o 1 .
q q-1
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It is routine to check that M2 = ql + (q -1}M, where I is the identity matrix. There are also three

degenerate cases to check.

1. The case a = c, b < d. Consider the basis [eab 0 ead], [ead 0 eab]. Using the previous method,

we find the action of T. is given by

M.- (0 q).- 1 q - 1 .

This matrix satisfies M2 = ql + (q - 1)M as required.

2. The case a < c, b = d. This is very similar to case 1., except that the basis to take is

3. The case a = c, b = d. Here, T. acts on [eab 0 eab] via the ind representation, i.e. T. !-+ q. This

satisfies the required relation.

Since Tr(Mn) is spanned by quantized basis elements, each of which falls into exactly one of

the above four classes, we have shown that the first relation, T.2 = qTe + (q - 1)T., always holds.

The second relation (known as a short braid relation), T.Tt = TtT. when Is - tl > 1, is an easy

case. The action of 1(p,p+l) is a sum of certain permutations of coordinates in the matrix units

occuring in the p-th and (p+ 1)-th places, so it is clear that if Is- tl > 1, the permutations will not

interfere with each other, and hence the elements T. and Tt will commute with each other.

The last relation (known as a long braid relation) is the trickiest to check. To help in the

checking, we recall the action of 1£ on tensor space, as defined by Du [D4]and others.

Let V be, as usual, a vector space over Q( v) with basis el, ... , en. We now define quantized

basis elements of Tr(v) from the usual basis as follows:

where

m := IHa, b) : 1~ a < b ~ r, ia > ib}i.

Following [D4J,we see that an action of 1£ on T'" (V) can be defined as follows:

{
q[ei ® ... ® ei ® ei ® ... ® e. ]

e' ... e· T. = I ,+1, '.['10 0 .J. p,p+l [eil ® ... ® ei,+1 0 ei, e ...® ei.] + (q - l)[ei
l

® ... ® ei.]
if ip ~ ip+1;

if ip > ip+1'

We will exploit the fact that this action resembles the case b ~ d in our candidate for the action
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To deal with the case b > d, we calculate the action of T,-1 in each case. This follows easily

from the fact that T,-1 = (q-l - l)Te + q-1T, and the original definitions, because T, acts as the

identity. The action of T,-1 on T2(Mn) is as follows:

if a ~ c, b ~ d;
if a < c, b < d;
if a < c,b ~ d;
if a ~ c,b < d.

It follows that the action of T(;,~+I) on Tr(v) is given by setting reil 0···0 eir].Tp~;+1 equal to

if ip ~ ip+1;
if ip < ip+1.

Note the similarity between the action on tensor space and the b ~ d case in the prospective matrix

action here. Also note that all the actions have a "continuity" property: for example in any case

where a = c, it does not matter whether this is considered as a ~ c or a ~ c.

Comparing the actions of T, on [eab0 eed] and on [ea 0 ee], we find that they are very similar,

provided that b ~ d. What happens is that the second coordinates in the matrix units are exchanged,

and the action on the first coordinates is exactly the same as in the action on tensor space. On the

other hand, the action of T,-l on [eab 0 eed] is similar to the action of T;l on [ea 0 ee], provided

that b ~ d. Again, the second coordinates are exchanged, and the first coordinates are acted upon

as in the action on tensor space.

With these observations out of the way, we proceed with the proof. Clearly, it is enough to

study the case r = 3. Pick a quantized standard basis element, [eab 0 eed 0 eel]. It is enough to

show that T,TtT, acts in the same way as 7tT/Tt on this basis element, where s corresponds to

the permutation (1,2) and t corresponds to the permutation (2,3). The above discussion shows

that this is guaranteed, provided b ~ d ~ f, because we know that the action on tensor space is

well-defined. For the other cases, we need another method. For example, if b > d > i, we know

from the discussion that T,-lTt-1T,-1 acts in the same way as Tt-1T,-ITt-1, and this is equivalent

to showing that the long braid relation holds. There are six possible cases. Here is a table showing

the correct method of proof in each case. (There is some overlap-in these cases, any of the given

methods will work.) For clarity, U means T, and r means Tc.

Situation
b~d~f
f~d~b
d~b~f
d~f~b
b~f~d
f~b~d

Method of Proof
U1'U = TUT

U-11'-1U-1 = 1'-1U-11'-1
U-11'U = 1'U1'-1

U-1T-1U = TU-11'-1

U1'U-1 = 1'-1U1'

U1'-1U-1 = T-1U-11'
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This suffices to prove that the long braid relation is preserved.

This completes the proof. I

It will be important in the proofs which follow that the actions of U(gln) and H(Ar-I} on

Tr(Mn) commute with each other. The action of U on Mn is given by:

where 8 is the Kronecker delta. The action extends to ?(Mn) via Ar-1.

Lemma 2.2.2 The actions of1i{Ar-d and U on ?(Mn) commute with each other.

Proof We will rely heavily on the well-known fact that the actions of U and 'H on tensor space

commute with each other. Note that our action of U on Tr{Mn) is essentially the action of U on

tensor space, but ignoring the second coordinate.

Clearly the action of U commutes with the action of Ts: It is now enough, for each basis

element of T" (Mn) and for each Hecke algebra generator T, (corresponding to a simple reflection in

the Coxeter group), to establish either that the action of each E., Fi, K, and Ki-
1 commutes with

the action of T. or the action of T.-1 {because T.-1 = (q-l - 1)Te+ q-l T.). A moment's thought

shows that it is enough to consider the case r = 2, because only simple transpositions are involved.

Denote the typical basis element by eab@ecd (note that we choose to work with the unquantized

basis ofTr(Mn)). We first dispose ofthe easy cases ofthe K. and Kj-
1. The action of K. on the basis

element is to multiply by vm, where m is the number of first coordinates in the basis element equal

to i. The family of first coordinates is unchanged under the action of 'H, so the actions commute.

The case of Ki-1 is similar, but with v-m in place of vm.

Now we consider the case of Ei. Assume firstly that b $ d. We wish to show that the actions

of E, and T, commute. However, we know from the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 that the action of T, on

Tr(Mn)' when projected to the first coordinates, is similar to the action oi T, on ?(V), except that

the two second coordinates are exchanged and the expression is multiplied by v-1 (if b < d) or VD (if

b = d), since we are working with unquantized basis elements. We know that the actions of E, and

T. on tensor space commute. Because the action of U does not change second coordinates of matrix

units, we see that the actions of E, and T, do indeed commute. Now assume that b » d. A similar
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argument now applies to the actions of E; and T.-I. (Here, the second coordinates are exchanged

by T.-1 and the expression is multiplied by u.) Hence the actions of E, and T.-I commute.

The same techniques as we used for E; can be used to show that the action of F; commutes

with the action of 1£.

This completes the proof. •
We are now ready to define the candidate for the monomorphism r of algebras and U-modules

from S'v(n, r) into T" (Mn). Most of the rest ofthis chapter will be devoted to proving that r satisfies
the required properties.

Recall that S'v(n, r) has a basis denoted by {[An, as A ran over all n x n matrices with non-

negative integer entries summing to r. With each matrix A, we can (uniquely) associate a standard

basis element tA of T'" (Mn), given by

exactly as in the classical case. Define 1)A as in the classical case also. Define the integer rnA by

Example Let A be the matrix

Then tA is given by

and rnA = 5.

Definition 2.2.3

The linear map r :Sv(n, r) -+ rr(Mn) is given by

where the action of1i(Ar-d on Tr(Mn) is as before.
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Lemma 2.2.4

a) Let

and let

be a standard basis element of T" (Mn) such that di = bi for all i and the ordered pairs (Ci' d;)

are a rearrangement of the ordered pairs (ai, bi). Then the coefficient of t~ in ,([AD is v-m',

where

rn' := I{(i, i) : 1 ~ i < i ~ r, d, = dj, Cj < Cj}l.

b) Any basis element t = er,b, 0 ... 0 er.b. occurring with nonzero coefficient in ,([AJ) must

satisfy the hypotheses satisfied by t~ above.

Proof We deal with the proof of a) first.

Firstly, we consider the action of 2:WE'DA Tw on [tA], which of course differs from tA by some

power of v. Consider the action of a typical Tw in the sum, and write

as a reduced product of simple reflections.

We revert for a moment to acting S; on ?(Mn). Because w is a distinguished coset represen-

tative, we find that the matrix units occurring at positions ij and ij+1 in

will be in the correct order with respect to the Hebrew lexicographic order (as defined in §1.4.1).

(This follows from the fact that f(Si,·· ·Si;_,Si,) = f(Si, ... Si;_,) + 1, and the length identities

quoted in §1.3.3.) In particular, if

we have bi; ~ biH,. (Here, "*" denotes some integer whose value is unimportant.) Because of the

above remark concerning the Hebrew lexicographic order, we deduce that when computing tA.Tw,

we never have to appeal to the case corresponding to b > d in the definition of the action of T•.
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This has repercussions for the quantized case. Recall the remarks in the proof of 2.2.1 about the

similarities between the actions of T. on tensor space and tensor matrix space, in the case b S d-

the action on the second coordinates is essentially permutation. Taking the coefficient of a typical

quantized basis element appearing in [tAJ.Tw, say

we now know from the above discussion that if

then the sequence (dl, ... ,dr) is simply the result of acting w on the right of the sequence (bl, ... ,br)

by place permutation.

Let WJ be the parabolic subgroup of W(Ar-d which is generated by the (p, p + 1) satisfying

bp = bp+1• We then see from the above discussion that unless w E WJ, there will certainly he no

nonzero coefficient of t~ occurring in [tAJ.Tw (because no basis elements occurring with nonzero

coefficient in the latter expression can have their second coordinates in the correct order), and hence

in lA .Tw. This simplifies the problem considerably.

The next important observation is that, if a < b,

Informally, every time an element T. (where s E WJ) exchanges two matrix units out of Hebrew

lexicographic order, the exponent of v is increased by 1. We know that there exists a unique element

u E WJ nVA such that l~ = lA.U (acting as an element of the symmetric group). (Conversely, for

any element u' E WJ n'VA, there is a corresponding unique t~, with properties similar to those of t~ .)

Write u as a reduced product of simple reflections, Bil ..• Bi,. Then the entries in the ik and ik+l-th

positions of tA .Bil •.• Bik+l are in Hebrew lexicographic order with different first coordinates and

equal second coordinates. Returning to the quantized case (which essentially differs only by powers

of v), let the coefficient of lA in 'Y([A]) be C. The number of pairs of matrix units exchanged out of

order in passing from tA to t~ is rnA - rn', where rn' is as in the statement of the Lemma. Therefore,

we find that the coefficient of t~ in C.lA. LwewJn'DA Tw, and hence in 'Y([A]), is C.vrnA-m', by

using the above observations. However, we know from the definition of'Y (and the correspondence

between u' and t~ mentioned above, in the case where u' = 1 and t~ = tA) that C = v-rnA. Thus

the coefficient of l~ is v-m' as claimed.
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The proof of b) also follows from the preceding arguments. Let t = e..1b1 ® .. ·®e ..rbr• We know

that the only terms ofr([A]) which can yield this are of form tA.Tw, where wE WJ n'VA. We have

also shown that for such an element w, tA.Tw is equal to

where the (Yi, bi) are some rearrangement of the original (ai, bi). This completes the proof of b). •

Before proceeding with the main theorem, it is worth defining the relaxed order, ~, on the

matrix units. We say that ellh ~ eed if (b < d) or (b = d and a > c) or (b = d and a = c). A basis

element of T'"(Mn) is said to be relaxed if the matrix units yielding it appear in it in relaxed order.

A basis element is called H-relaxed if the matrix units in it appear in Hebrew lexicographic order

(for example, tA for any basis matrix A). These definitions are compatible with the definitions in

§1.4.1.

Example The basis element of T'"(Mn) given by

is relaxed.

One of the main points of Lemma 2.2.4 is that it gives the following result.

Corollary 2.2.5

(i) In the expression r([A]), with respect to the standard basis ofT'"(Mn), the basis element RA of

T'"(Mn) which is the relaxed rearrangement of tA is the only relaxed basis element appearing

with nonzero coefficient. Furthermore, it appears with coefficient 1.

(ii) In the expression r([A]), with respect to the standard basis ofT'"(Mn), the basis element tA is

the only H-relaxed basis element appearing with nonzero coefficient. It appears with coefficient

-rnAV .

Proof Note that the element RA is given by

enl 0 .. ·0 en! 0·' .0 ell ® ... ® ell 0 en2 0 ...® en2 ® ... ® e12 ® ... ® e12 ®. ".
'-...-' ..._______.,

A"l All A,,2 Al2

By definition, any relaxed basis element, R, appearing must have its second coordinates appearing

in ascending order. Using Lemma 2.2.4, R must therefore be obtainable from tA by action on the
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right by an element w E WJ n 'DA, in the notation of the proof of 2.2.4. This means that R satisfies

the hypotheses for t~ in the statement of Lemma 2.2.4. Since R is relaxed, it must be equal to RA

(there is no alternative). We then find that the integer rn' defined in the Lemma is equal to 0, thus

showing that RA appears with coefficient 1.

The proof of (ii) uses the same techniques. In this case, W = 1 and rn' = rnA. •
Example Let A be the matrix

(~~).

Note that the coefficient of RA in "'([AJ) is 1.

We are now ready to show that "'(is an isomorphism of U-modules.

Lemma 2.2.6

. (i) The images of the basis {[A]} of Sv(n,r) under, span a U-submodule ofT"'(Mn).

(ii) The U-submodule defined above is also an 1{-submodule, and is the largest 1{-submodule of

T"'(Mn) on which Tw acts as the scalar ql(w). (We will refer to this 1{-submodule as the ind

submodule. )

(iii) The map "'(is an isomorphism of U-modules between Sv(n, r) and the submodule described in

(i) .

Proof First, we compare ,([A]) with the element

g([A]) := tAo ( L TW).
WEW(Ar_,)

Using the standard theory of Coxeter groups and Heeke algebras, and denoting by WA the parabolic

subgroup corresponding to 'DA, we can rewrite g([A]) as

The point of doing this is that the action of Tu, where u E WA, on tA is very simple-it simply

multiplies by the scalar ql(u). We know (see for example, [H, S3.I5]) that the Poincare polynomial

of a Coxeter group of type A, is
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and we also know that WA, being a parabolic subgroup of a Coxeter group of type A, is canonically

isomorphic to a direct product of such groups of smaller rank. Its Poincare polynomial is therefore

a product of expressions such as those given above. By substituting t = q, we obtain the scalar by

which LUEWA Tu acts, and since 1+ q + ... + qe-t # 0 for any natural number e and Q(v) is a

field, we find that this scalar is nonzero. Bringing the quantity v-rnA back into the picture, we find

that 'Y([A]) and g([A]) differ only by multiplication by a nonzero scalar. To prove (i), it is therefore

enough to prove that the span of elements g([A]) is invariant under the action of U.

Before completing the proof of (i), it is convenient to prove (ii). Lemma 1.6 tells us that

This means that

by Lemma 2.2.1, and hence g([A]) lies in the ind submodule. We claim that any t E T'"(Mn}

satisfying

for all W E W(Ar-t} lies in the span of the elements g([A]). It is easy to see that

t = c.t ( L Tw)
wEW(Ar_l)

for a certain scalar c # O. Let tt = e",b, QC;) ••• QC;) e"rbr be a basis element occurring in t. If we can

prove that

lies in the span of the g([A]) then the proof of (ii) will follow.

We first deal with the case where bt ~ ... ~ b.: The proof of Lemma 2.2.4 now shows that

tt = v*tA.Tw for some H-relaxed basis element tA and some w E W(Ar-t}. The assertion now

follows by using Lemma 1.6. In the case where the sequence of bi is not increasing, let (dl, ... ,dr)

be the rearrangement of (b1 , ••• , br) satisfying d1 ~ •.. ~ dr. Choose w such that

A simple inductive argument like the one in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4 shows that all elements

occurring with nonzero coefficient in tl.T; 1 are of form
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We now use Lemma 1.6 and the previous case (where b1 $ ... $ br) to deduce the required result,

thus completing the proof of (ii).

We return to the proof of (i). Let u E U. We know from Lemma 2.2.2 that

and this latter element clearly lies in the ind submodule, and hence in the span of the elements

g([A)). This completes the proof of (i).

For the proof of (iii), we compare the results we get by acting U on .."(S,, (n, r» with those in

[BLMJ. It is enough to verify that the action of u on ..,,([A]) agrees with the results of [BLMJ where

U E {E., F., K., K;1} and [AJ is a basis element for Sv(n, r). The results we are hoping for are:

a)

«,...,,([A]) = v·"..,,([A])

and

b)

where

{3(p) := 2)ah,j - ah+l,j).
j>p

c)

pE[l,n]:a"" ~ 1

where

{3'(p) := ~)ah+1,j - ah,j)'
j<p

Case a) is easy to verify, because

where s is the number of Cj equal to h. By checking coefficients of relaxed terms, via Corollary 2.2.5,

we see that the first half of a) holds. Similar techniques work for Ki: 1 .
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To prove case b), choose a basis element [B] which occurs in Eh.[A]. It is enough to check

that the coefficient of [B] is correct. Because of the way Eh acts on rr(Mn), we can find a close

relationship between the relaxed basis elements RB and RA. By using Lemma 2.2.4 b), we see that

the only difference is that the rightmost occurrence of eh+1,p in RA is replaced by eh,p to obtain RB,

for some integer p : 1 $ p $ n. (If this cannot happen, then the coefficient must be zero as desired.)

Let us say that this difference occurs between the P-th component of the basis elements.

We need to identify all basis elements occurring with nonzero coefficients in 'Y([A)) whose images

under the action of Eh contain a nonzero coefficient of RB. We do this by considering the action of

Eh on Tr(Mn). An example of such an element is RA itself. A typical basis element R satisfying

these hypotheses differs from RA just to the right of the P-th component; where RA contains the

sequence

..• Q9 eh+1,p Q9 eh,p Q9 ••• Q9 eh,p Q9 .• "

R contains some permutation of this sequence. (Informally, eh+l,p may occur a few places to the right

of where it "should".) Denote by R, the basis element R (as above) where the rightmost occurrence

of eh+l,p occurs at place P + z (so in particular, Ro = RA)' Let h(z) denote the multiplicity of eh,p

in RA. (It is equal to Ah,p')

We know from Lemma 2.2.4 that R, occurs in -y([AD with coefficient u :",

It can be shown that

where there are r tensor components in each summand. Using this fact, we find that the contribution

of v-Z R, to the coefficient of RB in the result is vZ
', where

Xz := -z + h(z) - z + (E Ah,P') - (E Ah+1,P') .
p'>p r'>»

Summing over all possible z (i.e. 0 $ z $ h(z)), we find that the total contribution from 'Y([A]) to

RB is vi3(p) [Ah,p + 1], as in the statement of the Lemma.

Case c) is very similar to case b), so we omit the proof.

This completes the proof of the Lemma. I

Now that we know that 'Y is an isomorphism of U-modules, it is not too hard to show that it is

an isomorphism of algebras. We know that Sv(n, r) is generated as an algebra by
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where 1 ::; h < nand 1 ::; i ::;n. It therefore suffices to show that

r(B(u) x [AD= r(B(u)) x r([AD,

for all [A] and for all u in the standard algebra generating set {E., F., K., K;l} of U.

TheorelIl 2.2.7 The map r is a canonical monomorphism of algebras and of U-modules from

Proof Recall the remark after Proposition 2.1.3. Again, it is true that the action of u E U on

an element t E r(Mn) is given by

u.t = rr(u) x t,

using the quantized version of the map rr appearing in Proposition 2.1.3. We claim that it is enough

to show that rr (u) = r( B(u)) for elements u in the standard generating set. For if this is true, Lemma

2.2.6, the preceding remark, and the fact that

u.[A] := B(u) x [A]

show that

r(O(u) x [A]) = r(u.[A]) = u.r([A]) = rr(u) x r([A]) = r(O(u)) X r([A]),

as required.

The case u = K; is fairly easy, so we tackle this first. Beilinson et al. [BLM] define

B(Ks) = L Vd. [DJ,
DEDr

where Dr is the set of n x n diagonal matrices with nonnegative integer entries summing to r.

Calculating r([D]), where D is a diagonal matrix, turns out to be remarkably simple, because

mD = 0 and because the Heeke algebra 1i(Ar-d acts via permutations! The reason for the latter is

as follows. Consider a typical element Tw E VD, and write w = Bil •.. Bir as a reduced expression,

as usual. Let

As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4, the matrix units occurring at positions ij and ij+l ID tj are

lexicographically ordered. However, if a < b,
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so we see that 1-1. acts only via permutations. From this, we see that

where the outer sum ranges over all possible values of the diagonal matrices D = diag(d1, ... , dr)

subject to the constraint Ed; = r.

We now check that this is equal to "Yr(Ki). It is not hard to show that

~r-l(Ki) = K, 0 ... 0 Ki .-----r times

We know that
n

(h (Ki) = L>~(i,j)ei,i'
j=l

Using the fact that

,r := (fh 0·· '00d~r-l,..___...
r times

it is fairly easy to see that the maps ,r and ,0 agree on K;, as required.

The case u = Ki-
1 follows by an argument entirely analogous to the previous one.

We now tackle the case of u = Eh. Following [BLM, §5.7], we have

O(Eh):= E [Eh,h+l + DJ.
DEDr_1

We then use a similar technique to the one used in the K; case to argue that 1-1. "almost" acts via

permutations (more precisely-it does act via permutations, but introduces certain powers of v).

The situation is very similar to the K, situation, except that

and

Informally, this means that the situation is similar to the classical case, except the processes of

passing an eh+1h+l to the left of the ehh+l and that of passing an ehh to the right of an ehh+1

multiply the relevant basis element by v. However, we know from Corollary 2.2.5 that "relaxed"

basis elements have coefficient 1. Such basis elements contain eh,h+1 to the right of any possible

occurrences of ehh and eh+1h+l· This means that the coefficient of any typical basis element of
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occurs with coefficient v', where s is the number of ehh occurring to the right of the occurrence of

ehh+1 minus the number of eh+1h+1 occurring to the right of the occurrence of ehh+1.

We know that

where there are r tensor components in each summand. Since 81(Eh) = ehh+1 and we know what

the 81(K; 1) are, it is possible to see from the above discussion that the maps 'Yr and 'Y8agree on

Eh.

The case of u = Fh is entirely analogous to that of u = Eh.

This completes the proof of the main result. I

Example Consider S" (2,2). Let

A:= (~ ~),

and let I be the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Let eA and el be the corresponding elements in the Dipper-

James basis of S,,(2, 2). We know from properties of the Heeke algebra of type A1 embedded in

5,,(2,2) that e~ = qei + (q - l)eA' but we wish to show this directly. It can be checked that

v[AJ = eA and [IJ = el·

Calculating the values of'Y on these basis elements, we find that

and that

Squaring v.'Y([A]) in the ring ?(Mn), we find that it gives

The relaxed basis elements occurring in these expressions are ell 0 e22, corresponding to [I], and

occurring with coefficient q = v2, and e21 0 e12, corresponding to [AJ and occurring with coefficient

(v3 - v) = (q - l)v. Hence we have

(v[AD2 = q[I] + (q - 1)(v[AD,

thus proving the desired result. I
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Remarks on Theorem 2.2.7 As can be seen from the example, these methods give a fairly easy

way of computing products in SII(n, r), without having to resort to difficult procedures involving

flags and finite fields.

Since the classical case corresponding to this (i.e. when q and v are replaced by 1) gives the

situation where the classical Schur algebra is the r-th symmetric power of the n x n matrix algebra,

the Theorem casts more light on the nature of the quantization. The space rr(Mn) provides an

arena in which the quantization takes place.

It should be noted that this product rule also gives a product rule for Sq(n, r) in terms of the

more usual basis {eA}. In [BLM, Lemma 2.3], it is proved that eA = v'A[A], where

l$i,i,k,l$n

where the sum is taken with the restrictions that i ? k and j < I. This exhibits a close connection

between the two bases. The restrictions on the sum are reminiscent of the relaxed order, ~, defined

on the matrix units.

The product rule we obtain from using the above Theorem is of a convenient form for proving

theorems whose classical analogues are proved using Schur's Product Rule.

2.3. On certain subalgebras of the q-Schur algebra

Using the description of the v-Schur algebra given in §2.2, we can describe a (fairly large) family

of subalgebras of the q-Schur algebra which are spanned by certain natural basis elements eA. To

do this, we introduce the notion of a "good" set of matrix units.

Definition A subset G of {eij : 1 :$ i, j :$ n} is called a good set of matrix units if it satisfies

the following two conditions:

(i) G spans a subalgebra of the full matrix ring Mn;

(ii) if eab E G and eed E G where a < c and b > d, then also ead E G and eeb E G.

Lemma 2.3.1 Let G be a good set of matrix units. Then r(G) is a sub algebra ofTr(Mn), and

a right 1l-submodule ofr(Mn).

Proof It is clear that r(G) is a subalgebra of r(Mn) because the elements of G span a

subalgebra of M«.

We now need to check that if [eidl ® ... ®eirir] E Y(G), then acting T, (where s = (p,p+ 1) for

some p) on this element produces another element of T" (G). Because of the way the multiplication
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is defined, we need only check this in the case r = 2.

We now consider the matrix units appearing in the expression for [fab®fed].T. (where s = (12))

as in the definition of the action of 1i on rr(Mn). It is easily checked that if a ~ c and b ~ d, then

no new matrix units can appear in the result. It is similarly easily checked that if a > c and b > d,

no new matrix units can appear in the result. If a > e and b = d, or if a = c and b > d, similar

remarks hold.

We are left with the two most interesting cases, namely the case when a > c and b < d, and the

case when a < c and b > d. In both cases, we find that fad and feb are also elements of G, from the

definition of a good set of matrix units. It is now clear from the definition of the action of 1i that

all matrix units appearing in the result are elements of G, as desired. I

Definition If G is a good set of matrix units, we denote by S" (G) the subspace of S" (n, r)

spanned by all basis elements [A] where A is a matrix such that Aij "# 0 ::} fij E G. We denote by

5q(G) the corresponding subspace of Sq(n, r) spanned by elements eA.

Lemma2.3.2 Using the monomorphism r defined in §2.2, the following identity holds in Tr(Mn):

r(5,,(n, r)) n r(G) = r(5,,(G)).

Proof We first establish that r(5v(G)) ~ r(5,,(n, r)) nT"(G). Clearly S,,(G) ~ 5v(n, r). It is

now enough to show that r([A]) E T"(G) where [A] is a basis element of Sv(G). By definition of r,

r([A]) is of the form tA .h for some h E 1i. By the construction of[ A], we find that tA E T" (G), and

therefore r([A]) E T"(G) by Lemma 2.3.1.

Now consider a typical element in r(5,,(n, r)) n T"(G) given by

where the CA are elements of Q(v). We claim that unless [A] is a basis element of S,,(G), CA must

be zero. This is achieved by considering relaxed basis elements occurring in the expression for g.

These relaxed basis elements must all lie in Tr(G). It follows from the definitions that the relaxed

basis element corresponding to [A] is an element of T"(G) if and only if [A] is a basis element for

Hv(G). This establishes the reverse inclusion. I
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Theorem 2.3.3 SfJ(G) is a subalgebra of Sv(n, r) and Sq(G) is a subalgebra of Sq(n, r). The

dimension of each subalgebra is

where m is the cardinality of the set G.

Proof We know that SfJ(G) is a subspace of Sv(n, r) and it is clearly a subalgebra by Lemma

2.3.2, where it was shown to be an intersection of two subalgebras of Tr(Mn). The corresponding

result for Sq(G) follows immediately by consideration of products eAeA' where both elements are in

Sq(G).

By construction of the basis for SI!(G) or Sq(G), we see that the dimension is equal to the

number of compositions of r into m pieces. The result now follows from elementary combinatorics .

•
Examples

We now present some examples of good sets of matrix units.

1. Let

G = {eij : 1s i s j s n}.

This spans the subalgebra of Mn given by upper triangular matrices. It is easily checked that

G is good, and that Sq(G) is the Borel subalgebra S+.

2. Choose a finite sequence of integers ri satisfying 0 = ro < rl < ... < r. = n. Then let

This spans the sub algebra of Mn given by matrices of a particular block form (depending on

the sequence ri). The set G is good, and the algebra Sq(G) :::;Sq(n, r) exists.

3. Let

G = {ell} U {eij : 2:::; i:::; n, 1:::; j:::; n}.

This spans a subalgebra of Mn· Furthermore, G is good and the algebra Sq(G) < Sq(n, r)

exists.
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3. A Straightening Formula for
Quantized Codeterminants

In this chapter, we introduce q-analogues of codeterminants, which were defined in the classical

case by J .A. Green [G2, §4]. These were shown to be parametrised by pairs of row-semistandard

tableaux of shape A, where A E A(n, r). If both the tableaux are standard, and the composition ,\

is dominant, then the codeterminant is said to be standard. The set of standard codeterminants

forms a free Z-basis for the integral form of the classical Schur algebra. An algorithm for expressing

an arbitrary codeterminant as a sum of standard ones has been described in [W].

The main results of this chapter are Theorem 3.2.6 and Corollary 3.2.7, which prove construc-

tively that the set of standard q-codeterminants forms a free Z[q, q-l]-basis of the q-Schur algebra,

Sq(n, r). This fact has several important applications later in the thesis, and the main results in §4,

§5 and §6 rely on it fairly heavily.

3.0. Conventions and Review of §2

We will write v· to mean some integer power of v. Usually no attempt will be made to keep

track of the value.

In some of the proofs in this chapter, we will use the technique of proving that an element

wE W, where W is a Coxeter group, satisfies a certain property P by "induction on left subwords

of w." The idea is as follows. Let Si, .•. Sim be any fixed reduced expression for w. We then prove

by induction on p (where 1 ~ p ~ m) that the element wp defined by Si, ... Sip satisfies the property

P; this then proves that w has the required property. It is immediate from the properties of Coxeter

groups that if w is a distinguished right coset representative with respect to some parabolic subgroup

of W, then so are all its left subwords. It is also immediate that if w lies in some parabolic subgroup

Wp of W, then so do all its left subwords.

It is convenient to recall the action of 11. on the right of T'"(Mn) given in §2.2, but this time

with respect to a slightly different basis.

We now recall the quantized basis of T'"(Mn). This was introduced in §2.2. We now re-express

this as the set ([Uj,i] : i,j E J(n, rn. Here, [ui,i] is defined to be v-m(i)-mU)Ui,j, where the function

m is as in §1.3.6.

It was shown in Lemma 2.2.1 that T'"(Mn) admits a right 1I.-module structure which we now
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recall. Let T, = 1(p,p+l)' Then:

{

q[Ui."j,]
[ .. J T - [Ui."j.,] + (q - l)[Ui,j]
U.,]"- [u .. ]+( -l)[u .. ]'.',].' q ',].'

q[u· . J + (q - l)[u· .] - (q - l)[u·· ]'.',J.' ',J ',J.'

if ip s ip+1 and jp s jp+I;
if ip > ip+I and jp > jp+l;
if ip > ip+1 and jp ~ jp+l;
if ip ~ ip+1 and jp > jp+l'

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

From this, the action of 1(;,~+l)immediately follows. It is given by:

if ip ? ip+I and jp ? jp+l;
if ip < iP+l and jp < jp+l;
if ip < ip+l and jp ? jp+l;
if ip ? ip+l and jp < jp+I'

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Note 3.0.1

Notice that this action specialises (when q and v are replaced by 1) to permutation, and that

any basis element occurring with nonzero coefficient in Ua,b.Tw is of form Uc,d where a - c and b - d.

The rest of this chapter falls into two main sections. In §3.1, we show that any q-codeterminant

can be expressed as a Z[q, q-l]-linear sum of codeterminants of dominant shape. In §3.2, we prove a

quantum analogue of the straightening formula for codeterminants. This is a procedure for expressing

any codeterminant of dominant shape as a Z[q, q-l]-linear sum of standard codeterminants. This

was proved by Woodcock [W] in the classical case. We use some of the techniques in that paper

to prove the quantum analogue, but some steps are considerably more delicate and require new

methods.

3.1. Heeke algebras and eodeterminants of dominant shape

Lemma 3.1.1 Let t = Ua,b (where a, b E I(n, r» be a basis element of T"(Mn) of parabolic

form. Then
XW

y:= t.p;

lies in Sv(n, r). Moreover, if t is expressed as an A-linear sum of elements ei,j, then all elements

occurring with nonzero coefficients in the sum satisfy i r-c a and j ,...b.

Proof Lemma 1.6 shows that

where W is the Coxeter group of type Ar-1. We now find that y lies in the ind submodule of

Tr(Mn), and hence in Sv(n, r) by Lemma 2.2.6. This proves that t is a Q(v)-linear combination of

elements ei,j' Thanks to Corollary 2.2.5, it is now enough to show that the coefficients of the relaxed

basis elements occurring in y lie in A, because that will force the coefficient of each ei,j to lie in A.
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Define WJ to be the parabolic subgroup of W generated by the (p,p+ 1) satisfying bp = bp+1•

Let to be the unique element ofform Uo',b satisfying (a', b) "" (a, b) and the condition that if bp = bp+1
then a~ ~ a~+l' Let WI be the parabolic subgroup of S; stabilising to. There exists a unique W E

VI n WJ such that a'.w = a. Then we see by induction on left subwords of w that uo',b.Tw = V*Uo,b,

as required. By substituting to for t in the definition of y, and by using the observation that if a E A

then vma E A for any m E I, we find that it is enough to prove the lemma in the case where t = to,

because P; = Pto'

We now assume t = to and define the parabolic subgroup WI to be generated by all (p, p + 1)

such that a~'= a~+l and bp = bp+l. Let VI be the set of distinguished right coset representatives

corresponding to WI. Then, using the theory of Coxeter groups, we have

We know (see for example, [H, §3.l5]) that the Poincare polynomial of a Coxeter group of type AI is

and we also know that WI, being a parabolic subgroup of a Coxeter group of type A, is canonically

isomorphic to a direct product of such groups of smaller rank. Its Poincare polynomial is therefore

a product of expressions such as those given above. By substituting z = q, we obtain the scalar by

which EUEWr Tu acts, and we find that

This means that

and hence, since the action of 'H on T"(Mn) is defined over A, that the coefficients of any basis

elements occurring in y, in particular the relaxed ones, lie in A.

The last assertion follows from Corollary 2.2.5 and Note 3.0.1. I

Definition Let i, j E I(n, r) be given by i = (il, ... , ir) and j = (it, ... .i-). Then the element

If j is of parabolic form, we know from Lemma3.1.1 that Ti,j can be considered to lie in Sv(n, r).
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Note that if the ui,j constructed above is H-relaxed, then Ta,; is equal to <i,j multiplied by a

certain power of v.

Also note that Lemma 3.1.1 tells us that each element Ti,; is of form

where the elements Ci',;' lie in A, and the indices i' and j' satisfy i' .....i and j' .....j.

During the proofs that follow, we shall need a way of testing whether two elements of 'H are

equal to each other. To do this, we construct a right 1i-module M with the property that there

exist certain elements m E M such that if hl' h2 E H and m.b, = m.h2 then hl = h2• By linearity,

it is enough to show that if m.h = 0 then h = O.

Lemma 3.1.2 Let V be a Q(v)-vector space of dimension n with basis el, ... ,en. We make

M := V0r into a right 1i-module in the usual way (i.e. via the tensor space action defined in §1.3.6).

Let hE n. Then:
(i) if m := el 0 ..·0er, then m.h = 0 ~ h = 0;

(ii) if mr := er(l) ® ... ® er(r), where 11" E S«, then mr.h = 0 ~ h = o.
Proof We first prove (i). Let m and m1r be defined as in the statement of the Lemma. By

using induction on l( 11"), we find that m.Tr = vl(r)mr. If 11" =f: 11"' then mr =f: m,..'; in fact, the set

{m". : 11" E Sr} is linearly independent in V0r. However, {Tw : w E Sr} is known to be a basis for

H. Since v is invertible, we now find that if m.h = 0, then h = o.
We now prove (ii). We know from the above argument that m.Tr = vl(r)m,... Assuming that

m"..h = 0, then m.(v-lC1r)Trh) = O. Now (i) shows that v-l(1r)Trh = 0, and, since v and T". are

both invertible, that h = O. This completes the proof. I

We now need to introduce a family of bases for 'H, of which the usual basis {Tw} is an example.

The motivation behind doing this is that by picking the correct basis, it is possible to deduce certain

results concerning the coefficients of basis elements in the Ta,; which were introduced earlier. This

will be important later.

For convenience, we now choose, once and for ail, a ''favourite'' reduced expression p( w) for

each element wE W.

Definition Let j E J(n, r) be of parabolic form, let WJ be its associated parabolic subgroup, and

let VJ be the associated set of distinguished right coset representatives. To each element w E VJ, we

will associate an element IX E 'H which specialises as q is replaced by 1 to w in the group algebra.
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Suppose pew) = 8i}" ·8i",. Earlier, we showed how S; acts on l(n,r) on the right. For

each integer 8 such that 1 ::; 8 ::; m we define an element h, of 'H as follows. Consider j' :=

j,Si
1

••• Si._1• Because w is a distinguished right coset representative, it must be the case that

it # ii,+" (This follows from the length identities in §1.3.3, the definition of distinguished right

coset representatives, and the fact that any left segment of a distinguished right coset representative is

another distinguished right coset representative.) If ii, > ii,+l then h, := li~l, otherwise h, := Ti•.

We then define D{" to be h1h2··· hm.

Remark

If 1::;a < b ::; n, then eo 0 ea.T,-1 = v-lea ® eo and ea 0 eiT, = veo ® ea. Define, for any

i E len, r),

m(i):= I{(a,b}: 1::; a < b::; r, ia > io}l.

(For example, if i = (11'(1), ... , 1I'(r» as in the statement of Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), then m(i) = 1(11').)

If 8 = (p, p + 1) and ip ::; ip+1 then Ui,j .T, is a linear combination of elements Ui'.i» (see §3.0,

(1) and (3». If ip ~ ip+l then ui,j.T,-l is a linear combination of elements Uj',j .s (see §3.0, (5) and

(7».

The crucial property of the element JYw is as follows:

vm(j) e· to. ••• to. e' IY. - vm(j. w) e (. ) to. ... to. e (. )Jl '<Y '<Y Jr' W - W Jl '<Y '<Y W Jr •

This can be seen by induction on left subwords of w.

It is also follows that basis elements occurring with nonzero coefficients in Ui,j'JYw are of form

Example

Let j = (4,4,1,2). Then the parabolic subgroup WJ is generated by SI = (1,2). A routine

check shows that the element w E 84 given by

(
1 2 3 4)
243 1

lies in VJ. The element j.w E I is equal to (2,4,1,4). A reduced expression pew) for w is given

by 8382S183. The element D!v E 'H is now given by T3T2-1TI-IT3-1. (It will be seen later that the

element D!v is independent of the reduced expression chosen for w.)
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We now compare the elements vt, with their counterparts Tw. To do this, it is convenient

to define an element RU) E l(r, r) (N.B.-not necessarily in l(n, r)) which is in some sense a

"refinement" of i- We will then act various vt, on this RU), and appeal to Lemma 3.1.2 to relate

them to the usual basis consisting of the Tw.

Definition Let i E l(n, r) be of parabolic form. Then the element R(i) is the unique element of

l(r, r) satisfying the followingproperties:

(i) R(i) = (11"(1), ... , 1I"(r» for some 11" E Sr;

(ii) if 1 ~ a < b ~ r and ill < ib (respectively ill > ib) then R(i)1I < R(ih (respectively R(i)1I >

R(ih);

(iii) if 1 ~ a < b ~ r and ill = ib then R(i)1I < R(i)b.

Example

Remarks

Let n = 4,r = 8 and i = (1,1,1,4,4,4,3,3). Then R(i) = (1,2,3,6,7,8,4,5).

Note that m(R(i» = m(i) for any i E len, r) of parabolic form. Also note that

Vm(RCi»eRC') s»; ••• JO. eRCO) Di = vmCRCi)ow)eRCO) JO. ••• s»; eR(O)
• 1 '01 161 • r' W • w(l) 161 '01 • w(r)'

Together with Lemma 3.1.2, this shows that the element D!" is in fact independent of the reduced

expression we were using for w.

We can say more than this: if WI is the parabolic subgroup associated with i, and u E WI,

then

vmCRCi»eRCO) ®···®eRCO) .T.Di =vmCR(i)oUw)eRC') ®··.®eRCO) .I 1 I r U W , .w(l) I "",(r)

This follows from the definitions of R( i) and D~: all the actions are essentially permutations, but

with powers of v introduced to keep track of the changing value of the m function (which can be

thought of as "length").

Lemma 3.1.3 Let j E l( n, r) be of parabolic form, with associated parabolic subgroup WJ.

Then:

(i)

(ii) The set

{TuIY,., : u E WJ, wE 'DJ}

is a basis for 'H.
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Proof Let 11" E Sr be such thatR(j) = (11"(1), ... , 1I"(r)). Then

It now follows that

It also follows from the preceding remarks that

Applying Lemma 3.1.2 (ii), this shows that

where the right-hand side is known to be equal to

thus establishing (i) since £(11") = m(R(j)) = m(j).

For the proof of (ii), note that the set

is linearly independent in T'"(V), because each element is a power of v times a certain basis element,

and basis elements corresponding to distinct elements are nontrivial permutations of each other.

Lemma 3.1.2 (ii) now shows that the set

is independent in 1{, and, since it has the correct cardinality, that it is a basis for 1{. I

Definition Let z E J(n, r). Define z+ to be the element of J(n, r) satisfying zt = J(zs) for all

i and for J E Sn of minimal length subject to the condition that wt(z+) E A+(n, r). (Such an J is

uniquely defined, as will be illustrated in the following example.)

Example Let n = 5, r = 9 and z = (1,1,2,2,2,2,4,4,4), so that wt(z) = (2,4,0,3,0). Then

the permutation (! 234
142 ~)
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works in the above definition of /, and z+ = (3,3,1,1,1,1,2,2,2), with wt(z+) = (4,3,2,0,0). Note

that wt(z) is a permutation of wt(z+), and that wt(z) E A+. This will always be the case, and in

fact wt(z+) = /.wt(z). There is exactly one such / of minimal length, showing why / and z+ are

well-defined.

Lemma 3.1.4 Let z E I( n, r) be such that i < j => Zi S z;. In particular, z is of parabolic

form; let the associated parabolic subgroup be Wz. Then:

(ii) There exists U E Sv(n, r) satisfying u.e ..+, .. = v"e s »

Proof It is immediate that if z is of parabolic form, then so is z+, and the stabiliser of z+ is

precisely Wz. We then know from the remarks following the definition of the Ti,; that Tz+ ,z = v" ez+, s ,

for some integer *, and that Tz ," = v"e z , .. for some integer *. Furthermore, we know that Tz ,z+

corresponds to some element in Sv(n, r). This establishes the proof of (ii) assuming (i), so it remains

to prove (i).

To prove (i), it is enough, by the results of Corollary 2.2.5, to prove that the only relaxed basis

element occurring in Tz ,z+ X T.+ ,z is that corresponding to T.. ,'" and that it occurs with a coefficient

which is a power of v.

The only relaxed basis element occurring with nonzero coefficient in Tz+ ,z which can contribute

to a relaxed basis element in the product is Uz+ .s : This follows from Corollary 2.2.5 and the fact

that Tz+ ,z = v" .ez+ ,Z' Lemma 2.2.4 tells us that the coefficient of Uz+ ," is a power of v.

The problem now reduces further-it is now enough to show that if ua, ..+ occurs in Tz ,z+ with

nonzero coefficient then a = z and the coefficient is a power of v.

Using Lemma 3.1.3 (i), the definition of T, and the action of Ty (where yE Wz) on u.,z+, we

find that

From our study of the properties of D~+, we see that any basis element occurring with nonzero

coefficient in uz,z+D:n+, where w is as in the above sum, is of form ub,z+.w' The implication of this

is that the only basis elements of the desired form come from the case w = 1 in the sum. This is

enough to complete the proof of the Lemma. I

Remark on Lemma 3.1.4 In the classical case, this result is obvious (see [W)).
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Proposition 3.1.5 Any codeterminant is a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of codeterminants of

dominant shape.

Proof We know that u.ez+,z = ez for some u E StI(n, r), because v is a unit. Since

as a Z[q,q-l] module, we can take u to be in Sq(n,r), by omitting irrelevant terms.

Since u.ez+,z = u·ez+·ez+,z, we see that u.ez+ is a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of basis elements

of the form ea,z+. It now followsthat ez is a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of codeterminants of shape,

z+, i.e. of dominant shape.

Nowconsider an arbitrary codeterminant, y;~t(z), where z can be taken to be as in the statement

of Lemma 3.1.4 (and so in particular, z = i(z». This is equal to ei,zezez,j. Using the first part of

the proof, we can now rewrite this as

a

where the coefficients I'a lie in Z[q, q-l]. Expanding the parentheses using the product rule, we can

finally rewrite the sum as a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of codeterminants of dominant shape, as

required. •
3.2. The Quantized Straightening Formula

The next main result will be the proof of the quantum analogue of Woodcock's straightening

formula for codeterminants. The aim is to express an arbitrary codeterminant as a linear combination

of standard codeterminants. Proposition 3.1.5 shows that it is enough to be able to express an

arbitrary codeterminant of dominant shape as a linear combination of standard codeterminants.

Let A E A+(n, r), i = i(A) and i E I~ \1).. Note that i is of parabolic form; denote the

associated parabolic subgroup by WL. We shall construct another element j E l(n, r) by analysis of

the tableau T = T/" in exactly the same way as Woodcock [W]. (The symbols i, j and A will remain

fixed throughout the next few lemmas.)

Denote by [A] the Young diagram of A, considered as a subset of N2. By the choice of i, T

cannot be standard, and so we know there is some (b, c) E [A] satisfying T(b, c) ~ T(b + 1, c). Let

(b, c) be lexicographically minimal with respect to this property. Denote by [A]a the a-th row of [A],

and define Xa and Ya so that [Ala = Xa U Ya (a En), where

[A]a,
{(b, h) : 1::; h < c}
[z E [A]a : T(x) s T(y) for all yE Ya-d,
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Put Va = IXa U Ya-d for a E n + 1, and define Xn+1 = Yo = 0. Let a1, ... , am be the elements

of {a En + 1: t/« f.O}, ordered so that a < f3::::} va", ~ lIa".

Note that m ~ n: this is clear if Xb = 0. If Xb f. 0, each entry of Tin Xb+1 is at least b + 1 by

the minimality of (b, c). By induction, each of the elements of Ya is at least a + 1, so Yn = 0.

We are now ready to define i E I by the property

T/(z) = a if x E Xa", U Ya",-l.

Let jJ = wt(j). By the choice of ordering on the aa, we have jJ E A+, and in fact jJ >- A since

Vcr = Acr if a < b, while Vb+! > Ab.

We also define i' E I by the property that

7j~(x) = a if x E x; U Yew-I.

Note that we may choose the ordering on aI, ... , am above in such a way that i'" = i.

Example Suppose n = 6, r = 18 and

1'..).. =
I

1 1 1 1 212121
2 2 3 3 31
3 3 3 5
5 6

Then

T?<=J

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
3 3 2 2 21
2 2 2 4
4 5

and
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1
2 2 3 3 31
3 3 3 4
4 5

The element i is given by

1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,~ 4 ~h 4 ~ 5 ,..__... ...__." '---' '---' -- -- ...__."
Xl x, Y2 X3 Ya X4 Y4

where the sections of i corresponding to each nonempty Xa and Ya have been marked.

Similarly, the element i' is given by

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,~4~ 4 , 5 ...__... .._..." '---' '---' -- ...__." ...__."
Xl X2 Y2 X3 Ya X4 Y4
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The weights A and I' are given by

A = (7,5,4,2,0,0)

and

I'= (7, 6, 2, 2,1,0).

The following lemma is very useful for reducing questions about q-codeterminants to questions

about their classical analogues.

Lemma 3.2.1 Suppose a, b, d, e E I{n, r). Assume that al ::; ... ::; ar and bI ::; ... ::; b; (which

implies that (a, b} and (b, a} are H-relaxed).

(i) Write

ea.b{d,e = LCal,eeal,e'
0''''''''4

Then the elements Ca',e lie in N[q].

(ii) Write

{e,deb,a =EC~I,aeel,a.
e',..."e

Then the elements c;l,a lie in N[q].

Proof It is clear from the product rule for the q-Schur algebra given in [BLM, Proposition 1.2]

that a product of two basis elements is a Z[q]-combination of other basis elements. To prove both

parts of the lemma, it therefore suffices to show that the coefficients occurring lie in N[v, v-I].

We know from [DJ3, Theorem 1.11] that there is an anti-automorphism of the q-Schur algebra

which sends an element ea,p to ep,a' This implies that it is enough to prove (i), because (ii) is an

immediate consequence of it.

We now concentrate on (i). We may assume that (d, e} is an H-relaxed pair. Define A to be the

matrix satisfying eA = ed,e and define SA and rnA as in §2.2. The parabolic subgroup of W which

is the stabiliser of e is denoted by We, and we write TJd,e for the set of distinguished right coset

representatives corresponding to the parabolic subgroup which is the stabiliser of the pair (d, e).

Any relaxed basis element ua,p occurring in the product no := ea,bed,e must have (3 = e and

0' ,.,.,a. Now Corollary 2.2.5 implies that the coefficient of ua,p in ITo is the same as the coefficient

in the product ea,bZd,e, where 2:d,e E T"(Mn) is given by
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Because we assumed that (d, e) was H-relaxed, we find by induction on left subwords of wand

iteration of equation (1) in §3.0 that if Tw is one of the elements in the sum, then

for some integer denoted by *. It follows that Zd,. is an N[v, v-I] combination of basis elements of

tensor matrix space.

Now consider ee = ea,b as an element of tensor matrix space. We find from Theorem 2.2.7 that

c - ·s-ms ('" T.).. a,b - V Ua,b· L.J w .
wE!) ..,.

We find that for each w in the sum,

Ua,b.Tw = V*Uaw,bw.

This is proved using the hypotheses on the pair (a, b), induction on left subwords of w, and iteration

of equation (1) in §3.0. An argument similar to the one in the preceding paragraph shows that ea,b

is an N[v, v-I ]-combination of basis vectors of tensor matrix space.

It is now immediate from Corollary 2.2.5 that the elements Ca' .e lie in N[v, V-I], which completes

the proof. I

Definitions Let ITo be the element of Sq(n, r) given by

and let IT! be the element of Sen, r) given by the same expression.

Let IT2 be the element of S(n, r) given by

Lemma 3.2.2 Express ITo in terms of the basis elements of the q-Schur algebra {ea ,/3} (where

the pairs' (0, (3) are H-relaxed) by writing

ITo = E Cj',lej',I,

i'El~

where Ci',1 E Z[q]. Then Cj,1 is a power of q and i' ~ i whenever Ci',1 is nonzero.
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Proof Note that the product I10 = ei,i,ei',1 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.1 (ii). Write

C~I,Ifor the integer which is the specialisation as q is replaced by 1 of Ci' ,I. It is now enough in the

light of Lemma 3.2.1 to prove that the coefficient C~,I in III is 1 and that i' ~ i whenever C~I,I :/: 0,

because <,I is equal to 1 if and only if Ci,1 is a (nonnegative) power of q, and C~I" is nonzero if and

only if Ci',1 is nonzero. (This is true because the coefficients in the statement of Lemma 3.2.1 all lie

in N[q].)

It is immediate from Schur's product rule and the construction of j and j' that II 1 and Ih are

equal. The element I12 was studied in [W], where it was proved that the coefficient of ~i,l in I12 was

equal to 1 and that any basis element ei',1 appearing in I12 satisfied i' ~ i.

The proof now follows. I

Lemma 3.2.3 The element ITocan be written as an A-linear sum of q-codeterminants of shape

1'.

Proof We see from Lemma 3.1.4 (i) that

Tjl,jTj,jl = V·Tjl,jl

for some integer denoted by *. It follows that we can write

Now we expand each pair of parentheses in terms of the basis ~Ot,(j to obtain an A-linear sum of

q-codeterminants of shape I' = wt(j). I

Lemma 3.2.4 Let ~ E A+(n, r), I = l(~), and i E I~ \1>.. Then there exist elements Ci',l EA

and j E [(n,r) such that I' = wt(j) E A+, I' ~~, and

ei,l = q·I1o + E Cil,leil,l.
i/E/~,1)-,

Thus

where the scalars C and c' lie in A.

Proof The elements j and I' are constructed from i and Aas previously, where it was also shown

that I' E A+ and I' ~ A. The first assertion follows from rearranging the expression for ITogiven by
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Lemma 3.2.2, and using the fact that the coefficient of ei,l is a power of q (i.e. a unit). The second

assertion follows from the first by re-expressing no as an A-linear sum of codeterminants of shape

1', as explained in Lemma 3.2.3.

I

We require the followingwell-knownproperty of q-Schur algebras in the proof of the main result.

Proposition 3.2.5 There is an anti-isomorphism * : Sq(n, r) -+ Sq(n, r) given by either

Thus (Y:'b)* = Yb,a'

Proof For the proof of this with respect to the ¢, see [DJ3, Theorem 1.11]. The other two

equivalent definitions followfrom the equivalence of the three bases.

The last assertion is immediate from the definition of codeterminants. I

Definition Following [W], we define

8:= {(A, i,j) : A E A+, i,j E 1~},

and we partially order 8 by p., i, j) ::; (1', i' , j') if and only if A -< I' or (A = 1', i ~i' and j ~ i')·

We can now state and prove the main theorem.

Theorem 3.2.6 (the Straightening Formula for Quantized Codeterminants)

Let Y?i be any codeterminant. Then Yi~j is a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of standard codeter-

minants.

Proof By Proposition 3.l.5, it is enough to prove the theorem in the case where A E A+. Since

as a Z[q, q-l] module, and all codeterminants Y:'b lie in Sq(n, r), we see that it is enough to prove

the result that Yi~iis an A-linear combination of standard codeterminants.

Suppose y;~ is not standard. It is enough to show that we can write it as an A-linear combination

of codeterminants corresponding to elements of B which are strictly higher in the partial order on

8, and then use induction on the poset (8, ~).
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Assume first that i ¢ It. Construct the elements j E I(n,r) and J.I. E A+ as in Lemma 3.2.4,

and set l = l(A).

By definition, Yj~ = {i,t X {t,j' We now substitute for {I,t using the formula in Lemma 3.2.4 to

obtain

where the scalars c and c' all lie in A. Next, we can rewrite the expression in the left-hand set of

parentheses using the fact that

and then expanding the product {t(p),6{t,j as a sum of basis elements {t(p),d by using the product

rule. Finally we can write the product Y:'6{t,i as an A-linear sum of codeterminants Y:'d. This gives

where the scalars c" and c all lie in A.

Note that we have now succeeded in expressing }j~ias the sum of codeterminants corresponding

to strictly higher elements of 8, as required.

The other case, where i E h but j ¢h followsby symmetry by using Proposition 3.2.5 followed

by the preceding argument, then Proposition 3.2.5 again. This completes the proof. •
Corollary 3.2.7 The set of standard codeterminants forms a free Z[q, q-l]-basis of Sq(n, r).

Proof The cardinality of this set is (nl+;_l), because it is the same as the cardinality of the

corresponding set in the classical case. (See [Gl, §2] for a proof of the latter.) This is the same as

the dimension of Sq(n, r). It is also known (see [DJ3, Theorem 1.4]) that the elements eA form a

free basis for Sq(n, r). It is therefore enough to show that each eA is a Z[q, q-l]-linear combination

of standard codeterminants. Theorem 3.2.6 shows that it is enough to prove that each basis element

<I,i is equal to a codeterminant. This is clear, because {i,i = {i,i{j· •

We end this chapter by giving a brief summary of the steps needed to straighten an arbitrary

>.'codeterminant, Yj, ,k"
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(1) Find the element Z E J(n,r) satisfying a < b ~ Za ~ Zb and wt(z) = N. Use the identity

Tz,z+Tz+,z = V*Tz,z of Lemma 3.1.4 (i) and the techniques of Proposition 3.1.5 to express the

codeterminant as a sum of codeterminants of dominant shape.

(2) Straighten each non-standard codeterminant Y;\ arising from the previous procedure. If i E h.

but k ~ h., straighten the codeterminant Yk~i instead and use Proposition 3.2.5 to "turn the

results around" at the end.

(3) We may now concentrate on straightening codeterminants of form Yi~k'where A is a dominant

weight and i ~h. Construct the elements j and ;' from i and A, as described at the beginning

of §3.2. Using the formula for ~i,t given in Lemma 3.2.4, and the techniques of the proof of

Theorem 3.2.6, rewrite Y;\ as a sum of codeterminants corresponding to strictly higher elements

of the poset 8.

(4) Iterate parts (2) and (3) until all codeterminants appearing in the sum are standard.
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4. q-Schur Algebras as Quotients of
Quantized Enveloping Algebras

The main aim of this chapter is to investigate the properties of the surjective algebra homomor-

phism (J = (Jr from the quantized enveloping algebra to the q-Schur algebra. In particular, we would

like to be able to find preimages of elements of the q-Schur algebra under this map, and we would

like a description of ker 0. These problems are solved at the end of this chapter, and are related to

the problem of straightening q-codeterminants which was solved in §3.

4.0 Conventions and review of §3

The algebras V, V-, VO and V+ used in this chapter refer to the A-algebras V,A(gln), VA(gln),

V~(gln) and Vl(gln). These were defined in §1.1.1. As usual, the q-Schur algebra 8q(n, r) is defined

over l[q, q-l] and the o-Schur algebra 811(n, r) is defined over A.

It is worth re-stating the relationship between tableaux and q-codeterminants in a way compat-

ible with the matrix basis {eA: A E er}.

Consider any ordered pair (T, T') of standard tableaux of the same shape, each consisting

of r boxes and having entries in n. We showed in §1.4.2 how to associate to (T, Tt) a certain

q-codeterminant, eA eA'. An equivalent way of defining this is as follows.

The entry Aij of A is defined to be the number of occurrences of i in the j-th row of the tableau

T, or zero if there is no such entry.

The entry A:j of A' is defined to be the number of occurrences of j in the i-th row of the tableau

T', or zero if there is no such entry.

The fact that the tableaux are of the same shape forces the product eAeA' to be nonzero,

because it is of form ei,tet,i' and by using the product rule for 8q( n, r), we find that this is nonzero,

and hence eAeA' is a codeterminant. We call such a codeterminant a standard codeterminant. This

definition agrees with that in §3.

It should be noted that, because the tableaux T and T' are standard, the matrix A must be

lower triangular, and the matrix A' must be upper triangular.
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Example

Suppose n = 3, r = 6,

~T=W'
and

Then the matrices A and A' are given by

(: 0 nA= 1
1

and

A'=G
1 n·2
0

The rest of this chapter is divided into two sections. In §4.1, we study the restriction of 0 to

certain sub algebras of U. In §4.2, we use the properties of quantized codeterminants to complete

our description of the relationship between U and Sq{n, r).

4.1. The restriction of 9 to U-, UO and U+

The next aim is to obtain precise and general descriptions for U+ n ker () and for U- n ker (),

concentrating on the first case, because the second case is essentially similar.

Definition Let X be the matrix

(I
Cl C2 C3

~-1 10 Cn Cn+1 C2n-3 .

0 0 0 CN
0 0 0 0

We define

YX,r := ~ [(X,'\l, ... , '\n)] ,

'\'l+· .. +'>' .. +IXI==r
summed over all sets of nonnegative integers '\1, .. ·,'\n, where the matrix (X, '\1, ... ,'\n) is given

by X + diag('\ 1, ... , '\n), and IX I denotes the sum of the entries in X.

It is known that, for 1 ::; i ::;n - 1, Ei maps under 9 to YX,r, where X is the matrix Ei,i+1,

having 1 in (i, i + 1) place and zeros elsewhere.
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In order to prove the main result of this section, we will rely on the the following lemma, which

is a simple corollary of a lemma by Beilinson, Lusztig and MacPherson.

Lemma4.1.1 Let X be a strictly upper triangular nx n matrix, with IXI ~ r. Then lJ(Eh) X YX,r

is given by

(1 - 6IXl.r)vP(h+l) [Xh,h+l + I]YX+E"."+l,r + I: vP(P)[Xh,p + I]YX+E""-E,,+l,,,r
pE[h+2,n);X"+I,1'~l

where, as usual, Ei,j is the matrix with 1 in the (i,j) place, and 0 everywhere else.

Here,

{3(p) := ~)Xh,j - Xh+l,j).
i>»

Let X be a strictly lower triangular n x n matrix. Then lJ(Fh) X YX,r is given by

(1 - 6IXl.r)VP'(h)[Xh+l,h + I]YX+E"+l,.,r + I: vP'(P)[Xh+l,P + I]Yx-Eh"+Eh+",,r.
PE[l,h-l);X",,~l

Here,

{3'(p) := I:(Xh+lJ - Xh,j)'
i cr

Proof This follows from [BLM, Lemma 3.4 (a2)], using the formula for 8(Ed· •
Definition

Let X be an n x n matrix with entries in Z. We say X has the property P( i, j) (where i and j

are integers satisfying 1 S i ~j < n) if it satisfies one of two conditions. If row j + 1 of X consists

entirely of zeros, then X has the property P(i,j). Otherwise, let p be minimal such that Xj+l,p is

nonzero. If for each integer s such that i < s < j + 1, X.,t = 0 for t ~ s +p - j, then X has the

property P(i,j). If neither condition holds, then X does not have the property P(i,j).

Example

Suppose
3 5 I 0 3 4
5 2 3 0 3 I

X= 0 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
1 3 0 2 4 4

Then X has the properties P(k, k) for all 1 ~ k < 6, and also pel, 3), P(2, 3), P(2,4) and P(3,4).
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Lemma 4.1.2 Let 0 = 0i + 0H1 + ... + OJ be a positive root.

Assume X is a strictly upper triangular matrix such that if D is a diagonal n by n matrix with

nonnegative integer entries, then X +D has the property P(i, s) for all i < s ~ j. Then 8(Ea) x YX,r

is given by

(1- DIXl.r)v.,(j+1)[Xi,j+1 + I)YX+E •..i+l,r + L v"(p) [Xi,p + I)YX+E.,.-E.i+l,.,r.
pEU +2,n);X.i+l,p ~ 1

Here,

x(p) :=L (Xi,m - Xj+1,m).
m>p

The proof is by induction on n' = j - i. The case n' = 0 is done by Lemma 4.1.1. It nowProof

suffices to check that, when i < j and {J = 0 - OJ, if the hypothesis works for Ef3 and for Ej (by

induction), then it works for Ea := Ef3Ej - V-l EjEf3.

Using the inductive hypothesis applied to Ef3 (since we know any matrix X +D has the property

P(i, s) for all i < s ~ i-I), we can assume that

(J(Ep) x YX,r = (1- Dlxl.r)v"'(j)[Xi,j + I)Yx+E',.i,r + L v"'(P)[Xi,p + l)Yx+E •.• -Ei .• ,r,
pEU+l,nl;X.i,p~ 1

where

Z'(p) :=L (Xi,m - Xi,m)'
m>p

Rephrasing this informally, and concentrating on one particular term, [Y), of YX,r, we find that

a typical term in the action of Ef3 on [Y) is to decrease an entry in the (j,p)-place of Y by 1, for

some suitable p, to increase the entry in the (i, p) place by 1 (resulting in a new matrix Y') and to

multiply by
vll'(p)[y., )

',P ,

where

yep) :=L (}'i,m - }j,m)'
m>p

Similarly, considering the action of Ej on [Z] we find that we find that the action of a typical

term is, for some suitable p', to decrease an entry in the (j + 1,p')-place of Y by 1, to increase the

entry in the (j, p') place by 1 (resulting in a new matrix Z') and to multiply by

where

z'(p'):= L (Zi,m - Zi+1,m)'
m>p'
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The crucial issue is the extent to which these two actions fail to commute if p # p'. Let us

suppose that p::j; p'. We claim that the property P (as above) forces p:::: p'. Suppose to the contrary

that p > p'. This implies that the matrix Y has nonzero entries in the (j+ 1,pi) place and in the

(j,p) place. However, the matrix Y is assumed to have property P(i,j), and we are also assuming

that row j + 1 is not empty. Let p" be minimal such that ¥j+l,pll is nonzero. Then we must have

p" ::::pi < p. Putting s = j in the definition of the property P (which is valid since n' = j - i > 0),

we see that ¥j,t = 0 for t ~ p", so in particular, ¥j,p = O. This is a contradiction.

Next, consider a typical term, [A], of YX,r' Of course, A is an upper triangular matrix. Acting

EfjEi on this matrix, on the left, we obtain the new matrix [A'] (with entries (j,p) and (j + l,p')

decreased by 1, and entries (i,p) and (j,p/) increased by 1) with coefficient

[Ai,p + IHAj,pl + l]v~,

where

x = L (Ai,m - Aj+l,m) + L (A~,m - Aj,m)'
m>p' m>p

Le.

L (Ai,m - Ai+l,m) +L (Ai,m - Aj,m) - 1.
m>pl m>p

Similarly, computing the action of EjEp, we find that matrix [A'] occurs with coefficient

[Ai,p + IHAi,pl + l]v~l,

where

m>p' m>p

which is exactly v times the coefficient with the elements acting the other way round. Thus, in the

action of E"Ej - v-l EjEp, the above terms cancel out.

The only remaining terms correspond to the situation p = p'. Using similar methods to the

above, we find that the coefficient of [A'] in the action of EpEi - V-l Ej Ep on [A] is

[Ai,p + I][Aj,p + l]v~lI,

where

s" = L (Ai,m - Ai+l,m).
m>p

In fact, Aj,p is equal to zero, because the matrix [A] has the property P(i,j) and Aj+l,P is nonzero.

Hence [Aj,p + 1]= 1.
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Notice that this argument is essentially independent of the entries on the diagonal of A. It

therefore applies equally well to the action of Eat on YX,J', thus establishing the inductive hypothesis

for Eat.

This completes the proof. •
Recall from §1.1.2 the ordering defined on ~+ associated with the elements Eat. Denote the last

root in this list by {Jl, the second from last by {J2, etc.

Proposition 4.1.3 The element

maps under (J to YX,J" If IXI > r, then the given basis element maps to zero.

Proof The proof will be by induction on n' = Ef=l Ck. The case n' = 1 is done by Lemma

4.1.2. For the general case, we will prove the equivalent statement that

Let p be maximal such that cp is nonzero, and let X, be the matrix obtained by decreasing the

entry in the position corresponding to cp in X by 1. We now need to check that E{3p acts on YX' ,r

to give [Cp]YX,r, as expected. If n' > r + 1 then there is nothing to prove, because Yx' ,r = 0, by the

inductive hypothesis. Otherwise, express {Jp in the form OIi + OIi+l + ... + OIj. The ordering chosen

for the positive roots guarantees that if D is a diagonal n by n matrix with nonnegative integer

entries, then the matrix X' +D has no nonzero entries between rows i+ 1 and j + 1 inclusive, except

possibly on the diagonal. This means that X' +D has the properties P(i, s) for i < s :s i, so we

can apply Lemma 4.1.2. Since Xj+l,t = 0 for t > j + 1, we find that only the first term occuring in

Lemma 4.1.2 can appear. If n' = r, then we find that this term too is zero, making our element map

under (J to zero, as expected. Further scrutiny of the matrices X' and X reveals that Xi,m = 0 for

m > j + 1; again this is by properties of the ordering chosen on the positive roots. This means that

the quantity x(j + 1) occurring in Lemma 4.1.2 is equal to 0, and the inductive step immediately

follows. •
Corollary 4.1.4 u+ nker8 is generated by those basis elements which map to zero under 8, i.e.

N

u+ n ker(J = ({E~~)'" E~:l):LCi ~ r+ I}).
i=l
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Proof The basis elements which do not map to zero all map to elements with different associated

matrices X, and hence their images are linearly independent. The corollary now follows. •

Corollary 4.1.5 O(U+) is the subalgebra of Sq(n, r) generated by YX,r for all possible X of zero

triangular form.

Proof Clearly 8(U+) is the subspace generated by the images of the PBW-type basis elements

of U+. These elements either map to zero, or to a multiple of one of the above elements YX,r' •

Corollary 4.1.6 The dimension of 8(U+) is given by

Proof Firstly, observe that by elementary properties of Pascal's triangle,

Secondly, recall that the number of compositions of r into m pieces is known to be

To count the dimension of O(U+), it suffices to enumerate the possible matrices X, because the

corresponding YX,r are linearly independent. The possibilities for X correspond to compositions of

integers between 0 and r into n(n - 1)/2 pieces. The result now follows. •
Remarks on the behaviour of U- The corresponding results for U- are similar in spirit, and

correspond to "rotating the basis matrices by a half turn" .

Recall the ordering on ~+ associated with the elements F01' Denote the last root in this list by

/1, the second from last by /2, etc. We have the following result.

Proposition 4.1.7

Let X be the matrix
0 0 0 0

:1
CN 0 0 0(., Cn+l Cn 0

Cn-l C3 C2 Cl

We define

ZX,r := E [(X, ,xl, ... , ,xn)],
~l+···+~..+IXI=r
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summed over all sets of nonnegative integers '\1, ... , '\n, where the matrix (X''\l'"'' '\n) is given

by X + diag(.Al, ... , .An),and IXI denotes the sum of the entries in X.

Then the element

maps under (J to ZX,r' If IXI > r, then the given basis element maps to zero.

The intersection of U- with the kernel of (J is given by

N
U- nker(J - ({F(aN) •• ·F(ad. ""a· > r+ 1})

- "'IN "'11' L..J • - .,=1
Proof This is the same as the proof of the corresponding result for U+, with trivial changes. I

We now investigate the case of UO n ker (J. To do this, we require the following result.

Proposition 4.1.8

A basis for UO is given by the set

where hi E {O,1} and ti E N, and where

Proof This follows from [L2, Proposition 2.14, Theorem 4.5]. I

We wish to investigate the images under () of these basis elements. We know that

()(K,)= 2: vd;[D],
DEDr

where D= diag(dl, ... , dn}, Dr is the set of n x n diagonal matrices with nonnegative integer entries

summing to r, and as usual

but since D is diagonal, it is not hard to see that [D] = eD. Since eo corresponds to ¢L. in

the notation of Dipper and James [DJ3], we see that the eo form a set of mutually orthogonal

idempotents. Armed with this information, it is easy to work out the images of products of the /(i,

because the multiplication in the v-Schur algebra is componentwise.
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Lemma 4.1.9

Proof Because of the preceding discussion, it is enough to verify the Lemma for

Recalling the definition of

we find that it is important to find the images under () of elements of the form

K -.+1 K-1 -.-1iV - i V

V. - V-I

which, since () is linear, can easily be seen to be

in other words

It now follows that

The Lemma now follows easily. I

Corollary 4.1.10

a) If 2::7::1t, = r, then

where T E Dr and the diagonal entries of Tare tl, ... , t«.

b) If I:~::1ti > r, then

Proof Note that if di < ti then

[~:] = O.
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It now follows, in case a), that there is only one term in the sum given in Lemma 4.1.9, namely the

one given. By a similar argument, we find that in case b) there are no surviving terms in the sum

of Lemma 4.1.9. •
Corollary 4.1.10 provides us with a large part of UO n ker e. The rest comes from considering

basis elements B of UO satisfying L:~=1ti ~ r, and subtracting off other elements corresponding, via

Corollary 4.1.10, to the terms appearing in 8(B), yielding:

Corollary 4.1.11

Proof Use Lemma 4.1.9 and Corollary 4.1.10. •
Using the basis of UO described earlier, it is now possible to describe UO n ker 8 exactly.

Proposition 4.1.12 Let ICn,r be the function on the basis of UO given in Proposition 4.1.8

sending

to

Then a basis for UO n ker 8 is given by {lCnA B)} as B runs through basis elements of the form

except those where all the 6i are equal to zero and L:~=lti = r.

Proof By Corollary 4.1.11, 8(lCn,r{B» = 0 for all basis elements B. By Corollary 4.1.10, if

2:7=1 ti =f r, or 2:7=1 ti = r and not all the 6i are zero, then B occurs as a "lowest term" (since

d, 2:: t;) of coefficient 1 in ICn,r{B). In this case, ICn,r{B) is nonzero. This proves that the elements

given in the statement of the Proposition are linearly independent in UO.

Also by Corollary 4.1.10, if 2:~=1ti = r, and all the 6i are zero, then ICn,r{B) = O. In this

case, 8(B) is some diagonal basis element [D], and all such basis elements turn up as the image of

exactly one such B. This proves that that the elements {lCn,r{B)} as given in the statement of the

proposition span U» nker 8, as required. •
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Definition Take as a basis BO of UO the elements

where ti E No, and 2:7=1 ti > r or both 2:7=1 tt = r and all the 8t are equal to zero, together with

the elements

where ti E No, and 2:7=1 t, < r or both 2::=1 tt = r and at least one 8i is nonzero.

This basis will be useful in §4.2.

Note that we now know that B = B- (SBo (SB+ is a basis for U. This provides a very convenient

context in which to study O.

4.2. Codeterminants, explicit surjectivity and ker (8)

We now study some of the properties of U~o, the sub algebra of U generated by UO and U+,

and Uso, the sub algebra of U generated by UO and U-. We concentrate on U~o.

Proposition 4.2.1 Let A be an upper triangular matrix corresponding to a basis element of

S'q(n, r). Let ti be the sum of the entries in row i of A. Then the element of U~o given by

maps under 0 to [A], where the Ct correspond to the entries above the diagonal in A according to

the order on the positive roots associated with the elements Ea.

Proof This follows from Proposition 4.1.3, Corollary 4.1.10 and the following fact. In the q-Schur

algebra as presented by Dipper and James [DJ3, §2]' they show that that

and that

Recalling the discussion before Lemma 4.1.9, and the correspondence between [AJ-basis and l/J)'IJ-

basis, it becomes clear that [D].[A] = [A] if the diagonal entries of [D] are the row sums of [A], and

[D][A] = 0 otherwise. Therefore, the effect of the UO part of the element given in the Proposition

is to pick out one term of the YX,r expression corresponding to the U+ -part of the element in the
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Proposition. The matrix B corresponding to the term [B) picked out in this way has the same row

sums as A, and is the sa.me above the diagonal, so it must actually be A.

These remarks suffice to prove the Proposition. •
Corollary 4.2.2 The image of U~o under 0 is precisely the subspace of Sq(n, r) spanned by the

upper triangular basis elements.

Proof All basis elements in the basis BO ® B+ of u~o map under 8 to sums of upper triangular

basis elements. We know from Proposition 4.2.1 that we can find an element of u~o mapping to

any desired upper triangular basis element. This completes the proof. •
Remark The image of u~ounder 0 is, in the classical case, precisely the so-called Borel subalgebra

of the Schur algebra, often denoted by S+. Similarly, the image of u~o is the subalgebra denoted

by S- in the literature, and 8(U~O) is the subalgebra spanned by lower triangular basis elements.

The situation for U$O is extremely similar. For example, Proposition 4.2.1 becomes:

Let A be a lower triangular matrix corresponding to a basis element of Sq (n, r). Let tj be the

sum of the entries in column i of A. Then the element of U~o given by

maps under 0 to [Al, where the Ci correspond to the entries below the diagonal in A according to

the usual order on the positive roots associated with the elements Fa.

We are now in a position to describe the relationship between U(gln) and Sv{n, r). It is known

(see [L3, §3.2]) that

U :!! U- ® UO ® U+ .

We will work with the basis B = B- ® BO® B+ for the algebra U.

We find from earlier results that all but finitely many elements of B map to zero under B. We

will show that the elements of B which do not map to zero map to elements of Sv(n, r) which are

closely related to codeterminants.

Definition If li~j is a typical q-codeterminant given by the factorisation eAeA', then denote by

Y.A. the v-codeterminant given by [AHA']. Recall that the triple (A, i, j) is related to the product
I,J
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[A][A'] as follows. The entry Aa,. of A is defined to be the number of occurrences of a in the b-th

row of the tableau of shape A corresponding to i, The entry A~,b of A' is defined to be the number

of occurrences of b in the a-th row of the tableau of shape A corresponding to j.

We now recall the straightening formula for q-codeterminants.

Proposition 4.2.3

Let 1'i~ be any q-codeterminant.

Then 1'i~j is a Z[q, q-l ]-linear combination of standard q-codeterminants. The coefficients arising

in this expression are unique.

Proof This follows from Corollary 3.2.7, where it was shown that the standard q-codeterminants

form a free basis for Sq(n, r). I

We immediately have the following Corollary:

Corollary 4.2.4

Let Y;~ be any v-codeterminant.

Then V.A. is a Z[v, v-l]-linear combination of standard v-codeterminants. The coefficients arising
I,}

in this expression are unique.

Proof This follows because the element Y;~jis a power of v times Yi~j' and q = v2. I

Definitions
A .•

Define the elements Cl':~',~E A to be such that

where the sum is taken over all triples (",a,b) such that Y:'b is a standard codeterminant.

Let y,A. be a codeterminant, equal to eAeA', If A is lower triangular and A' is upper triangular,
I,}

then we say Yi~ and Y;~j are distinguished.

Note that any standard codeterminant is distinguished. This follows from the correspondence

between the ei,j and the eA, and the fact that in a standard tableau, all entries in the i-th row are

greater than or equal to i.
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Theorem 4.2.5 Any element of the basis B of U which does not map to zero maps to a

distinguished v-codeterminant. Every distinguished v-codeterminant is the image of exactly one

element of B in a natural way.

Proof From our earlier analysis of ker 0nu, we find that the only elements of B which do not

map to zero under 0 are of form

where 'Eo Co :5 r, La ba :5 rand Li ti = r. We know that the element 07=1 [~'io] maps under

o to [D], where D = diag(tl, ... ,tn), and that [D][D] = [D]. Thus 8(b) = O(b-)O(b+), where b- is

given by

and b+ is given by

so in particular O(b-)::j; O::j; O(b+). We know from our study of U~o and U~o that ifO(b-)::j; 0 then

O(b-) = [L] for some lower triangular matrix L. Similarly O(b+) = [U] for some upper triangular

matrix U. The number ti is thus the sum of the entries in row i of U, and also the sum of the

entries in column i of L. This means that in this case eceo = ea,beb,c for suitable a, b, C E I(n, r),

and we see that this quantity is nonzero because Schur's product rule shows that it is nonzero in

the classical case. Therefore O(b) = [L][U] is a distinguished v-codeterminant.

Conversely, any distinguished v-codeterminant [L][U] such that [L][U] ::j; 0 has a unique element

of B which maps to it, by reversing the previous argument. (The integers in the expression of b

determine the coefficients of the matrices Land U, and vice versa.) I

Definition For each distinguished v-codeterminant Y;~ = [L][U], we define the element Tf.i to

be that element of B (as above) which maps under 0 to [L][U].

Corollary 4.2.6 (kernel of 0) The kernel of 0 : U(gln) - S,,(n, r) has as a basis all elements

of B which map to zero under 8 together with all elements of form

T>' ~ C>.,i,j T'"
i,j - L..J ""a,b a,b'

""a,b

where yA, is a distinguished but non-standard codeterminant and YO"'b is a standard codeterminant.
I,) I
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Proof This follows from the straightening formula for v-codeterminants applied to the set of

distinguished v-codeterminants and the fact that each element of B maps to zero or to a distinguished

v-codeterminant.

I

Corollary 4.2.1 (explicit surjectivity) Let [A] be a basis element of S,,(n, r), where eA

corresponds to ~i,j. (We assume, as we may, that ia 5 ib whenever a < b.) Then the element of U

given by

/J,d,b

where the sum is taken over all ({" a, b) such that Y: b is standard, maps under (J to [A].,

Proof The element [A] is equal to the codeterminant Yijt(j), because eA = ei,j = ~i,jej and

j = l(wt(j)). This is equal, by the straightening formula for v-codeterminants, to

The claim now follows from the definition of the elements Y. I
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5. q-Weyl modules and q-codeterminants

The finite-dimensional representations of the Schur algebra are largely governed by the be-

haviour of the so-called Weyl modules. It is well known that each Weyl module has a basis which is

indexed by the set of standard tableaux of a fixed shape.

Dipper and James [DJ3] showed that there exist q-analogues ofWeyl modules (known as q-Weyl

modules) whose top quotients form a complete set of irreducible representations of Sq(n, r) over a

field. They also described an analogue of the "semistandard basis theorem" (which we shall call the

standard basis theorem, since involves the standard tableaux) for Weyl modules.

We show in this chapter that the standard basis theorem for q-Weyl modules can be rederived

more simply by using the theory of quantized codeterminants. We shall also make use of the

description of the q-Schur algebra as a quotient of the quantized enveloping algebra U(gln) in §4.

This enables us to use the theory of quantum groups to prove the standard basis theorem and

provides the link between the representation theory of the quantized enveloping algebra with that

of the q-Schur algebra.

As in §4, we work with the integral forms of U(gln), U-, UO and U+.

We see from Corollary 4.2.6 that U has a basis B of the form BD U Bc, where BD is a basis of

Unker(O), and the elements Be are bijectively mapped by 0 to the elements of SI/(n, r) corresponding

to standard v-codeterminants. We will use this basis of U in this chapter. (Note that the basis B

in §5 differs from the basis B = B- ® BD ® B+ that was used in §4.)

5.1 Quantized Left Weyl Modules

We now define a certain family of left U-modules, WI/A, which are parametrised by the elements

A E A+. We shall refer to WI/A as the left u-Weyl module of shape A. It will turn out that WI/A is also

a SI/(n, r)-module in a natural way, and that our v-Weyl modules are essentially the same as Dipper

and James' q-Weyl modules.

Until further notice, we shall assume that n ~ r, but this will turn out not to be a serious

restriction.
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Definitions

Let c be an integer satisfying 0 < c $ T. Define the element Ze of v®e to be

E(-V)-l('JI")e,..(l) ® · .. ®e,..(e).

'JI"ESe

We define the left U-module Me as U.zc•

Lemma 5.1.1 The module Me is a highest weight U-module with highest weight vector Ze. That

is,

(a) Ei.Zc = 0 for all i;

(b) K, .Ze = vm(i) Ze for all i and for some function m (called the highest weight of the module) from

{I, ... ,n} to Z;

(c) Me = U- Ze·

Proof We first note from the nature of the comultiplication a that if i ~c then E, .eh = 0 for

h $ c, and hence, by the properties of a(e-l), Ei.Ze = O. We may therefore assume that i < c.

We define an equivalence relation, -, on the tensors b appearing in the definition of Zc, by

stipulating that b - b' if and only if b = b' or b' can be obtained from b by exchanging the positions

of ei and ei+l as they appear in b. (Notice that they must both appear, since i < c.) Note that

each --equivalence class has exactly two elements. It is now enough to show that E, acts as zero on

elements of v®e of the form

where the tensors occurring with nonzero coefficients are related via -, and l( 0') = l( 11") + 1. This

follows immediately from the definition of the comultiplication. As an illustration of the principle

involved, we find the action of El on Z2·

= o.

This deals with the proof of (a).

Notice that Zc is a sum of multiples of certain basis elements b of V®c. The number of times

a particular eh appears in such a basis element b does not depend on which b we choose; this is
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immediate from the definition of ZC. By using the comultiplication a on Ki and acting it on b, we

find that K, acts on b via

where m( h) is the number of times eh occurs in the tensor b. This also proves that K, .z; = Vm(i) Zc,

which is enough to prove (b).

The proof of (c) is immediate from (a) and (b) and the fact that U ~ U- Q;) UO 0 u+. •

Definitions Let A E A+. Define z>. to be the element of v®r given by

where Ch = A~, and s is maximal subject to the condition that A~ ::j: o.
Define WtJA, the left v-Weyl module of shape A, to be U.z>..

Lemma 5.1.2 The module W,,>. is a highest weight U-module of highest weight A with highest

weight vector z>..

Proof This follows from Lemma 5.1.1. We act the Ei on z>. via a(·-l), and Lemma 5.1.1 shows

that this is zero.

To see that Ki.Z>. = V>.(i)z>., we use the techniques of Lemma 5.1.1 (b) and count the number

of eh appearing in each tensor b of z>., for each h.

The fact that WtJ>'= U- .z>. is now clear. •
Definition Let B>. be the subset of Be consisting of all elements of the form

Here, the Ai are the parts of the (fixed) element A E A+, and the Ci are nonnegative integers. As

we have assumed that T E Be, we have certain restrictions on the values of the Ci. Denoting by Cj,i

the element Ch corresponding to the root vector Fa(i,j), it can be shown (from the definition of Bc)

that necessary and sufficient conditions are that

whenever 1 ~ i < j ~n. Note that a similar condition can be found in [CL, (47)].
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Note that if T E B>. then 9(i) = [A][D] where [A][D] is a standard v-codeterminant, and

D = diag(Al, ... , An}. All standard codeterminants of form [A][D], where [DJ is as above, appear

as the image of a unique element T E B>..

Lemma 5.1.3 All elements of B\B). annihilate z). on the left.

Proof It is clear that all elements of Bo act as zero on tensor space via a, and, in particular,

annihilate Z)..

Next, consider elements T of Bc which map under () to standard codeterminants [AHA'] where A'

is upper triangular but not diagonal. We find from the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 that T is naturally

expressible in the form u.u+, where u E U and u+ is a monomial (including divided powers) in

the elements Ea. We see by an easy induction on h(a) that Ea is naturally expressible as a

homogeneous polynomial in the Ei of degree h(ct). (For example, Ea(1,2) = EIE2 - V-I E2El, which

is a homogeneous polynomial in El and E2 of degree 2.) Since we know each E; annihilates z>. (from

Lemma 5.1.2), we find that each Ea also annihilates z>.. Hence T annihilates z>..

It follows from Corollary 4.1.10 and Theorem 2.2.7 that an element T of the form

will act as the identity on z>. if th = Ah for all h, and will annihilate z). otherwise. (Formulated in

the notation of Dipper and James, this means that 4>},t.z). = 6t,>'z>..)

These observations suffice to complete the proof. I

Definition

Let B~ be the set of elements

such that

Proposition 5.1.4 The set {b.z>. : b E B>.} is a free A-basis for Wv>'.

Proof The fact that the set given is a spanning set follows from the definition Wv). = U.z>., the

fact that B is an A-basis for U and Lemma 5.1.3.

To prove independence, we compare this situation with its classical counterpart, which was

studied in [CL].
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We know (see e.g. the proof of Lemma 5.1.3 above) that the element

of Cl acts as the identity on z).. This implies that the family {b.z). : b E BD is equal (as a subset of

v®r) to the family {b.z). : b E B).}.

By specialising v to 1, and comparing with [CL, p. 218], we find that the set {b.z). : b E BD
is (canonically) equal to Carter and Lusztig's free Z-basis for the classical left Weyl module. (The

order Carter and Lusztig impose on their root vectors in U- happens to agree exactly with ours.)

Now consider the quantized case again. Suppose

where the Ci lie in A. Suppose the Ci are not all O. We may assume (by multiplying throughout by

a suitably large power of v) that the Ci are elements of Z[v].

If ci(l) = 0 (i.e. if Ci specialises to 0) then v-I divides Ci over the ring Q[v]. Since Z[v] is

a unique factorisation domain, we can invoke Gauss' Lemma and argue that v-I divides Ci over

the ring A. This implies that we may assume ci(l) i:- 0 for some i, otherwise we could divide

the equation throughout by v-I until this was no longer possible. We now replace v by 1. This

contradicts Carter and Lusztig's basis theorem for Weyl modules. We conclude that the set that we

give is indeed a free A-basis. I

5.2. Quantized Right Weyl Modules

We can also introduce a second type of Weyl module. This is a right U-module which is very

closely related to the Weyl modules of §5.1. Since all the proofs are analogous to those in §5.1, we

shall only sketch proofs in this section.

Definitions Let the generators of Cl act on V on the right via

K 6·ei j = v ··Jei,

It is easy to check that this definition extends (by multiplication in Cl and linearity) to give a

well-defined action of Cl on V. This can be checked from the relations in U, or from the fact that
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e.u = e.81(u) where 81 : U - S,,(n,l). Extend this action to a right action of U on v®r via the

comultiplication A.

We now define :W, the right v-Weyl module of shape A, to be z>..U.

Lemma 5.2.1 The module ~W is a lowest-weight right U -module with lowest weight A and

lowest weight vector z>..

Proof We need to prove the following:

(a) Z>.Fh = 0 for all 1 ~ h < n.

(b) Z>.Kh = v>'(h)z>..

(c) ;W = z>..U+.

The proof of (c) follows from the proofs of (a) and (b), as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.2. The

proof of (b) is almost identical to the corresponding part of Lemma 5.1.2. It remains to prove (a).

As in Lemma 5.1.2, we find it is enough to check that F" annihilates Ze E v®e when acting via A.

The proof now follows by an analogous argument to that of the proof of Lemma 5.1.1, by considering

--equivalence classes of basis elements. We provide a simple example to illustrate this:

Z2.FI = (el ® e2 - V-Ie2 ® el).FI

= (el ® e2).(K1IK2 ® Ft) - (v-lea ® ed.(FI e 1)

=0.

This is enough to complete the argument. I

We now wish to find a "standard basis" of the quantized right Weyl modules, ; W. We denote

by W>. and>. W the left (respectively right) classical Weyl modules which are obtained by replacing

v by 1.

Lemma 5.2.2 As subsets of v®r, W>. and A Ware identical.

Proof Notice that the action of UO on V in the quantized case on the left is the same as the

action on the right. The same holds for the actions of UO on v®r. This implies that UO acts on v®r

on the left in exactly the same way it acts on the right.

The action of Eh on v®r on the left, in the classical case, is the same as the action of Fh on

V®r on the right. This is true because in the classical case, A is cocommutative. Similarly, the

action of Fh on the left is the same as the action of Eh on the right.
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In a similar manner, one can prove that the action of Ea on the left is the same as the action

of Fli on the right, and vice versa. It now follows that U.zA and zA.U are identical. •
Corollary 5.2.3 The module AW is a free Z-module whose rank is equal to the number of

standard tableaux of shape Awith entries from 1 to n.

Proof This is immediate from Carter and Lusztig's corresponding classical result for left Weyl

modules, and Lemma 5.2.2. •
Definition Let loB be the subset of Be consisting of all elements of the form

Here, the Ai are the parts of the (fixed) element " E A+, and the b; are nonnegative integers. As

we have assumed that T E Bc, we have certain restrictions on the values of the bi. Denoting by b, ,j

the element bh corresponding to the root vector Ea(i,j), it can be shown (from the definition of Be)

that necessary and sufficient conditions are that

whenever 1 Si < j S n.

Note that if T E )..B then B(i) = [D][A] where [D][A] is a standard v-codeterminant, and

D = diag(AI, ... , An}. All standard codeterminants of form [DnA], where [D] is as above, appear

as the image of a unique element T E )..B.

Note

Let 81 be the homomorphism from U to the matrix ring Mn which sends Eh to eh,h+l, Fh to

eh+I,h, Kh to v.eh,h and s;' to v-l.eh,h. Define -y,. to be the map from U to T"(Mn) given by

v- := (81 ® ... ® (1) .------,. times

Then we see that our left action of U on V®" can be expressed as u.e = -y,.(",}.e, where the second

action is the natural left action of T"(Mn) on V®,.. Similarly, our right action of U on V®" can be

expressed as e.", = e.-y,.(",}, where the second action is the natural right action of Tr(Mn) on v®r.
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Lemma 5.2.4 All elements of B\).B annihilate z). on the right.

Proof Let 0,. be the usual homomorphism from U to S,,(n, r). It is a corollary of the proof of

Theorem 2.2.7 that ker-y,.= ker(O), because lr(U) = l(O(u» for the monomorphism -ydescribed in

§2.2. It is clear that the left and right actions of T'"(Mn) on v®r are faithful, so it follows that the

kernels of the left and right actions of U on v®r are both equal to ker(O). It now follows that all

elements of Bo annihilate z). on the right.

Next, consider elements T of Be which map under () to standard codeterminants [AHA'] where

A is lower triangular but not diagonal. We find from the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 that T is naturally

expressible in the form u- .u, where u E U and u" is a monomial (including divided powers) in the

elements Fer. We see by an easy induction on h(a) that Fa is naturally expressible as a homogeneous

polynomial in the F; of degree h(a). Since we know each Fi annihilates z>. (from Lemma 5.2.1), we

find that each Fa also annihilates zs: Bence T annihilates z)..

It follows from the proof of Lemma 5.1.3 and the similarities between the left and right actions

of UO on v®r that all elements T of the form

will act as the identity on z). if th = ~h for all h, and will annihilate z). otherwise.

These observations suffice to complete the proof. I

We are now ready to prove the standard basis theorem for quantized right Weyl modules.

Proposition 5.2.5 The set {z)..b: b E ).B} is a free A-basis for :W.
Proof The fact that the set given is a spanning set follows from the definition W,,>' = z)..U, the

fact that B is an A-basis for U and Lemma 5.2.4.

We now tackle independence. By using an argument based around Gauss' Lemma (as in Lemma

5.1.4), we find that if the given set is not an A-basis in the quantized case, then the corresponding

set in the classical case fails to be a Z-basis. However, the set ).B has the same cardinality as the

rank of>.W as a Z-module (as shown by Corollary 5.2.3). It now follows that the given elements are

independent. I

Before stating the main result of this chapter, we note that the modules ~Wand Wv). are

identical as subsets of tensor space. This is not required for the proof of the standard basis theorem,

but we provide a proof for completeness and for interest's sake.
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Definitions

The weight of a basis vector b = eil ® .. ·®eir of v@r is defined to be the n-tuple I" := (1"1, ... , I"n)

where I"h is the multiplicity with which the vector eh occurs in the basis element. (This implies that

Kh.b = v"" .b.)

The subspace v,.,r of v@r is that which is spanned by all basis elements of weight 1". We call

such a subspace a weight space.

Lemma 5.2.6 If b is an element of v,.,r, then the vectors Eh.b, Fh .b, b.Eh and b.Fh all lie in

weight spaces.

The vectors Fh.b and b.E« lie in the same weight space, and the vectors Eh.b and b.Fi, lie in

the same weight space.

Proof The first assertion is well-known and is immediate from the definitions of the actions of

E" and Fh on the left and on the right of v@r. For example, if 1 ~ h < n, b E v,.,r and II is the

weight given by

{

I"i + 1 if i = h,
IIi = Pi - 1 if i = h + 1,

Pi otherwise,
then we find that Eh.b lies in v."r. The other three cases follow a similar format.

The proof of the second assertion also follows quickly. I

Definitions

The I"-weight space of Wv
A (respectively, :W) is given by W"An v,.,r (respectively, ~W n v,.,r).

If h is an integer satisfying 1 ~ h < n, then the function Ih : A(n, r) - Z is defined as

Ih(p) := Ph - 1'1&+1'

We write [ei
l
/\ •.• /\ eie] as shorthand for the quantized exterior power given by

L: (-v)-l(d)ed(it) e ...e ed(ic)'

dESc

where the symmetric group is acting by the usual place permutation.

Let T be a tableau with r boxes, and write T( i, j) for the j-th entry in the i-th row of T. Denote

the length of the column h of T by C(h), and denote the number of columns of T by c. We define

the element L(T) of v®r by

L(T) := [eT(l,) /\ ... /\ eT(C(1),1)1 ® [eT(l,2) /\ ... 1\ eT(C(2),2)1 ® ... ® [eT(1,c) 1\ ... 1\ eT(c(c),d·

Define Ln,r to be the subspace of v@r (over the field Q(v» spanned by all L(T) as T ranges

over all tableaux with r boxes, entries from 1 to n, and strictly increasing columns. If I" E A(n, r),
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we define L~,r' the ,,-weight space of Ln,r, to be Ln,r n VI',r. Notice that any L(T) lies in some

weight space of Ln,r'

Define the function -\a(T, b) (where a, bEN and T is a tableau) to be the number of occurrences

of the number a in columns strictly to the left of column b.

Define the function Pa(T, b) (where a, bEN and T is a tableau) to be the number of occurrences

of the number a in columns strictly to the right of column b.

Define Kh C N to be the set of numbers c such that column c of T contains an entry h.

Let a, b, c EN and let T be a tableau. The tableau T = T(c, a, b) is defined to be that tableau

of the same shape as T with the topmost occurrence of the number a in column c replaced by an

occurrence of b.

Example

Let r = 7, n = 4 and T be the tableau

~T=W .
Then L(T) is given by

The value of -\3(T, 3) is 2, and the value of P4(T, 2) is 1.

The tableau 1"= T(2. 3,4) is given by

~T'=W .

We now present multiplication formulae for the left and right actions of the Eh and Fh on an

element L(T).
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Lemma 5.2.1 Consider Ln,r as a subspace of v~r under the usual action of U, and let L(T) E

Ln,r for some suitable tableau T. Define I' to be the weight such that L(T) is in the I'-weight space

of Ln,r' Then the following identities hold:

(1)

E".L(T) = E vP,,(T,e)-p"+l(T,e) L(T(e, h + 1, h»,
eEO:"+l \0:.

L(T).F" = E V-A" (T,e)+A"+l(T,e) L(T(e, h + 1, h»,

(2)

(3)

L(T).E" = E vp,,(T,e)-P"+l(T,e)L(T(e, h, h + 1».
eEo:" \0:"+1

(4)

Therefore, the following identities also hold:

V,,,(,,)-l F".L(T) = L(T).E",

v',,(,,)+l L(T).F" = E".L(T).

(5)

(6)

Proof The proof of (5) follows from (1) and (4) and the fact that for any cElt" \ItHl we have

1,,(1') = ~,,(T, c) + 1+ p,,(T, c) - .\"+l(T, c) - PHI (T, C).

The proof of (6) follows from (2) and (3) and the fact that for any c E Ith+! \lth we have

1,,(1') = ~,,(T, c) + p,,(T, c) - ~Hl(T, c) - 1 - P"+l (T, c).

We must now establish the truth of (1), (2), (3) and (4). The actions of Eh and Fh on L(T) (on

the left or on the right) can in some sense be regarded as actions on the columns of T and extended

via the comultiplication A. The functions ~ and p are exactly what is needed to make the lemma

work in (1), (2), (3) and (4), provided that the lemma remains true for tableaux which consist of a

single column, so we concentrate on this case.

We are now assuming that T has one column. Since we assume L(T) is defined, the entries of

T strictly increase down the columns. If T contains the number h + 1 but not h, or if it does not

contain h + 1 at all, (2) and (3) are easily verified. Similarly if T contains the number h but not

h + 1, or if it does not contain h at all, (1) and (4) are easily verified.

The only difficult cases are when T contains both h and h + 1. We wish to show that Eh and

F" act as zero on the left and on the right. The tableau
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where a = hand b = h + 1, illustrates all the important features of the general case. There are

four cases to check, which we present below. We assume h = 1 in the examples below for clarity,

although this is not important.

=0

=0

=0

=0
These observations suffice to complete the proof. I

Proposition 5.2.8 As sets, W: = ~W.

Proof Denoting the basic ~-tableau by T, we have z>. = L(T). It is clear from Lemma 5.1.1

(c), Lemma 5.2.1 (c) and the definitions of left and right v-Weyl modules that Wv>'= U- .L(T) and

~W = L(T).U+.

Since U- has a spanning set consisting of monomials (with divided powers) in the Fi, viz.

F~t:·) ... F(~,J, we find that a spanning set for Wv>' is given by
I. I.

Similarly, ~W has a spanning set consisting of elements given by

L(T).E~ed ... E,~e.).
1 •

To prove equality of the t.womodules, it is enough to show that
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for some suitable integer represented by •. Since the divided powers are the same on both sides of

the equation, this reduces to proving that

ye •... F~l.L(T) = v· L(T).E~l ... E~' .
'. 'I '1 '.

Since L(T) lies in a weight space of Ln,r (and hence of each v-Weyl module), the proof of the

proposition now follows from repeated application of Lemma 5.2.6 and Lemma 5.2.7, equation (5) .

•
5.3. q-Codeterminants and q-Weyl modules

We are now ready to explain the relationship between q-codeterminants and q-Weyl modules.

Definitions

For each ~ E A+, define the left q-Weyl module of shape ~, Wq>., to be Sq (n, r). z.>..

For each ~ E A+, define the right q-Weyl module of shape ~, ~W to be z.>..Sq(n, r).

Note that the left and right v-Weyl modules can be recovered by appropriate tensoring over A.

Let C.>. be the set of standard q-codeterminants eAeD such that D = diag(~l' ,~n).

Let -c be the set of standard q-codeterminants eDeA' such that D = diag(~l' ,~n)'

Theorem 5.3.1 (the Standard Basis Theorem for q-Weyl Modules)

(a) The set {CA.z.>.: ~ E A+(n,r}} is a free Z[q,q-l]-basisfor Wq>'.

(b) The set {z.>..AC : ~ E A+(n, r}} is a free Z[q, q-l]-basis for ~W.

Proof Part (a) is a restatement of Proposition 5.1.4, and part (b) is a restatement of Proposition

.).2.5. To see this, we use Theorem 4.2.5 to explain the relationship between PBW-type elements in

U with standard codeterminants in Sq(n, r), and also the fact that

St/(n, r) ~ Sq(n, r) Ea v.Sq(n, r)

as a Z[q,q-l] module. •
We need to check that our quantized left Weyl modules agree with those of Dipper and James

in [DJ3]. When ~ E A+ and n > r, Dipper and James define the (left) q-Weyl module to be the left

ideal of Sq(n, r) generated by an element which they call z>.. This is not obviously the same as our

z>., although it will turn out that the two are multiples of each other. The Dipper-James definition

of ZA is
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where

y)..,:= E (_q)-t('JI")T".
"eB",

The element T" represents the element ¢~w or ew.'JI",wof Sq(n, r), and can be considered to be a basis

element of the Hecke algebra. Thus, in the combinatorial set-up of the q-Schur algebra, the element

z).. of Dipper and James is denoted by

et()..),wew.w",w I:(_q)-l(")ew.II',w'

..eB",

The next few results establish the required equivalence.

Lemma 5.3.2 Let i E I(n, r) (where n > r as usual) and suppose ip < ip+1 for some p. Let 8

be the simple transposition (p, p + 1). Then the identity

holds in Sq(n, r).

Proof

Let eA, ep and eA' be the basis elements expressed above as ei,w, ew.I,w and ei."w respectively.

We first consider the product [A][P] by using the techniques introduced in §2.2. Using the notation

in that chapter, we find that the only relaxed basis element of Tr(Mn) occurring in the product

with nonzero coefficient is that corresponding to the basis element [A']. It arises from the product

Note that the condition ip < ip+l ensures that 8 E 1)A.

The nature of w ensures that the integers mA, mp and rnA' are all equal to zero. The hypothesis

on i ensures that the p-th and (p + l)-th positions in the tensor tA are of forms ea,p and eb,p+!

respectively, where a < b. Since we have

by definition of the action of 11. on T"(Mn), we see that tA' occurs with coefficient I in the above

product.

We now shift our attention to the product ese». We know that eB = v'B[B], where

8B :=
l~i,j,k,l~n
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where the sum is taken with the restrictions that restrictions that i ~ k and j < I. From this, we

see that Sp = 1 and SA' = SA + 1. This establishes the desired result that eA .e» = eA'. I

Remarks on Lemma 5.3.2 Notice that the corresponding classical identity is immediate from

Schur's product rule. Also notice that the identity in the Heeke algebra Tw. = TwT. (where l(ws) >

l( w)) can be considered to be a special case of this result.

We now describe a submodule of S,,(n, r) which is isomorphic as a left U-module to T"(V).

Define the linear map T : T"(V) - S,,(n, r) by

where the (a, b)-entry of Ai is equal to 1 if a = ib and 0 otherwise.

Lemma 5.3.3 The map T is a canonical monomorphism of left U-modules.

Proof Note that as usual, S,,(n, r) is made into a U-module via

U.S := O(u) x s,

Injectivity is clear since the elements [A] form a basis of S,,(n, r). The fact that T is a module

homomorphism follows from the multiplication formulae in [BLM, Lemma 3.4]. (In fact, this is the

reason we use the comultiplication A and not one of the other possible comultiplications.) I

We now exhibit the link between tensor space and the q-tensor space of Dipper and James. In

[DJ3], q-tensor space is defined to be spanned by elements of the form </J~,w' In the combinatorial

set-up of Sq(n, r), this space is spanned by elements of the form ei,w.

Lemma 5.3.4 Let i E I(n, r). Write ei for the tensor ei1 ® ... ® eir' Then the map T satisfies

where s(i) := Ha < b: ia ~ ib}i.

Proof It is easily checked that eA, = ei,w under the usual identification. Since eA = v'A[A], it

is enough, by Lemma 5.3.3, to check that SA; = s(i), but this is immediate. I

Lemma 5.3.5 We have
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Proof

that

It is shown in [DJ3, §3] that w>. is a double S>,-S)..I coset representative with the property

This implies that if a E S).. and i « S)..I then l(aw)..b) = l(a) + l(w)..) + l(b). Choose 'IT E S)..I. Then

l(w)..'IT) = l(w)..) + l('IT) and w)...'IT is a distinguished right S)..-coset representative.

We now express W>..'ITas a product Si, ... Si... of simple reflections, and use induction on p where

1 :$ p :$ m to show that

(The element tPi,w is equal to et()..),,,, under the identification of the two bases.)

Note that since W)...'IT is a distinguished right S)..-coset representative, it is immediate that

Si, ... Sip is also a distinguished right S)..-coset representative, where 1 :$ p :$ m.

The case p = 1 of the induction is to prove that

This is proved by application of Lemma 5.3.2, which is applicable because Si, is a distinguished

right S)..-coset representative, so if we express Si, as a transposition (iI, il+ 1), we find that l(A)i, <

l(A)i,+l.

The inductive hypothesis is that

Since Si, ... Sip is a distinguished right S)..-coset representative, we have

Lemma 5.3.2 is now applicable, and this completes the induction.

The main proof now follows from the discussion preceding Lemma 5.3.2. I

Proposition 5.3.6

W)...

The module W; is canonically isomorphic to Dipper and James's module

Proof It is enough to show that, using the map r of Lemma 5.3.4 and the identity in Lemma

5.3.5 to make the relevant identifications, our element z).. is equal to a power of v times the element

z).. E 8q(n, r) of Dipper and James.
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Define k to be the number of pairs a < b such that l(.\)a ~ l(.\)6. Notice that ifi is the r-tuple

l(.\). WA.1r then the number of pairs a < b such that ia ~ ib is equal to l( wA) + l( 1r) + k, by standard

properties of symmetric group actions. We now see, using the function s in Lemma 5.3.4, that

S(L(.\),WA.1r) = L(w.\) + L(1r) + k.

We now see from Lemmas 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 that WA is isomorphic as a left U-module to the

submodule of tensor space generated by the vector

Using the fact that q = v2, we find that this is equal to

where k' = L(WA) + k,

This now shows that Dipper and James's ZA can be canonically identified, by multiplying by

v-k', with our ZA' This means that the modules W; and WA are isomorphic as U-modules, and

hence as 5q(n, r)-modules, as required. I

5.4. Remarks on the case n < r

In the case n ~ r, it is shown in [DJ3, Theorem 8.8] that each of the q-Weyl modules WA

has a unique maximal submodule, which we denote by MA' The set of all FA := WAf M A as .\

varies over A+ is shown to be a complete and irredundantly described set of absolutely irreducible

representations for 5q(n, r) over a field.

Dipper and James also remark that if n < r, the complete set of irreducibles is given by

where now A+(n, r) is the set of partitions of r into not more than n pieces, FA is the top quotient

of a q-Weyl module 5q(N, r) for some N ~ r, and e is the sum of all idempotent basis elements eo

of Sq(N, r) where D is a diagonal matrix satisfying Di,i = 0 for i > n.

This construction relies on some canonical embeddings of the q-Schur algebra. The algebra

Sq(n, r) embeds in 5q(N, r) via the map eA 1-+ e.(A), where the (i, j)-entry of f(A) is given by Ai,j

if i ~ n a~d j ~ n, and is zero otherwise. It is trivial to check that this is a monomorphism of
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algebras. Another way of looking at this is to notice that Sq(n, r} e! eSq(N, r)e. This means that

the q-Weyl modules for Sq(n, r) come from certain q-Weyl modules for Sq(N, r) by restriction.

In a somewhat similar way, the quantized enveloping algebra U(gln) embeds in U(9IN) by the

obvious identification of the generators. From the viewpoint of quantized enveloping algebras, the left

quantized Weyl modules WI;>' for U(gln} are restrictions of certain left quantized Weyl modules WI;>'

for U(gIN)' The highest weight vectors are the same in both cases. (We have implicitly embedded

A E A+(n, r) in A+(N, r) by sending A to (A}, ... , An, 0, ... ,0).)

Similar remarks hold for right q-Weyl modules. In this case we find that the complete set of

irreducibles for Sq(n,r) is

and that the modules ~W.for U(gln) arise from the corresponding ones for U(gIN) by restriction.

In the latter case, the lowest weight vectors are identical.

The various versions of the standard basis theorem now carryover essentially unchanged.
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6. Cellular inverse limits of q-Schur algebras

It is known that the classical codeterminants of [G2] cast light on the structure of the Schur

algebra as a quasi-hereditary algebra (in the sense of Cline, Parshall and Scott).

In this chapter, we make a more detailed study of quantized codeterminants. In §6.1, we

strengthen the straightening result given in §3 by proving that any quantized codeterminant of

dominant shape A can be expressed as a linear combination of quantized codeterminants whose

shapes dominate A, in a sense which we will explain. (An analogous result is known (see [M,

Proposition 2.6.9]) in the classical case.) This allows one to obtain results concerning the structure

constants of the q-Schur algebra with respect to the basis of standard q-codeterminants.

We also show in §6.2 that quantized codeterminants can be used to illustrate the quasi-hereditary

structure of the q-Schur algebra and the structure of the q-Schur algebra as a cellular algebra in

the sense of Graham and Lehrer [GL]. We study the properties of ideals spanned by codeterminants

with shapes lying in a given ascending saturation, which is an ideal of the poset of weights of the

q-Schur algebra under the dominance order. In §6.3, we find that, by quotienting out certain of these

ideals, one can show that the v-Schur algebra Sf)(n, r+kn) has as a quotient an algebra canonically

isomorphic to Sf)(n, r) for any natural number k; we construct the epimorphism explicitly.

In §6.4, we construct, using the epimorphisms in §6.3, an inverse system of v-Schur algebra.'!

S,,(n, r) with fixed values of n. This turns out to be related in an interesting way to the quantized

enveloping algebra U(sln) and to Lusztig's algebra if of type A.

As in §4 and §5, we use the integral forms of quantized enveloping algebras, except where

otherwise stated.

6.1. The strong straightening result

In §3, it was proved that the set of standard v-codeterminants (respectively q-codeterminants)

formed a free Z[v, v-i] basis (respectively Z[q, q-l] basis) of Sf)(n, r) (respectively Sq{n, r». We

shall prove in this section that the standard codeterminants occurring with nonzero coefficients in

the expression for a codeterminant of dominant shape ,\ have shapes equal to or dominating '\.

(This result is well-known in the classical case in the context of bideterminants-see for example

[M, Proposition 2.6.9].) It also turns out, although we shall not prove this, that this result remains

true for codeterminants of arbitrary shape and a suitable natural extension of the order I> to all of

A{n, r). We shall refer to this result as the strong straightening result.
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In the proof of this result, we shall require the following basic fact about tableaux.

Lemma 6.1.1 Let T be a standard tableau of shape A and let bE J(n, r) be such that T = Tl'.

Let II = wt(b). Then A~ II.

Proof Since T is standard, all the occurrences of i (where 1 $ i $ n) must occur in the first i

rows. The result is now immediate from the definition of the dominance order. I

We now obtain a partial result for the strong straightening result.

Lemma 6.1.2

a) Let Y;~l(A) be a q-codeterminant of dominant shape (not necessarily standard). Then any

standard q-codeterminant Y:'b appearing in the expansion of ~~l(A) in terms of standard q-

codeterminants satisfies a ....i, b ....l(A) and 11 ~ A. If 11 = A then b = l(A).

b) Let Yi(A),j be a q-codeterminant of dominant shape (not necessarily standard). Then any

standard q-codeterminant Y:'6 appearing in the expansion of Yi(A),j in terms of standard q-

codeterminants satisfies a -l(A), b .... j and 11 ~ A. If 11 = A then a = l(A).

Proof We only prove a), because the proof of b) follows by symmetry (i.e. the anti-automorphism

of Sq(n, r) taking Y:'d to Y:'c)'
The assertions a - i and b -l(A) are immediate from weight space considerations. Consider a

typical standard q-codeterminant occurring in this expression and denote it by Y:'6' It follows from

Lemma 6.1.1 that 11 ~ A, because b is of weight A and Y:'6 is standard.

The proof of the last part follows from the observation that £(11); $ b; for all i, because Y:'6 is

standard. If we assume 11= A then £(11) '" b, which now forces b; = £(11); for all i, as required. I

The above lemma does the basic work for proving the strong straightening result, which we now

prove in full.

Proposition 6.1.3 (the Strong Straightening Result)

Let y.>.. be a q-codeterminant (not necessarily standard) with the property that>. E A+. All
I,)

standard q-codeterminants appearing in the expansion of yt~ in terms of the q-codeterminant basis

are of form Y:'b' where a - i, b - j and 11 ~ A.

Proof It is clear from weight space considerations that a '" i and b '" j.

To prove the rest of the proposition, we proceed by induction on the partial order ~ on the set

A+(n, r). The base case concerns the weight A= (r, 0, ... ,0), which can easily be checked to have

the property that A ~ II for any II E A+. This case is trivial because any q-codeterminant of shape
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~ is automatically standard-this follows from the definitions of standard codeterminants.

We now assume the theorem is true for all q-codeterminants of shape v, where VI> ~. We rewrite

y'~j as Ys,I(A)'Yl(A),j and apply both parts a) and b) of Lemma 6.1.2 to expand each half of the

product in terms of standard q-codeterminants. We now have an expression for }j~ in terms of

linear combinations of certain products of pairs of standard q-codeterminants. These are of four

types, as follows.

1. Products of a term ~~,I(A) and a term Y':;b' where u I>~.

2. Products of a term Y:'b and a term YI1A),j" where v I>~.

3. Products of a term ~~,I(A) and a term ~7A),j"

4. Products of a term Y:b and a term Y:~,where V I> ~ and v' I> ~., ,

Products of type 1 and 2 can be naturally re-expressed as linear combinations of quantized

codeterminants of shape u, where v I> ~ as described. For example, in type 1 we re-express

}j~,I(A).Y:'b = (ej',I(A).eo,I(II»),eI(II),b,

and expand the parentheses using the product rule for q-Schur algebras. Using the inductive hy-

pothesis, we see that these terms are expressible as sums of standard q-codeterminants of shape

J1. ~ V I>~.

The case of products of type 3 is very simple, because

YA y:A _ yA
j',t(A)' t(A),j' - j'';''

which is a standard q-codeterminant.

Products of type 4 can be dealt with in the same way as products of type 1 or 2.

This completes the induction and the proof of the proposition. I

Remarks

1. The straightening formula given in Theorem 3.2.6 proves that any q-codeterminant of dominant

shape ~ can be expressed as a sum of standard q-codeterminants of shape J1., where J1. t ~for a
certain total order r refining 1>. The strong straightening result is not immediately clear from

using that technique.

2. A similar result can be formulated for q-codeterminants of arbitrary shape, but we shall not

need this for our purposes.

Using the strong straightening result and the properties of increasing saturations, we are now

able to define a class of ideals of the q-Schur algebra, as follows.
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Proposition 6.1.4 Let 11" be an increasing saturation. Then the ideal Y(1I") of Sq(n, r) spanned

by all codeterminants of shape -\ E 'If' has as a basis the set of all standard q-codeterminants of

shapes p. where p. E 11".

Proof It is clear that the space spanned by all the q-codeterminants of shape A, where ..\ E

11", forms a two-sided ideal of Sq(n, r), by using the techniques needed to deal with the proofs of

cases 1 and 2 in the proof of Proposition 6.1.3. It is immediate from the basis theorem for q_

codeterminants that the ~tandard q-codeterminants with shapes lying in 11" are independent over

Z[q, q-l]. We now need to show that any q-codeterminant of shape -\ E 11" can be expressed as a

Z[q, q-l]-linear combination of standard q-codeterminants with shapes lying in 11", but this is easily

seen from Proposition 6.1.3 and the definition of an increasing saturation. I

6.2. Cellular algebras and quasi-hereditary algebras

It turns out that q-codeterminants are well-suited to describing the structure of the q-Schur

algebra as a cellular algebra, in the sense of Graham and Lehrer. Using the Schur functor, we find

that we can also describe the cellular structure of the Heeke algebras of type A.

We recall the definition of a cellular algebra from [GL].

Definition (Graham, Lehrer) Let R be a commutative ring with identity. A cellular algebra

over R is an associative unital algebra, A, together with a cell datum (A, M, C, *) where

1. A is a poset. For each AEA, M(-\) is a finite set (the set of tableaux of type -\) such that

C :U (M(-\) x M(-\» -+ A
AeA

is injective with image an R-basis of A.

2. If ,\ E A and 5, T E M(A), we write C(5, T) = ClT E A. Then * is an R-linear involutary

anti-automorphism of A such that (ClT)* = C~,s.

3. If -\ E A and S, T E MA then for all a E A we have

a.C~,T == L ra(S',S)C~"T (mod A« -\»,
S'eM(A)

where ra(S', S) E R is independent of T and A( < -\) is the R-submodule of A generated by the

set

{C~II Til : p. < A, S" E M(p.), Til E M(Jl)}.,
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Proposition 6.2.1 Let R = Z[q, q-l]. Let A = A+(n, r), ordered by reverse dominance so that

A :$ J.l means A ~ u, Let M(A) be the set of standard tableaux of shape A. Let C be the map taking

the pair of elements (S, T) (where S, T E M(A)) to the associated standard q-codeterminant. Let

* be the anti-automorphism of Sq(n, r) sending eA to eAT. Then (A,M, C, *) is a cell datum for

A = Sq(n, r) over R.

Proof Axiom (1) follows from the fact (see Corollary 3.2.7) that the standard q-codeterminants

give a free Z[q, q-l]-basis for A. It is easy to check from the definition of q-codeterminants that C~,T

is sent by * (which is R-linear) to C~ s- Thus axiom (2) holds.,

To show that axiom (3) holds, we use the techniques of the proof of Proposition 6.1.3. It is

enough, by linearity, to check the axiom when a = Cs' ,T' is a standard q-codeterminant. Consider

the product of the two standard q-codeterminants given by

Expanding the parentheses, we see from the strong straightening result that we can rewrite the

whole expression as

(Ea:lI,tlly:",tll) X el(>.),t,
I'~>'

where the q-codeterminants Y:",tll appearing are standard. This implies that if J.l = A then necessarily

t" = f(A). We deduce that

cv C>. - x y>.S',T' S.T = a,lI,l(>') ,1I,t (mod ~ A),

where a;II,l(>.) is independent of t and T, and Y/:',t is standard. This implies that axiom (3) holds. I

Now that we know that q-codeterminants describe the structure of q-Schur algebras as cellular

algebras, we can use the results in [GL] (all of which have reasonably elementary proofs) to deduce

some surprisingly strong results about q-Schur algebras. For example, we can easily find a complete

set of irreducible modules over a field (which was first done in [DJ3]). We can also apply the Schur

functor to obtain similar results about Heeke algebras of type A. It also turns out that, under

some modest extra hypotheses which q-Schur algebras satisfy, cellular algebras are quasi-hereditary.

This explains why q-codeterminants provide a good context in which to study the quasi-hereditary

structure of q-Schur algebras.

The following proposition establishes that the Heeke algebra1t(Sr) can be regarded as a "cellular

sub-algebra" of the q-Schur algebra, Sq(n, r). We assume n ~ r, and we define w E A(n, -j+ to be
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(1,1, ... ,1,0, . ; .,0), where there are r occurrences of the number 1. We know from [DJ3, §2] that

ll(S,.) can be identified with the subalgebra of Sq(n,r) given by ewSq(n,r)ew.

Proposition 6.2.2 Suppose n ~ r. Let R = Z[q,q-l]. Let A = A+(n,r), ordered by reverse

dominance so that A ~ I' means A ~ 1'. Let M' (A) be the set of strongly standard tableaux of shape

A, i.e. those standard tableaux of shape A which contain one occurrence of each of the numbers

1,2, ... , r. Let C' be the restriction of the map C given in Proposition 6.2.1 to the subalgebra

'H.(S,.). Let *' be the restriction to ll(S,.) of the map * appearing in Proposition 6.2.1. Then

(A, M', C', *') is a cell datum for A = 1£( S,.) over R.

Proof A simple argument involving weight spaces shows that the Heeke algebra is spanned by

the standard q-codeterminants it contains. It is now elementary to check that all the axioms hold. I

Remark

This result is interesting because one can now recover the representation theory of the symmetric.

group.

One of the striking features of cellular algebras is that their representation theory is easily

accessible.

Definition (Graham, Lehrer) Let A be a cellular algebra with cell datum (A, M, C, *). The

left A-module W(A) is the free R-module with basis {Cs: S E MA} and A-action given by

«c,= L ra(S',S)Cs',
S'EM(A)

where a E A and SE M(>.). The module WA affords the cell representation of A corresponding to

>..
Remark Axiom (3) ensures that this action is well-defined.

Proposition 6.2.3 When A = Sq(n, r), the modules W(>.) may be naturally identified with the

q-Weyl modules of shape >..
Proof Let B be the basic tableau of shape >.. The q-Weyl module, Wq

A, which was defined in

[DJ3, Definition 3.8 (ii)], has a highest weight vector, ZA' We claim that the map p : Wq>' - W(>.)

which sends 8,ZA to 8.CB, where 8 E A, defines an isomorphism of A-modules.

It is enough to show that the action of standard q-codeterminants on both highest weight

vectors is the same. By analysing the definition above and §5.1, we can describe this concisely.
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In either case, a standard q-codeterminant of shape other than A will annihilate either CB or %>..

Similar remarks apply to standard q-codeterminants of form C~.T where T ::/;B. The remaining

basis elements clearly yield a basis of W(A) when acted on CB, because C~.B.CB = Cs, and they

yield a similar basis for the q-Weyl modules by Theorem 5.3.1. This shows that p is well-defined

and completes the proof. I

Graham and Lehrer [GL] introduce a certain bilinear form on W(A) which is instrumental in

describing the irreducible modules.

Proposition 6.2.4 (Graham, Lehrer) Let A be a cellular algebra with cell datum (A, M, C, *).

The bilinear map 4>>. : W(A) x W(A) - R is defined by

where SI , T, , S2, T2 E M (A). The function 4>>. is independent of Tl and S2, and satisfies the following

equations for all x, yE W(A) and for all a E A:

4>>.(x, y) = 4>>.(y, e),

4>>.(a"x, y) = 4>>.(x, ay).

( 1)

(2)

Proof See [GL, Proposition 2.4]. I

We denote by Aa the subset of A E A satisfying 4>>. ::/; O.We can now state

Theorem 6.2.5 (Graham, Lehrer) Let A be a cellular algebra withcell datum (A, M, C, *)

over a field R. Then the subspace of W(A) given by

rad(A) := {z E WeAl : 4>>.(x,y) = 0 for all y E W(A)}

is an A-submodule of W(A). Define L(A) to be W(A)/rad(A). Then the set {L(A) : A E Ao} is a

complete set of (representatives of equivalence classes of) absolutely irreducible A-modules.

Proof See the results in [GL, §3]. I

Dipper and James [DJ3] define a certain bilinear form (( , )) on the q-Weyl modules. They

show that it satisfies the properties (1) and (2) given in Proposition 6.2.4. We now show that the

bilinear form if> >. is essentially the same as (( , )).
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Proposition 6.2.6 For each ~ E A+ there exists an integer m such that 4>). (z, y) = qm ((z, y} }

for all x, yE W("\).

Proof We first prove that any bilinear form ( , }on the q-Weyl module W("\) satisfying properties

(1) and (2) above must be a scalar multiple of the form 4>).. Writing B as the basic tableau of shape

~, we now find that

= 4>).(eT,eS)(ei,BZ)., z).}

= t/J)'(CT, Cs)(z)..z).}

The second line follows from the first by the fact that any standard q-codeterminant of shape other

than ~ annihilates the highest weight vector z). of the q-Weyl module. (See the proof of Proposition

6.2.3.) It was shown in [DJ3] that ((z).,z).}} was equal to a certain integer power of q, The result

follows because (( , }}satisfies properties (1) and (2). I

Examples The theory we have developed enables us to calculate explicitly the bilinear form t/J).

on the q-Weyl modules. Using Theorem 6.2.5, we can explicitly describe the irreducible modules for

the q-Schur algebra, even in non-generic cases.

The Quantized Symmetric Powers

We now consider the quantized symmetric powers, in the sense of [GM]. These can be identified

with the q-Weyl modules for Sq(n, r) in the case where ~ = (r, 0, ... ,0). Let eM and eN be standard

tableaux of shape ~ (i.e. row increasing tableaux with one row). Let WI' be the parabolic subgroup

of S; which is the row stabiliser of CM, and let PI' be its associated Poincare polynomial. Let Pw

be the Poincare polynomial of Sr. Using the product rule described in §2, we find that

Note that this quotient of polynomials becomes a multinomial coefficient as q is replaced by 1

(compare with [M, p. 83, Example 1]).

The Quantized Exterior Powers

Suppose now that n ~ r. We consider the quantized exterior powers, which can be identified

with the q-Weyl modules for Sq(n, r) in the case where ~ = w. Let eM and eN be standard

tableaux of shape ~ (i.e. strictly column increasing tableaux with one column). Using the product

rule described in §2, we find that
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This implies that the quantized exterior power is always absolutely irreducible when q is a unit.

One can obtain other interesting results for q-Schur algebras by using the theory of cellular

algebras. Other results contained in [GL] include criteria for cellular algebras to be semisimple and

quasi-hereditary.

As one would expect from corresponding results in the classical case (see [G2]) and the preceding

discussion of cellular algebras, q-codeterminants are well suited to describe the structure of the q-

Schur algebra as a quasi-hereditary algebra, in the sense of Cline, Parshall and Scott. With any

quasi-hereditary algebra one associates a defining sequence, which is a certain chain of two-sided

ideals of the algebra satisfying various technical conditions. (For the definitions and basic properties

of quasi-hereditary algebras, the reader is referred to [M, §3.3].)

We recall the defining sequence for Sq(n, r):

Theorem 6.2.7 (Parshall, Wang)

Let ej be the idempotent of Sq(n, r) given by 6,1 + ... +6.., and define Jj to be the ideal SeiS,

where S = Sq(n,r) and Jo is taken to be O. Then S,(n,r) is quasi-hereditary with weight poset A+

and

{O}= Jo ~ J1 ~ ••. ~ J~= S

is a defining sequence for S.

Proof See the remark in [Do3, §4]. I

We can restate this result in terms of q-codeterminants, thus obtaining a free Z[q, q-l]-basis of

each Jj.

Corollary 6.2.8 The ideal Jj has as a free Z[q, q-l ]-basis the set of all standard q-codeterminants

of shapes At, ... ,Aj, and is equal to the ideal Y(lI') corresponding to the increasing saturation

t '}11' = {A , ... ,A' .

Proof Since J, is generated by ej, we see it contains 6,. = 6,. ei~.v where s $ i. It is therefore

generated as a two-sided ideal by the idempotents e.\' where s $ i. By considering the natural

basis of Sq(n, r) we now find that J has as a spanning set the set of elements ea,b6..ec,d where

s $ i, or, more economically, the set ea,l(.V)el('>"),b where again s $ i. This is precisely the set of

q-codeterminants of shape A'. Because ~ refines 1>, the set pt,...,A'}, where s $ i, is an increasing

saturation, and the result now follows from Proposition 6.1.4. I
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Before proceeding, it is worth noting two similarities between the basis of standard quantized

codeterminants and Du's canonical (intersection cohomology) basis {O(I'}' This basis, which was

introduced in [D2, §2], is in natural bijection with Dipper and James's basis {tI>tl'}' Like the basis of

standard q-codeterminants, it has the property that bases for highest weight modules can be found

by acting all the basis elements on the highest weight vector and taking the nonzero results (see

[D3, Theorem 5.3] and Theorem 5.3.1). It is shown in [D3, Theorem 3.3] that the canonical basis

also gives rise to the defining sequence for Sq(n, r) in a natural way; again, each J, is spanned by

the basis elements it contains.

Du in [D1, Theorem 3.3] obtained (explicitly) the following result on quotients of Schur algebras,

which is a special case of Theorem 6.3.5.

Proposition 6.2.9 (Du)

Let

0= Jo ~ J1 ~ ... ~ s, = S(2, r)

be the defining sequence for the classical Schur algebra S(2, r). Then

S(2, r) QO S(2 _ 2')Ji - ,r I.

Proof See [Dl, Theorem 3.3]. I

We wish to find an analogue of this result in the quantized case for arbitrary n. It turns out

that in general, quotienting out by ideals in the defining sequence does not produce smaller q-Sc.hur

algebras; the case n = 2 is a simple case because the order ~ happens to be total. It is however true

that by quotienting by a suitable ideal corresponding to an increasing saturation, one can find an

analogue of Proposition 6.2.9.

6.3. Epimorphisms between v-Schur algebras

It is convenient at this point to switch notation and to start working with the u-Schur algebra

S.,(n, r) and its associated v-codeterminants ~~i as defined in §4.2. We write Y(?T) for the ideal

spanned by all v-codeterminants with shapes lying in x. Recall that SI/(n, r) and Sq(n, r) are

related as rings via

and as Z[q, q-1]-modules via
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We now aim to describe an epimorphism between certain v-Schur algebras and to investigate

its properties.

In the main proof, we will need certain results in the representation theory of quantized en-

veloping algebras. We deal with these now.

Definition Define L E v®n to be the quantized exterior power (in the sense of §5.2) given by

L (-v)-l«7)e(7(l) ® ... e e(7(n)'

(7ESft

Lemma 6.3.1 The vector L spans a l-dimensional U module affording the representation which

sends E; and F; to zero for all i, and Kj to v.l for all i-
Proof The actions of E; and F; on L can be deduced from Lemma 5.2.7. The assertion for the

Kj is clear by direct consideration of its action. I

Lemma 6.3.2 Let b E V®". Then the action of U on VI8>(,.+n) has the following properties.

1. If u E U+ then u.(L ® b) = L ® (u.b).

2. If u E U- then u.(L ® b) = L ® (u.b).

3. If u is of the form

where L:7=1 ti = n + r, then u.(L ® b) = L ® (u'.b), where u' is given by

or 0 if this does not make sense (because one or more of the ti was zero).

Proof We first deal with the proof of part 1. We see from the nature of the identity that it is

enough to check the statement for the algebra generators of U+, i.e. the identity element, 1, and the

elements Ei. The statement is clear for u = 1. If u = Ei, we find that u acts (via the coassociative

comultiplication ~) on L ® b as

The proof of part 1 now follows, because E; annihilates L, as shown in Lemma 6.3.1.

The proof of part 2 follows similar lines to the proof of part 1. In this case, the action of F; 011

L 0 b is given by acting

Again, we find that F; annihilates L, so only the first term has any effect. One easily checks that

tc;' Ki+l acts as 1 on L, and part 2 now follows.
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The proof of part 3 follows from Theorem 2.2.7 and Corollary 4.1.10. We see from those results

that u will fix any basis vector of form eh ® ... ® ei. E v®(r+n) where the multiplicity of ej in the

tensor is equal to tj. Basis vectors not of this form are annihilated by u. The result follows because

the multiplicity of each ej in the element L is equal to 1. •
The following basic fact about standard tableaux turns out to be important in Theorem 6.3.5.

Lemma 6.3.3 Denote by T(n, r) the set of standard tableaux with r boxes and entries from

{1, ... , n}. There is an injection L from T(n, r) to T(n, r + n) given by adding an extra column of

length n and with entries 1,2, ... ,n to the left of the tableau.

Proof This is immediate, because in a standard tableau, all entries in row i must be greater

than or equal to i. This implies that the addition of the new column does not affect the property of

standardness. It is clear that the new tableau is an element of T(n, r + n). I

Example Suppose n = 3 and r = 4. Let T be the tableau given by

mmJ
~.

Then L(T) is given by

Lemma 6.3.4 Let [A][A1 be a standard v-codeterminant corresponding to a pair of standard

tableaux (T, T'). Then

Proof Note Aij is the number of entries equal to i in row i of the tableau T'; these entries must

therefore occur at the left end of the row. Similarly, A~i is the number of entries equal to i in row

i of T'. For any standard tableau, one sees that the number of entries equal to i in row i is greater

than or equal to the number of entries equal to i + 1 in row i+ 1. This implies that

All? ... ? Ann

and
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The fact that Ann = A~n follows from the requirement that T and T' must be of the same

shape. We now find that Ann and A~n are both expressions for the number of columns of length n

in T (or T'). (This is because all entries in the n-th row are equal to n.) I

Definition

We define the linear map 1/Jn,r S,,(n,r+ n} -+ S,,(n,r) by its effects on the standard v-

codeterminants as follows:

1/Jn,r([A][A']) = {hA - 1][A' - 1] if Ann;::: 1,
otherwise.

Remarks

We see from Lemma 6.3.4 that this definition makes sense, and we see from Lemma 6.3.3 that it

takes standard v-codeterminants in S" (n, r + n) to zero or to standard v-codeterminants in S" (u, r).

Subtraction of the identity matrix (if possible) from each component of the standard v-codeterminant

corresponds to removing the first column from each member of the corresponding pair of tableaux

(if it is a column of length n).

Example Denote by [T, T'] the standard v-codeterminant corresponding to the ordered pair of

standard tableaux (T, T'). Then

and [I!I~1
3 13 I, 1!1 ~ 12 12 I] ~ O.

We are now ready to state and prove an epimorphism theorem.

Theorem 6.3.5

1. The map tPn,r is an epimorphism of Z[v, v-I]-algebras. Its kernel is the ideal Y(1I-), where 1r is

the set of A E A+ such that a tableau of shape A has no column of length n.

2. For a natural number k ; define the linear map tPn,r,1c: S" (n, r + kn) -+ S" (n, r) by

tPn,r,1c([A][A']) = {~A - kJ][A' - kI] if Ann;::: k,
otherwise.

(Note that 1/Jn,r= tPn,r,t-}
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The map tPn,r,k is an epimorphism of algebras whose kernel is the ideal Y(1rk), where ?rk is the

set of A E A+ such that a tableau of shape A has strictly fewer than k columns of length n.

3. The restriction of tPn,r,k to Sj(n, r+kn) (the Borel subalgebra of S,,(n, r+kn)) has the following

effect on the basis elements [A] of S,,(n, r + kn):

tPn,r,k([A)) = { [A - kI] if there. does not exist i such that Ai; < k,
o otherwise,

The image of the restriction of tPn,r,k is precisely Sj(n, r), and ker tPn,r,k is spanned by the basis

elements [A] which it contains.

There is an analogous result for the Borel subalgebra S- .

Proof

We first prove that tP is an epimorphism. Surjectivity comes from Lemma 6.3.3, because the

v-eo-determinant in S" (n, r) corresponding to (T, T') is the image under tP of the v-codeterminant

in S,,(n,r+ n) corresponding to (t(T),t(T')}.

Next we define a certain map tP from S,,(n, r + n) to S,,(n, r) which will turn out to coincide

with tPn,r' Let z E S,,(n, r + n), and choose u E U such that Or+n(u) = z for the homomorphism

Or+n : U(gln) - S,,(n, r+n). (This means that u and z act in the same wayan v®(r+n), whichever

u is chosen.) We now embed tensor space v®r in tensor space v®(r+n) via b,...... L ® b. The Heeke

algebra 1tr which acts on v®r on the right may be naturally identified with a subalgebra of the

Heeke algebra 1tr+n acting on v®(r+n) on the right by sending the generator 1(p,p+l) to the generator

7(p+n,p+n+l)'

We define the linear map tP to send z E S,,(n, r + n) to the endomorphism X of v®r given by

u.(L 0 b) = L ® X(b), where u is as above. The existence of X is a consequence of Lemma 6.3.2, as

we shall explain shortly, and X is unique (i.e. independent of which u is chosen) because Sf) (n, r +n)

is the faithful quotient of the action of U on v®(r+n). It was shown in Theorem 4.2.5 that there

exists such a u with the property that u = ",-",ou+, where ",- E U- , u+ E U+ and ",0 is of form

where L:7=1 ti = r + n. It now follows from Lemma 6.3.2 that X exists, since X(b) = u-u'u+ .b,

where u" and u+ are as before, and u' is the element of UO given by

[t~~~]... [t~~~],
or zero if this does not make sense. The embedding of 'Hr in 1tr+n which we describe implies that the

endomorphism of v®r given by X commutes with the action of the associated Heeke algebra, and

hence, by the double centralizer theorem, is equal to an element of Sf)(n, r). Thus t/J is well-defined.
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To show that tP :: tPn,r, we recall Theorem 4.2.5. Choose [AHA'] to be a standard codeterminant

of S,,(n, r-l-n]. We can rewrite this as [A][D][A') for a suitable diagonal matrix D. (The (i, i)-entry of

D is Ai, where A is the shape of the standard v-codeterminant concerned.) The Theorem exhibits an

element u of the form we want which is naturally expressible as u- uou+. The element u- determines

the entries below the diagonal of A (in a way described in Proposition 4.1.7), u+ determines the

entries above the diagonal of A', and

Now consider the action of u-uou+ on L ® b, where b E V®I'. We can now deduce several results

from Lemma 6.3.2 and the expressions for Or+n(u-) and (JI'+n(U+) (given in Propositions 4.1.7 and

4.1.3):

a) The element uo acts as [D - I] (or 0 if this does not make sense).

b) The element u-uo acts as [A - 1] (or 0 ifthis does not make sense).

c) The element uou+ acts as [A' - 1] (or 0 if this does not make sense).

We know from the proof of Theorem 4.2.5 that u acts in the same wayan v®(r+n) as u-uouou+,

so this implies that u acts as [A - 1][A' - 1], or 0 this does not make sense. Hence the maps tP and

tPn,I' agree, and tPn,r is an algebra homomorphism (because tP clearly is, being defined in terms of

an endomorphism algebra).

We postpone proof of the description of ker( tPn,r) because it is a special case of ker( tPn ,I',k) for

k:: 1.

The proof that tPn,I',/c is an epimorphism of algebras follows similar lines to the corresponding

proof in part 1, except that the embedding of v®r in V®(I'+/cn) is via

b 1-+ L ® ... ® L ®b ..______.
/c

It was explained earlier why Ann is the number of columns in the tableau of the same shape as

the v-codeterminant, and because tPn,r,/c takes standard v-codeterminants to zero or to standard

v-codeterminants, we see that ker tPn,I',/c is as claimed.

We can prove part 3 by using the facts labelled above as a), b) and c). We concentrate on the

case of Sj(n, r + kn) because the case of S; (n, r + kn) is almost exactly the same. Recall that

S+ has as a basis all basis elements [U) of Sv(n, r + kn) such that U is an upper triangular matrix,

and similarly S- has as a basis all lower triangular basis elements [L). We can now check from the

preceding arguments that tPn,r,/c[A] is as claimed, when [A) is lower or upper triangular. Note that
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tPn,r,k takes basis elements of St(n,r + kn) to zero or to basis elements of St(n,r), and that all

triangular basis elements of St(n, r) turn up in this way. This shows that the restricted image and

restricted kernel of tPn,r,k are as claimed, completing the proof of part 3.

Finally we prove that 11' and 1I'k are increasing saturations. Since 11' = 11'1, we concentrate on the

case for general k. Suppose a tableau of shape >.has fewer than k columns, and /-II> >.. We need

to show that /-I has fewer than k columns. Saying that>. has fewer than k columns is equivalent to

saying that >'n < k. Since /-II> >.,we find that in particular,

>'1 + ... + >'n-l :S /-II + ... + /-In-I,

implying that /-In ::; >'n < k as required, since L:~=1 >'i = L:~=1 /-Ii = r.

This completes the proof. I

Remarks Donkin [Dol] proves an analogue of this result in an even more general setting--that

of generalised Schur algebras, although the analogue of the map tP is not found explicitly. The map

tPn,r turns out [002] to be the dual of the coalgebra injection from A(n, r) to A(n, r + n) given by

multiplication by the determinant function. (Here, Sen, r) is the dual of A(n, r).)

Notice that in the proof of Theorem 6.3.5, the natural basis for the Borel subalgebras plays the

same role as the v-codeterminant basis for the v-Schur algebras. It should however be noted that

the Borel subalgebras considered are not generalised Schur algebras [002].

6.4 Cellular inverse limits

Using the epimorphisms between v-Schur algebras studied in §6.3, we can define certain inverse

limits of v-Schur algebras. It will turn out that the inverse limit has a natural cellular structure,

and the quantized enveloping algebra U(sln) embeds in it in a natural way.

First we note that the v-Schur algebra can be given a cellular structure which differs slightly

from the one in §6.2.

Proposition 6.4.1 Let A, M and::; he as in Proposition 6.2.1. Let R = A. Let C be the map

taking the pair of elements (S, T) (where S, T E M(>.» to the associated standard v-codeterrninant

Let * be the anti-automorphism of S; (n, r) sending [A] to [AT] (i.e. transposition of basis elements),

Then (A,M,C,*) is a cell datum for A = StI(n,r) over R.

Proof The fact that * is an anti-automorphism was proved in [BLM, Lemma 3.10]. The rest, of

the proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 6.2.1. I
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Definitions

It will be convenient to introduce the v-Schur algebra BtI(n, r) for r = o. This is nothing other

than the base ring A, regarded as a quotient of BtI(n, n) via the map tPn,O : B,,(n, n) - BtI(n, 0).

This map takes the standard v-codeterminant [I][I] (where I is the identity matrix) to 1 E A, and

other standard v-codeterminants to o.
Suppose 0 ~ r < n (where r is an integer as usual). We define BtI(n, r) to be the set of

semi-infinite sequences (Xi) satisfying

where the element Xl: lies in BtI(n, r + kn).

Suppose r fS as above. Define A(n, r) to be the set

{A E A+(n, r + kn) for some kEN with An = O}.

Lemma 6.4.2

Let A lie in A+(n, r + kn) for some k ~ o. Denote by w the n-tuple (1,1, ... ,1). Then A is

ofform A' + Anw, where A' E A. Any standard v-codeterminant [AHA') E S'tI(n, r + kn) of shape A

satisfies

where the shape of [A - An I] [A' - AnI] lies in A(n, r).

If T, T' are elements of the same shape in A(n, r) n A+(n, r + (k + l)n) then C( (T, T') is a

standard v-codeterminant of B" (n, r+ (k + l)n) which is mapped to zero by tPn ,r+l:n·

Proof All the assertions are immediate from the definitions. I

Example Let r = 0 and n = 3. Let

and

~T'=~ .

Then T and T' are both of shape A = (3,2,1) which lies in A+(3, 6). This is of form A' +w, where

A' = (2,1,0). One easily sees that

?/JS,S,l(C( (T, T')))
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is a standard v-codeterminant of shape )..'E A(3, 0) nA+(3,3) which is mapped to zero by tP3 O.,

We introduce a partial order, ~,on the elements of A(n, r) which is analogous to the dominance

order on A+.

Definition Let).. and JJ be elements of A(n, r). We define will write )..~ JJ if

n n

~)..i = ~JJi + c.n
i=l i=l

for some nonnegative integer c, and)" E: JJ + C.w.

Lemma 6.4.3 The order ~ is a partial order on A(n, r).

Proof This will follow from the fact that E: is a partial order, and the observation that )..~ I' if

and only if )..+ w E: JJ + w for )..,JJ E A+(n, r).

Reflexivity is clear from the definition of ~.

Let >',JJ E A(n,r). Suppose ).. ~ JJ and JJ ~ )... The definition of ~ forces c = 0 in this case,

and we have both)" E: JJ and ).. ~ JJ. Since E: is a partial order, we find that).. = JJ. This proves

antisymmetry.

Suppose )..,JJ, v E A(n, r), )..~ JJ and JJ ~ u, We see from the definitions that

and

for some natural numbers Cl and C2. Using the remark at 'the beginning of the proof, we find that

and thus )..~ v by definition of ~ and by transitivity of E:. Thus ~ is transitive.

This proves that ~ is a partial order. I

One can naturally define a set of standard v-codeterminants for SII(n, r) analogous to the

standard v-codeterminants for the v-Schur algebras. If T and T' are standard tableaux of the

same shape, we will write G(T, T') for the associated standard v-codeterminant, using the map C

which appears in Proposition 6.4.1. It should be noted that this set of v-codeterminants will not be

a basis of Sv(n, r}: the set is linearly independent, but is not a spanning set.
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Definition Let C(T, T') be a standard v-codeterminant of Sv(n, r + kn) of shape A E A(n, r).

Define the sequence (:ri) (where :ri E Sv(n, r + in» via

{
o

:rj:= C(T, T')
C(Li-k(T), Li-k(T'»

if i < k,
if i = k,
if i > k.

Here, the injection L is as in §6.3. It follows from Theorem 6.3.5 and Lemma 6.4.2 that the sequence

(:ri) defines an element of Sv(n, r). We will denote this element by C(T, T'). Such elements will be

referred to as standard v-codeterminants of Bv (n, r).

In the results which follow, we will be considering certain "infinite sums"

E Ci(T,T')C(T, T').
(T,T')

Here, the elements Ci(T,T') lie in A, but there may be infinitely many v-codeterminants C(T, T')

occurring with nonzero coefficient. It to be understood that Ci(T,T') is the total coefficient. of

C(T, T') in the sum. ("Repeats" are not allowed.) This infinite sum is interpreted as an element of

B,,(n, r) as follows.

Consider a typical sum

E a(T, T') C(T, T'),
(T,T')

where the sum is infinite (as explained above) and the codeterminants appearing are standard. This

is a sequence (:rd (where e, E Sv(n, r+in) as usual) as follows. With respect to the basis of standard

v-codeterminants of S,,(n, r + kn), the coefficient a(S, S') of C(S, S') in :ric:is given by

a(S, S') = {a(T, T') if (Lm(~), Lm(T'» = (S, S') for a nonnegative integer rn,
o otherwise.

Note that the integer m introduced above must be unique if it exists. Lemma 6.4.2 shows that this

sequence (:ri) is indeed an element of Bv(n, r).

Proposition 6.4.4 Each element of Bv(n, r) can be expressed uniquely in the form

~ a(T,T')C(T, T'),
(T,T')

where the elements a(T, T') lie in A and the v-codeterminants C(T, T') appearing are standard.

Proof Suppose we have a sequence (:r;) giving an element of Sv(n, r). We define the coefficient.

£i(T,T') of a standard v-codeterminant C(T, T') to be the coefficient a(T, T') of C(T, T') in :tic,

where k is such that the tableaux T and T' have r + kn boxes. Then we have

(:r;) = ~ £i(T,T')C(T, T').
(T,T')
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Thus any element of Sv(n, r) is expressible in terms of an infinite sum of the required form. Moreover

this expression is unique, using the above definition of the infinite sum. I

Lemma 6.4.5 The A-module Sv(n, r) is an associative algebra in the obvious way, i.e. if

x, y E Sv(n, r) and X = (Xi), y = (Yi) then xy:= (XiYs).

Proof This works because the maps tP are algebra homomorphisms. I

Note For our purposes, it is necessary to alter the axioms for a cellular algebra slightly. (For

finite-dimensional algebras, this alteration makes no difference at all.) We now allow infinite R-linear

combinations of basis elements C~,T in the axioms. This alters the three axioms as follows.

1. We drop the hypothesis that the image of C is an R-basis for A. Instead, we ensure that each

element of A can be written uniquely in the form

L:a(S, T) C(S, T),
where a(S, T) E R is the coefficient of C(S, T) in the sum. The sum may contain infinitely

many elements C(S, T) which occur with nonzero coefficients.

2. We strengthen the hypothesis that the anti-automorphism * is R-linear by requiring it to satisfy

* :L:a(S, T) C(S, T) t-+ E a(S, T) C(T, S),

where the sums satisfy the same rules as above.

3. We extend the R-submodule A( < A) to consist of all elements

L:asll,TIIC~II,TII

where fJ < A, S" E M(fJ) and Til E M(fJ). The scalar aSI,T" E R is the coefficient of C~",T"

in the sum. Again,infinitely many distinct C~II,TII may appear.

We call an algebra satisfying these modified axioms a generalised cellular algebra, and we call

the quadruple (A, M, C, *) a generalised cell datum for the algebra. Note that a generalised cellular

algebra A over R satisfying the additional condition that the image of C is an R-basis for A is a

cellular algebra in the usual sense. Also note that finite-dimensional generalised cellular algebras

are the same as finite-dimensional cellular algebras.

Remarkably, many of the properties of cellular algebras studied in [GL] carryover to generalised

cellular algebras, and the proofs are the same. For example, the finite-dimensional cell modules WP)
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of §6.2 may be defined in the same way for generalised cellular algebras, and they hav~ the properties

one would expect.

We can now give a generalised cell datum for St/(n, r).

Proposition 6.4.6

Let R = A. For A E A(n, r), let M(A) = M(A), where M is as in Proposition 6.2.1. Let Cbe

as above. Define the A-linear map * :St/(n, r) 1-+ St/(n, r) by

* :Escr,T') C(T, T') 1-+ sir, T') C(T', T).

Then (A, Af, C, *) is a generalised cell datum for St/(n, r), where A is partially ordered by ~.

Proof Axiom (1) for generalised cellular algebras follows from Proposition 6.4.4 and the obser-

vation that Af(A) is a finite set for each A.

We must show that the map *maps S,,(n, r) to itself. Let (Xi) be an element of S,,(n, r). Then

(xi) is another such sequence, because the maps tP commute with the anti-automorphisms * of the

v-Schur algebras. (This is easy to see from Theorem 6.3.5.) The fact that it is an anti-automorphism

follows from the definition of multiplication in St/(n, r). Axiom (2) now follows.

To check axiom (3), we choose a standard v-codeterminant, C~.TI' Define kEN by stating that

n

L:Ai = r+kn,
i=l

where 0 ~ r < n is as in the statement of the proposition. Pick any element X E StI(n, r). Suppose

that C~.SI occurs with coefficient rz: 1: 0 in the expression for X,C~.TI' We know from Lemma 6.4.2

that CJ;.T' is a sequence (yd where Yi = 0 ifi < k. Because of the way the multiplication is defined,

it must be the case that the sequence (Zi) corresponding to C~.SI also satisfies Zi = 0 for i< k. This

implies that
n

EJ.'i = r+kln
i=l

for some kl 2: k . This means that if J.' ~ A + (kl - k).w, we will have J.' ~ A.

Consider the expression

in S,,(n, r + kin). Theorem 6.3.5 shows that the coefficient of C(S, S') in this expression IS rz.

Proposition 6.4.1 now shows that J.' ~ A + (kl - k).w, and thus J.' ~ A.

If C(S, S') is of shape A, the above technique and Proposition 6.4.1 show that rz is independent.

of T'. (Note that k = k' in this situation.)
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Axiom (3) now follows. I

It is interesting to note that Bv(n, r) has a natural topology on it which is compatible with the

cellular structure.

Definitions For each nonnegative integer k, let BIc,,. be the subset of Sv(n, r) given by

We stipulate that the set {BAl,,. : kEN} is a base of neighbourhoods of 0 in Sv(n, r).

Proposition 6.4.7

(i) The algebra Sv(n, r) has the structure of a Hausdorff topological ring in which the operation

* is a homeomorphism. The subsets BIc,,. are ideals of Sv(n, r). With respect to this topology,

Sv(n, r) is complete.

(ii) As algebras,

Sv(n, r) e.t ( k )
B - Bv n,r+ n.
1c+1,"

Proof We first prove part (i). The operation + is clearly continuous by construction of the

topology from the base. It is easy to check that the subsets BAl,,. are ideals of Sv(n, r), which means

that negation and multiplication are continuous. Clearly, * maps BAl,,. to BIc,,., so it is continuous

too (and hence a homeomorphism, since it is self-inverse). The Hausdorff property follows from the

observation that
00n BAl,,. = to}.
i=O

It is now not hard to see that every Cauchy sequence will converge, and thus that Sv(n, r) is complete.

We now prove part (ii). The A-linear map which projects the element (Xi) of Bv(n,r) to Xic is

an algebra homomorphism with kernel 81:+1,,.. The proof follows. I

We now study the direct sum of all the algebras Sv(n, r) for different values of r.

Definitions We define
n-1

Bv(n):= EBBv(n,r).
,.=0
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This direct sum is a direct sum of A-algebras. A base of neighbourhoods of zero is the set of subsets

Bk as k ranges through Nand
n-l

Bk := EeBk,r.
r=O

Proposition 6.4.8 Let R = A. Let A0 = AO(n) be the disjoint union U;;; A(n, r). (Note that

A° is the set of all partitions of natural numbers into at most n - 1 pieces.) We order A° via $0.

For A, I-' E A0, we say A $0 I-' if A and JJ both lie in A(n, r) for some rand), $ JJ with respect to the

order $ on A(n, r).
For each ). E A0

, let MO (A) be the set of standard tableaux of shape A. Let Co be the map

taking a pair of standard tableaux {T, T'} (of the same shape ). E A0) to the element of ,9~(n)
corresponding to the standard v-codeterminant Cfo,TI. Let *0 be the anti-automorphism satisfying

Then (A°,MO, Co, *0) is a generalised cell datum for B" (n).
Proof This is relatively easy to show after the work done in Proposition 6.4.6.

To verify axiom (1), we remark that $0 is a partial order and MO().) is a finite set for each

).. The other assertions of the axiom follow from the direct sum decomposition in the definition of

S,,(n).

Axiom (2) is clear from the proof of Proposition 6.4.6 and the direct sum decomposition.

Axiom (3) follows quickly from the definition of $0 and the direct sum decomposition. I

Proposition 6.4.9 The algebra B,,(n) is a Hausdorff topological ring, where the operation *0 is

continuous. The subsets Bk are ideals of B,,(n). With respect to this topology, S~(n) is complete.

Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 6.4.7 (i). •
The motivation behind studying B,,(n) is that we now show how to embed the quantized en-

veloping algebra U(sln) in it. To do this, we will first work over the field Q(v) and embed U(sln) ill

S'(n) := Q(v) ® Bv(n).

Following [D4], we identify U (sin) with the sub algebra of U(gin) generated by the elements

as 1$ i < n.
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Definitions

Let S'(n) be as above. We write S'(n, r) for Q(v) ® S,,(n, r).

Let U E U(sln), and let 0 :5 r < n.

The map Or : U -+ S'(n, r) is defined to take u to the sequence (Or+in (u», where as usual Or+in

is a certain epimorphism from U(gln) to S,,(n, r + in). (It remains to be seen that the resulting

sequence is an element of S'(n, r).)

The map 0 :U -+ S' (n) is defined to take u to

Lemma 6.4.10

(i) For each u E U(sln) the sequence (Or+in(U» is an element of S'(n, r).

(ii) The map Or : U -+ S'(n, r) defined by O'r(u) = (Or+in(U» is an algebra homomorphism.

(iii) The map 8: U -+ S'(n) defined by O(u) = EB;;~O'r(u) is an algebra homomorphism.

Proof It is clear that (ii) and (iii) will hold if the codomains are as claimed in the definitions,

because all the maps 8m are homomorphisms. Thus, the only nontrivial part of the proof is checking

that (i) holds. Because all the maps Om are homomorphisms, it is enough to check this in the case

where u is an algebra generator, i.e. , Ei, Fi, K,Ki+\ or Ki-1Ku. 1.
For each such element u, we need to check that

for each natural number i. This is an easy case-by-case check which uses part (3) of Theorem 6.3.,)

and the definition of 0. We calculate explicitly the case of KiKi+\ as an example.

We see from the definition of (J that

Applying part (3) of Theorem 6.3.5, we find that tPn,r+(Hl)n takes this element to

L v(di+l)-(di+1+l)[D] = L vd,-di+1 [DJ = Or+in(I<i Ki+'d·
DEDr+in DEDr+'"

This happens because tPn,r+(i+l)n takes [DJ to [D - 1] if this makes sense, and to 0 otherwise.

The other cases are similar or easier. I
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Remark This construction fails for U (gin)! Putting the element K, E U (gin) through the check

in the proof of Lemma 6.4.10 does not give the desired result.

The next aim is to prove that 9 is injective.

Lemma 6.4.11 We have
00nkerOr n U(sln) = O.
r=O

Proof Suppose u E U = U(sln) lies in nkerOr for all r. Then, because 8v(n,r) is the quotient

of U(gln} which acts faithfully on tensor space v®r, u must annihilate v®r for all values of r. It

is known (see for example §5.1) that any finite-dimensional simple highest weight module L for

U(gln) (and hence for U(sln)) can be embedded in v®r for suitable r. Thus u acts as zero on any

finite-dimensional simple highest-weight module of U{sln).

Lusztig [L3, Proposition 6.3.6] proves that an integrable U-module M is a sum of finite-

dimensional simple highest weight U-modules. Therefore u annihilates M. We now see from [L3,

Proposition 3.5.4] that u = 0, which completes the proof. I

Theorem 6.4.12 The map 9 is a monomorphism of algebras from U(sln) into .~,,(n). The

generalised cell modules for S,,(n) are in natural bijection with the simple highest weight. modules

for U(sln).

Proof The fact that 9 is a monomorphism of algebras follows from Lemmas 6.4.10 and 6.4.11.

The link between the two representation theories goes as follows.

Let J.t = (1'1, .. " I'n-d, where the elements I'i are natural numbers. Define >'j = E?=-/ I'i for

each 1 ~ j < n, and >'n= O. This means that 1'; = >'i - >'i+l and>' E Ao. Set r = E?=I >.;.
The element I' is a dominant weight and can be identified with a typical simple highest weight

module M for U(sln). It can be lifted to a simple module M' for U(gln) where the action of 1\; on

the highest weight vector z). (the same notation as in §5) is given by

We know from Theorem 5.3.1 and related results that M' can be identified with the v-Weyl module

W,,>' for 8" (n, r), with r defined as above. Using a version of Proposition 6.2.3 suited to 8,,(n, r)

rather than 8q(n, r), we can identify this module with the cell module W(>.). Using Proposition 6.4.7

(ii), one finds that this module corresponds to the generalised cell module of shape" for Sv(n, r'),

where r' and r are congruent modulo n.
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Finally one can identify the module with the corresponding generalised cell module of shape ~

for Sv(n).

All the generalised cell modules of Sv(n) turn up in this way. I

Definition

as 1 ~ i < nand c E N.

Lemma 6.4.13 The algebra U... (sln) agrees with the A-form of U(sln), UA ® -n» ® Ul, where

'UD is as given in [D4, §2).

Proof The only nontrivial step is checking that

lies in /u», Since the algebra given is an A-algebra, it must be fixed setwise by the Z-algebra

homomorphism which sends v to v-I. Applying this map to the given element changes it into

which lies in 'UD• I

Corollary 6.4.14. The monomorphism (j restricts to an algebra monomorphism from (J ... (sl,,)

to Sv(n).

Proof This follows from Lemma 6.4.13, which implies that if u E U,,(s/n) then 8r{ u) E 81,(11, r).

(As usual, Sv(n, r) refers to our A-form of the v-Schur algebra.) I

Finally, we look at the relationship between Sv(n) and the algebra U of type A which was

introduced in [L3, §23).

Definition Let it be the set of n-tuples of natural numbers (~l' ... , ~n) such that at least one

of the Ai is zero.

Lemma 6.4.15 There is a natural bijection between it and the set Xn of all (n - 1)-tuples

Ill, ... ,Iln-l of integers. This satisfies Ili = ~i - ~i+1'
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Proof Clearly each A determines a 1-'. Going the other way, we see that each I-' clearly determines

a A up to adding an integer multiple of w. The condition that all the ,xi are nonnegative and at least

one is zero determines this multiple uniquely. •
Definitions To each .A E A. (corresponding as above to the (n - I)-tuple of integers 1-'), we

associate an element ep' of S(n) as follows. Define r' = E:=1 Ai, and let r == r' (mod n) be such

that 0 s: r < n. Define le to be the natural number satisfying r' = r + kn, Let D be the diagonal

matrix whose (i, i) entry is .Ai. Let (Xi) be the element of S,,(n, r) given by setting

{
0 if i < Ie,

Xi:= [D + (i - le)I] otherwise.

(It follows from part (3) of Theorem 6.3.5 that this is an element of S,,(n, r).) We denote by ejj the

corresponding element of S(n).

For each integer i such that 1 s: i < n we define, following [L3, §2], the element i' E Xn (where

Xn is as in Lemma 6.4.15) to be the i-th column of the Cartan matrix corresponding to U(sln),

namely

{
2 if i = i,

(i')j:= 0-1 if Ii- il = 1,
otherwise.

Lemma 6.4.16 We regard U(sln) as a sub algebra of S,,(n) as in Theorem 6.4.12. The following

relations hold in S,,(n):

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)K tc: p.,i i+1ep.=v ep'

K K-1 p.,e" i H1 = v e" (5)

Proof All of these are easy consequences of the definitions and the multiplication in the v-Schur

algebra. •
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Definitions In [L3, §23]' Lusztig defines a Q(v)-algebra, U, and proves that a basis for it is

given by the set consisting of elements

as b- ranges over a basis for U-, b+ ranges over a basis for U+ and Jl ranges over Xn. Lusztig

proves that the following relations hold in V:

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

FilII= lll-i,Fi

KiKt+\lll = vlljl~

lllKiKti\ = VIIi 111

The multiplication in V is inherited in a natural way (explained in [L3, §23]) from the multipli-

cation in U(sln). It is not hard to see that the relations (6) to (10) together with the usual relations

in U(sln) are sufficient to express the product of two basis elements as a (finite) linear combination

of others. Thus we can determine the structure constants of if with respect to the given basis.

The algebra V has an A-form, VA, which has as a free A-basis the set b-ll1b+ where b" and

b+ range over A-bases for UA. and u1 respectively, and Jl ranges over Xn.

It will be convenient to reparametrise this basis by certain pairs of n x n matrices as follows.

We work with the basis B- of U- and B+ of U+ as in Proposition 1.5. This gives us a basis

of V consisting of elements b = b-l~b+, where b- E B-, b+ E B+ and Jl E Xn.

We define a weakly positive pair of matrices (M, M'} to be matrices with non-negative integer

entries satisfying the following conditions:

(i) M is lower triangular;

(ii) M' is upper triangular;

(iii) the product [M][ Mil is a v-codeterminant for some v-Schur algebra 8" (n, r);

(iv) at least one of the matrices has a zero on the diagonal.

Lemma 6.4.17 There is a natural bijection between basis elements b-ll1b+ of i; and weakly

positive pairs of matrices.

Proof Let (M, M/} be a weakly positive pair of matrices. Let). be the n-tuple of natural numbers

defined by setting Ai to be the sum of the i-th column of M. (This is the same as the sum of the

i-th row of M', by part (iii) of the definition of weakly positive.) Let m be such that Am $ Ai for
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all i. Then A- Arn.w lies in A. Let p. E Xn correspond to A- Arn.w as in Lemma 6.4.15. We define

b" in B- according to the entries below the diagonal in M, as in Proposition 4.1.7. We define s+

according to the entries above the diagonal in M', as in Proposition 4.1.3. This produces a basis

element b-ljjb+ of U.
We now describe the inverse of this process. Choose a basis element b-ljjb+ of U. Find the

element AE A corresponding to p. as in Lemma 6.4.15. Let X be the lower triangular n x n matrix

with integer entries as follows. The entries below the diagonal in X are determined by b" as in

Proposition 4.1.7. The diagonal entries may be negative, and are defined so that the sum of column

i of X is Ai. We also define X' to be the upper triangular n x n matrix with integer entries as follows.

The entries above the diagonal are determined by e+ as in Proposition 4.1.3. The diagonal entries

(which may be negative) are chosen in the unique way which makes the sum of row i of X, equal

to Ai. Since Ai E A, one of the matrices X or X' must have a nonpositive entry on the diagonal.

Let m be the smallest such entry (possibly zero). Now define M = X - m.I and M' = X' - m.l.

It is easily checked that M is lower triangular, M' is upper triangular, the column sums of M are

the row sums of M' (so [M][M'] is a v-codeterminant for sum SI!(n, r)) and one of M and M' has

a zero entry on the diagonal. This therefore produces a weakly positive pair of matrices in a way

which can be checked to be the inverse of the process in the preceding paragraph. •
We will now index the basis of U by weakly positive pairs of matrices (M, M'). The basis

element corresponding to (M, M') will be denoted by C(M, M')

Definition Let {M, M'} be a weakly positive pair of matrices. We define an element Y(M, M')

of .§v(n) as follows. Set r to be the sum of the entries of M (or equivalently of M'). Define r' such

that r' == r (mod n) and 0 :::: r' < n. Let k be such that r = r' + kn.

The element Y(M, M') is the element of Sv(n) identified with that element of SI!(n, r') given

by the sequence (Xi) where

Xi := {fM + (i - k)I][M' + (i - k)I)
if i< k,
otherwise.

One checks easily from Theorem 6.3.5 that this is an element of 8v(n). (This works because of the

triangular axioms for weakly positive pairs.)

It should be noted that all elements C(T, T') turn up naturally in this way. It is not in general

true that any such element will have the form C(T, T'), but if this is the case, we will call the basis

element C(M, M') standard.
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Before the proof of the main theorem, we require a certain technical result about classical Schur

algebras.

Lemma 6.4.18 Let [L][U] be a codeterminant for some (unquantized) Schur algebra 8(n, r),

where L is a lower triangular matrix and U is an upper triangular matrix. Let WL be the sum of all

the entries below the diagonal of L, and let Wu be the sum of all the entries above the diagonal of

U. Choose W to be greater than or equal to the maximum of WL and Wu.

A unique basis element [A] of 8(n, r + wn) exists with the following properties:

1. The entries below the diagonal of A are the same as those of L.

2. The entries above the diagonal of A are the same as those of U.

3. The column sums of A are the same as those of U + ui.I,

4. The row sums of A are the same as those of L + ui.l .

Consider the product [L+w.I][U +w.I] in the Schur algebra S(71, r+wn). Expanding the product

in terms of the natural basis of 8(n, r + wn) (not the codeterminant basis), the basis element [A]

occurs with nonzero coefficient. All other basis elements occurring correspond to matrices of strictly

larger trace. We call the element [A] the leading term of the product [L + w.I][U + w.!].

Proof Uniqueness of the matrix A is clear given existence. If we can show that a basis element

[A] occurring in the given product satisfies properties 1 and 2 then we have proved the first assertion,

because properties 3 and 4 follow automatically from weight space considerations.

The fact that [A] occurs with nonzero coefficient is a corollary of Schur's product rule and the

choice of the number w, as is the fact that other basis elements occurring have larger trace. This is

probably best illustrated with an example.

Let n = r = 3, let L be the matrix

and let U be the matrix

(
0 0o 0
o 0

In this case, WL = 2, unj = 3. We choose W = 3. One can check that [L][U] is nonzero by checking

the row and column sums of each matrix. We now appeal to the tensor matrix space ideas of §2.1.

The element of rr+wn(Mn) corresponding to [L+ w.I] consists of sums of permutations of the tensor

w times
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and the element corresponding to [U + w.I] consists of sums of permutations of

w times

We have chosen w sufficiently large so that it is possible for two such permutations of tensors to

multiply together (and give a nonzero result) so that no non-diagonal matrix unit in one combines

with a non-diagonal matrix unit in the other. This gives rise to a basis element [A] with properties

1 and 2. In this case, A is given by

(
1 0 3)2 3 0 .
003

The other basis elements arise from two non-diagonal matrix units multiplying with each other. This

gives rise to strictly more diagonal matrix units in the result, and a basis element of larger trace .•

Definition
~

We define the A-module (f to be the set of all formal infinite sums

where the pairs (M,M/) are weakly positive and the element CM,M' E A is the coefficient ofC,'(M, M')

in the sum.

Theorem 6.4.19 Regard U (sin) as a subalgebra of Sv (n) as in Theorem 6.4.12,

(a) The A-linear map iJ from (f,A to Sv(n) which takes C(M, M/) to }I(M, M/) is a homomorphism

~f A-algebras whose image is dense with respect to the topology on Sv (n). Furthermore, (}is

injective.
~

(b) The A-module map iJ extends in a natural way to if.
~

The kernel of iJ applied to if consists of infinite A-combinations of elements of the form

C(M, M/) - L CA,A,C(A, A')
(A,A')

where C(M, M/) is weakly positive but not standard, the elements C(A, A') are standard, and

the coefficients CA,A' lie in .A.

Proof

We first prove part (a). We find from [L3, Lemma 23.2.2] and the relation (7) from earlier that

if is generated as an algebra by the elements l~E~c) and F?)I~, for all nonnegative integers c and

elements /10 E Xn.
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Each element 1" in if is equal to an element C(D, D), where D is diagonal. It therefore maps

to the idempotent Y(D, D), which is equal to e".
One checks that the element

maps under iJ to

Here, D is such that

and as usual, E;,;+l is the matrix unit with 1 in the (i, i+ 1)-place and zeros elsewhere. The diagonal

matrix D' is determined by the property that the sum of row h of D' + CEi,HI is equal to Dhh.

Analogous remarks hold for the element Flc)1/J'
We now have to check all the relations hold in the image. The usual relations of the quantized

enveloping algebra certainly hold because of Theorem 6.4.12. The new relations (6) to (10) in Cl
hold because of Lemma 6.4.16 and the similarity between the relations (1) to (5) in that lemma with

the relations (6) to (10).

The "density" part of the argument holds because elements of B" (n) can be approximated

arbitrarily "closely" (in the topology arising from the sets Bk) by finite A-linear combinations of

basis elements Y(M, M').

We now need to prove that 9 is injective. Suppose to the contrary that there exists an element

of Cl given by

u = E CM,M,C(M, M')
(M,M')

(where the scalars CM,M' are not all zero) which maps under iJ to zero. (Note that the sum is finite.)

We may assume that this sum is as short as possible. Without loss of generality, we may assume all

the C(M, M') are mapped by iJ into the same B,,(n, r) for a fixed r. Also without 1088 of generality

we may assume all the scalars CM,M' are elements of Z[v), and furthermore we may assume t.hat

they are not all divisible by v-I. Thus by replacing v by 1, we obtain a counterexample to the

corresponding unquantized problem. We may therefore concentrate on proving this.

With the aid of Lemma 6.4.18, we find that by taking a sufficiently large value of k, the

k-th component of iJ(C(M, M'» (i.e. that corresponding to S(n, r + kn» contains (with nonzero

coefficient) the leading term of the k-th component of the product corresponding to Y(M, M'). We
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can choose k so that this happens for every G(M, M') appearing in the sum u. (We have used the

fact that the sum u is finite here. This is important.) Now consider the basis elements G(M, M/)

appearing which give rise to leading terms of minimal trace. By "minimal", we mean minimal

among the set of traces of leading terms arising from elements G(M, M') appearing in u. One sees

easily from the definition of leading term that different weakly positive pairs give rise to different

leading terms. It is therefore not possible for any cancellation to occur among these leading terms of

minimal trace, because Lemma 6.4.18 shows that other basis elements occurring have larger traces.

We are forced to conclude that u is not in fact mapped to zero by iJ, which proves the claim that 0
is injective.

We now tackle part (b). It is possible to extend iJ naturally to the infinite sums shown because

for any open set Bit, all but finitely many basis elements G(M, M') E (; map into Bit under iJ. This
~

means that the finite partial sums of an element in (; will map under iJ to a Cauchy sequence in

S\,(n). Because of the completeness of SI/(n), we can now extend iJ to U.

We know iJ : if - SI/(n) is surjective because each standard v-codeterminant of SI/(n) is the

image of a standard basis element G(M, M/).

Observe that the standard basis elements of (; C (; map to elements G(T, T') of '§I/(n). The
A

non-standard basis elements map to elements which are images of elements u E (; expressible 811

infinite A-combinations of standard elements G(A, A'). Thus for any weakly positive non-standard

pair (M, M/), one can find an infinite sum as (in the statement) lying in keriJ. Note that G(M, M')

and all the dCA, A') appearing map under iJ to elements in SI/ (n, r) for some fixed r.

Finally we note that infinite A-combinations of elements as given in the statement are actually

elements of if. This happens because each standard basis element of if, G(A, A'), can only appear

in finitely many infinite sums corresponding to different weakly positive pairs (M, M') 811 in the

statement of part (b). This follows from the fact that only finitely many elements ("(M, M') lie

outside any given open set Bit, and the observation that if iJ(G(M, M')) lies in the set Bit, then 80

do all the elements iJ(G(A, A')), where G(A, A') appears in the sum. (If the latter were not the case,

one could use Proposition 6.4.6 (ii) to contradict the basis theorem for standard v-codeterminante.)

The total coefficient of a standard element G(A, A') in any such infinite combination of infinite

sums indexed by weakly positive pairs will therefore be a well-defined element of A. (The analogous

observation for non-standard elements G(M, M') is trivial because each such appears in only one of

the infinite sums in the statement.) I
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Concluding remarks

In [L3, §29]' Lusztig essentially proves that if is cellular, and that its representation theory is

the highest weight portion of the representation theory of U(sln). This means that if and Sf)(n)

have the same absolutely irreducible finite-dimensional modules.

By combining the results of Theorem 6.4.19 and Proposition 6.4.7 (ii) and using the direct sum

decomposition of Sv(n), one finds that the v-Schur algebras Sf)(n, r) are canonically quotients of the

algebra if. We can therefore reformulate the main results of §4 with if in the role of U(gln). This

seems to be a more natural situation than the one involving U(gln): for example, one does not have

the slightly messy problem of calculating UO n ker e which was dealt with in Proposition 4.1.12.
~

An application of the fact that Sf)(n, r) is a quotient of if (as an A-module) is that all the

coefficients CA,A' in the statement of Theorem 6.4.19 (b) are calculable, because they are the same

as certain of the coefficients arising in the straightening formula for v-Schur algebras described in §3.

To see this, take one of the expressions for an element ofkerO as described in Theorem 6.4.19 (b),

and pass to the quotient Sf)(n, r). The nonstandard element of if occurring maps to a distinguished I

hut not standard, v-codeterminant (in the sense of §4) or to zero; the standard elements map to

standard v-codeterminants, or to zero. For each nonzero element CA,A', one can choose a suitable r

such that C(A, A') will not map to zero under the quotient map, but instead to CA,A' times a certain

v-codeterminant. This means that our description of the elements of the kernel of the canonical map

from if to Sf) (n) should be regarded as the limiting case of the straightening formula for distinguished

v-codeterminants as described in Corollary 4.2.6.

One can also find results for if analogous to the main results in §5 dea.lingwith the representation

theory of U(gln). Again, the proofs are more elegant.
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